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Introduction 
Guiding Principles 

Our Twelve Traditions are about relationships: with ourselves, our groups, our service 
bodies, and our Higher Power. While they address our practices in service, they a lso provide a 
foundation for us to learn how to live. They are practical and spiritual at the same time. Our 
lr.tditions help us to n.1vig.1te: They remind us where we are going and where we are likely to 
run aground. They also remind us that we steer our own ship. Unity and autonomy guide us, not 
ur)iformity and govcma,lC.e. We surrend,,.· autho1 ity to a High('f' Power and co,ne togell\-e1· as 
equals. Our primary purpose is to carry the message to the addict who still suffers. If we are to 
accomplish that, we need recovel')' ourselves, and we need to coinc togetl~r in u,,ity to build 
the groups and provide the services that make recovery available to us all We need every 
principle, every fesource, and every member. 

Humility, empathy, and love are keys to selfless service, and selfless service frees us from the 
self-centeredness at the core of our disease. Yet many of us who have tried to recover on service 
alone find, sooner or later, thal witllout doing the hard wolit of the Twelve Steps, we don't have 
tools to live by these principles. We need the Steps if we are to follow the Traditions-and we 
need the Traditions to create an atmosphere in which we find the love, safety, and anonymity 
necessary to work the Steps. 

Together, our Steps and Traditions allow us to grow aod thrive, to interact with others, and 
to sustain ourselves through difficulty. These spiritual prin<iples and practices can guide us in our 
de<.isio,,s in set vice and throughout our lives. Although we each have differe(1l ways of 
connecting with and learning about the Traditions, we can all agree that these are the principles 
that keep us alive and free. 

The Twelve Traditions have been part of the spiritual foundation of NA as we know it from 
our very beginnings. The principles arose out of experience: practical lessons learned from 
problems faced early in the developme-ot of our prede<essor, AkoOOlics Anonymous. Earlier 
programs c.reated for addicts, including some bearing the same name, did not practice Traditions 
and did not survive. Even the NA we know today was nearly lost. Only when some of our 
founding members insisted on following the Traditions did our fellowship begin to experience 
stability and growth. Those earty members understood the necessity of the Traditions for oor 
survival. Our need for tMse pr'i.nc.iples is just .-s great today. 

Our Traditions make our principles very clear, yet onderstanding and applic,ation will draw us 
to study, inte1pretation, and growth. lhe principles that ke,cp our Fellowship alive and flee a.1e 
universal, allowing us to be incredibly flexible. NA can flourish and thrive in cultures and 
coote.xts around the world. The Twelve Traditions afe not negotiable, aod that means they 
cannot be bought, bartered, traded on, or sold. That doesn't mean we are rigid, inflexible, or 
in<apable of growth. Rather than se-eh,g our Traditions as limiting, we come to undefstand that 
they point the way to freedom. Our guiding priodples help us steer dear of pitfalls, allowing us 
continued growth and change. 
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Tradition is practice, developed over time, which reflects both beljef and identity. Traditions 
create continuity-they bind people together. Although traditio,ls are vital to any community, 
the way any given tradition is practiced can evolve. A family may come together for the same 
holiday meal over the course of many generations, but every year there may be differences in 
the celebration. The important elements remain stable- we come together in love and unity, as 
part of something valuable and enduring. Our guiding prin<iples don't change, but the way we 
practice th~n grows and develops as we do. 

Our principles rernain the Sdme, but we foe(' f(esh challenges to them all the tirne. A new 
problem in one community is often an old problem in another. As in our personal recovery, we 
often feel unique or alone when we struggle, but most of Ou( St(uggles a,e sha, cd. If we arc 
willing to be open about our difficulties and seek experience, mostly we find someone who has 
b~n through the same thing. Sometirnes, though, we must still go through it to learn for 
oursetves. 

Some ex.pef'tenced members saw this firsthand when they were doing outreach work w;th 
newer members in a place where NA was just getting sta rted. OrK? by one, the members from 
older communities shared their experience with the Twelve Traditions o f NA. Some were 
emotional; some were philosophical; some went deep into the history and origins of these 
principles. Each time, when the speaker finished, one of the newer members listening would ask 
a question like "Yeah, okay, but can we buy refreshments for the meeting~" 

If .di the .msw'-!rS were provided for us, we wouldn't h:we to spend so much time in 
discussion. Simple issues wouldn't bring us together or d1 ive us to reach o ut, and we wouldn' t 
le<1m much that way. As we build our relationship to our Traditions, questions like "C<1n we serve 
refreshments~" can b,'ing us to examine our pfindples, our values, our p,iofitics, and the ways 
we make decisions in our groups. 

When we allow these discussions the time and energy they deserve, our understanding of 
the spiritual principles underlying the Twelve Traditio,,s deepe,,s, and so does our practice. 
There are countless ways we can learn about the Traditions, from simply hearing them read i.n 
meetings to studying them In great detail. One member shared that his first learning experience 
w;1h the Traditions came through a simple exercise: ;i My fi rst sponsor told me to read the 
Twelve Traditions aloud to myself, repl~ ing NA with my own name. It felt awkward at first, but 
it gave me a new way to look at the Traditions.." Whatever way our work in the Traditions 
begins, the learning process is an ongoing jovrney. much like our work in the Steps. 

The chapter ' 'What Can I Do~• from ou( Bask Text encourages new memberS to tdke the 
steps 0t1tlined in the previous chapter as a way of answering the questions that may be 
troubling us. "8egin your own program by taking Step One from the previous chaplet, t-low It 
Works . .. . Go on to Step Two, and so forth, and as you go on you will come to an understanding 
of the program for yourself." This is a critical line in our literature, and its appearance in the 
chapter that falls t>ctw~n the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions is not coincidental. Even as 
we practice a program of recovery that is outlined for us in our literature and shared with us by 
our sponsors and In meetings, ultimately we will come to our own understanding. In fa,ct, It Is 
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necessary for us to do so, if NA recovery will be a way of life for us and not just a phase we pass 
through. we must understa,ld cmd make it our ow,-.. 

Understanding the Traditions Is part of coming to an understanding of the program for 
ourselves. If "it is only through understanding and application that they work,,. how do we learn 
to understand and apply our Traditions~ In our groups a(ross the Fellowship and around the 
world, we've been answering this question f~ m<my years. But the answers to particular 
questions are not always the same. When we are engaged in creative action of the spirit, 
whether in our personal lives or in our sc,vice wo,k, wt ,nay be su,prised by the solutions th.it 
present them$-E!lves. This book offers a set of tools that can help each of us to learn about ovr 
pr'indplcs, co,1sidcr some d1<1llenging questions, and come to an undcrstandiog for ourselves. 

About This Book 
This book emerged from a driviog need for greater uoderstaoding of the principles of ouf 

Traditions and how we apply them. Nound the world, NA members have sought pnKtical, 
simple, experience-based material on the Twelve Traditions. There are many differences in the 
ways we understand and practice these prindptes within our fellowship, and this workbook 
does not presume to declare one way of thinking or practicing right or wrong. At the same time, 
it wouldn't serve us very well to write a book that didn' t help us answer the questions that 
trouble us so greatly. 

We gathered experien<e, strength, and hope from addicts across our Fellowship: 
worksheets handed down from sponsor to sponsee; 1l0tes from hundreds of workshops; 
pe1 son.al wtitings sent in by members a,ound the wo,kt; stacks of speaker recordings. rogethe-i· 
the workgroup sorted through this material, finding themes and practices that were common 
and language that help<'d us u1'Kfcrstand ir1 new ways. we couotcd cvc,y wol'd, and we ttied to 
make every word count. The writing exercises, d iscussion prompts, and workshop questions 
that follow come from matefial that members have bee1) creating aod using in small<.'r groups. 
This book comes from long discussions, sharing, and the many, many questions we ask. like all 
of our literature, this book i:s written by addicts, ro, addicts., from the shared ex.perience of 
addicts recovering in Narcotics Anonymous. The result is a collection of tools and experience on 
how to work through issues together, using the principles embodied in the Traditions. 

Working together brings us to common understanding; the conscience of a group develops 
as the group solves problems .:ind handles routine business. We think d lot about our Traditions; 
we argue about them a lot, too. This workbook is not another service manual or an abstract 
collection of ideas, but a set of tools to help us think about and apply thl? 1 r.tditions without 
tearing ourselves apart in the process. 

As members awaken spiritually and share with one another, their answers get woven into 
the fabric of the Fellowship's conventional wisdom. Then, just when our thiokiog begins to 
harden into dogma, another generation comes along to challenge us and keep our perspe<tive 
fresh. We re1naio open-mioded and flexible. It is frnportaot to look to our literature and oor 
experienced members for guidance, but ultimately each member has the right to understand 
and apply this program in the way tl\at works t>esL It Is our hope that this book will provide 
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something for everyone on this path, although some parts of it mfght be more useful for some 
of us tha,l for others. We invite yoo to take what you need and leave the (est. 

In This Book 
The Traditions are a set of guiding principles f~ working together, and the tools, text, and 

questions here are meant to fadlitate dis<ussion and inspire action in our groups, in workshops, 
and in sponsorship. The material in this workbook is divided into sections for indfviduals, groups, 
and servi<e bodies. It may be that an individual member finds useful material in the group 
~ctior), or that a se,vke body <Of'l'u?s to life around a qu(.>Stior1 dirc<.ted at a,, individual. lh(.> 

structure is modular-it i:an be U$ed in any combination. This workbook doesn't need to be read 
or worked f,om begiMir)g to end. 

When we keep an open mind, even ca.sual conversation can transform our understanding. "I 
had an t1&1 commitment about an hour from when:- I lived," shared a ,nen,ber. "There'd be 
three or four of us in the <ar and we'd talk about the program the whole way there and back. I 
learned more about our Traditions in that car than anywhere else." Sharing our experience, 
exploring Ideas together, thinking about our principles, and making dedsions an contribute to 
our ever-evolving understanding. Staying open-minded and teachable about our bask principles 
allows our un<ferstanding to deepen and mature. We don't ever have to finish learning-even 
about the things we know best. 

The questions in this book are not meant to be a <omplete and final list; we hope that they 
will sta,1 converSdtions more than they finish them, It's our belief that ~ meml>Cr, group, or 
sc,vic(.> body corning to the project of studying rra-dilions probably has a pretty cleai- idea of its 
questions already. We hope that the questions here will span{ discussion and thought, that they 
will bring yoo to read, wl'itc, and <onsidet-.1nd that at least some or the time, il will be dear 
that for all but our most fundamental questions there's usually more than one right answer. 

Coming to shared understanding is different from telling each other what the rule.s are. We 
would be sem,,g ourselves shoft ir we suggested that applkation of these pfindples were a 
simple matter of not breaking rules. If Narcotics Anonymous were a program of compliance, 
most of us would have walked away-or would have been asked to leave. As with the Twelve 
Steps, we learn about these principles through experience. 

In the <hapters that follow, there are many pieces and parts. designed to work together or 
separ;,tely. Each Tradition begins with readings and exercises for .tll, followed by sections for 
rnembei'S, groups, .md se1vi<e bodies. l'he.sc are meant as a guide for wl'iting or discussion, as 
topics for group inventory or a group business meeting, and as prompts for discussion in a 
scrvic(.> wo, kshop. The deS<riptions that follow are!' mea.nt to help serve as a guide through the 
parts of each chapter. Probably the best instructions for using the information in this workbook, 
however, ou·c simply to be creative and wotk with other NA membcfs io the J>fC>Cess of learniog 
about the Traditions. Each of us is free to explore thi.s material on our own, of course, in 
whatever way makes sense. But as with The NA Step Working Guides, doing the work is part of a 
process we take on with our sponsor, our group, and our fellow members. 
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Opening and Closing Readings 
Each Tradition begins and ends with a short reading. Tile first reading offers a reflection on 

the Tradition in terms of our experience and our program. The dosing reading brings together 
some common ideas and principles from the chapter. These readings frame the work in 
between, offering perspectives on the Traditions that can help guide our work on our own 
recovery and in service. They may serve as meditations, or a.s openings into a larger discussion. 
They may also be useful as r<~.tdings in a recovery me-cling, in a service committee meeting, or .tt 
a woritshop. 

Word by Word and Spirilual Principles 
Two exercises that appeaf in eac.h chaptef stand on their own, as they cao be useful for 

members, in groups, and in service bodies. Word by Word prompts us to look at the words and 
phrases from each Traditioo to help build a more complete understanding of the Tradition as a 
whole. Spiritual Principles asks us to do similar work with spiritual principles connected to each 
Tradition. An ex.ample is provided in each of these sections for each Tradition, but there is room 
for continued exploration, in<lividually or as a group. Some of us use a dictionary to help In this 
work. As with .so many aspects of NA recovery and service, the possibilities for discussion and 
exploration are endless. 

For Members 
The sections for members include shdred experience and questions for exploration. One 

member explained that work on the Traditions allowed her to learn "who I am, who I want to 
be, and how I ir1terac1 wilh others." This woik <an build on and exleod oui work in the Steps
soil mighl make sense for us to app,oach this work in muc.h the same way we do our Step work. 
For l'nany of us, that includes wl'itiog, discussion. l'ncditation, thought, and p,actice. we might 
address these questions in writing to share with our sponsor, or use them to guide a 
conversation. we may also find that these questions lead to other questions, or that our 
discussion takes us into new territory. Sharing with our sponsor, trusted NA friends, or fellow 
servants is an important part of this work. 

For Groups 
The section for our groups within each chapter offers experience, strength, and hope for NA 

groups seeking to understand and apply the Tradition.s more effectively. Again, the section 
opens with some shared experience followed by questions for group inventory. Some groups 
may choose to answer one or two questions each month, or to schedule workshops before or 
after a meeting. Some groups may choose to conduc:t an annval inventory on all Twelve 
Tr~ditions, while others mighl wc'lnt to wotk tluough one Tradition al a time. Our hope is simply 
that this material helps groups to be successful in their efforts to carry the NA message to the 
addict who still suffe,s. 

In Service 
Whenever we come together in se,vice, we are already practicing the Traditions. Discussing 

a Tradition together helps u.s to build a common bond. We don't all need to agree on how to 
understand or apply a Tradition, but we can come to appreciate our different perspectives and 
understand our differing points of view. Our various understandings can enrich our culture of 
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service, rather than serve as sources of conflict or division. Tile sections for service bodies h.elp 
us to explore lhe Traditions we are practklng. The text aod questions hxluded in the service 
section of eac.h chapter offer a variety of approaches f<K coming together to discuss the 
Traditions in a spirit of unity and cooperation. 

Group Inventory and Service Workshops 
The text and questions in the group and service sections of each Tradition are met1nt to help 

NA groups and service bodies diS<.uss our guiding principles. (cK.h group and ~ervice committee 
is free to discuss these sections and q1.1estion.s in a way that makes the most sense based on 
their ne~s a,,d resources. fhe discussion questions that are iocluded h, tlwse chapters a,e 
simply meant to serve as conversation starters. The most important part of any of these 
discuss.Ons will~ lhe shafing of cxpefience aod pcrspe<tives that happcos withio each group, 
service body, or workshop. For this reason, it may be most effective to choose ju.stone or two 
questions for aoy giveo group ifwentory meeliog °' wofkshop. Those who are helping to 
organize a discussion may wish to choose a question or two in advance-asking those who are 
participating to help in the selection, if possible-and encourage those participating to read the 
section from the Tradition prior to the discussion. The section might a lso be read before 
introducing the question to be diS<ussed. As with so much else that happens in NA, the free 
exchange of experience and ideas in an atmosphere of support and mutual respect leads lo 
growth and understanding. The Traditions are our guiding principles, and as ovr reading reminds 
us, "it is only through underst.Jnding and application th<1l they work/' 

There is no one right way to use this book. The wrong way to use this book is as some kind of 
qualifier or proor of "havi1lg wofked the Traditions properly." we do ourselves a disservice 
when we create new requirements for membership or service, or when we suggest that one 
addkt's recovery or contribution in service Is more legitimate than another's. 

This book won't tell you whether to serve refreshments in your home group, but we hope it 
will make it easier for your group to come to decisions it can grow with. And we hope that each 
of us will find a deeper relationship to these principles in our NA se.-vke, in our spirituality, and in 
our own lives. 
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Tradition One 
Our common welfare should come first; 
personal recovery depends on NA unity. 

Unity changes us. When we rise above our differences we start to 
understand who we are, how we fit. and how much we have to 
offer the world. The degradation of addiction robs us of sc)f. 
respect. The care and respect we show each other in Narcotics 
Anonymous reminds us of our own value and humanity. The 
experience of unity restores us to dignity. 

Our willingness to come together In unity and anonymity means 
we recognize that each of us matters. TI1e Basic Text tells us In 
Step Eight, "We want to look the world in the eye with neither 
aggressiveness nor fear." Then, in Chapter Nine, the Basic Text 
mentions, 'We no longer need to make fools of ourselves by 
standing up for nonexistent virtues." These passages describe 
freedom from animosity. When we feel dignity, we are not turned 
by a passing breeze. and we no longer need lo defend o urselves 
from every shadow. 

We often say .. our unity is our strength," and it's true for us both 
as individuals and as a Fellowship: We draw personal strength 
from NA unity. We know that today we don't have to go It alone. 
We walk together on this pat11. and the addict yet to come will 
follow in our footsteps. We draw strength, courage, and honor 
from being 1>art of something so much greater than ourselves. 

NA unity is our bond with fellow addicts: 
those who came before us, those who are here today, and those 

who have yet to find us. Our practice of unity makes room 
for all addicts to recover in NA. 
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Tradition One 
Our commitment to unity is essential in Narcotics Anonymous. Anonymity ls our spiritual 

foundation; unity is the practical framework that binds us together. We need eac.h other, every 
one of us. Unity is an active force and a principle we practice. In unity we find a safe place to 
!.urrender, and the ability to cany our Higher Power's will beyond our wild~t dreams. 

Unity is the key to our survival and the beginning of our miracle. Prac:tidng unity can be as 

simple as a smile-but it can also be one of the most di fficult things we do. For the .,1l ien.ated, 
frighter)C!d, and resentful p4!'ople many of us we, e when we got hc,e, "our C011'11l'K>r) welfare" 
c.;an be hard to imagine. Our personal recovery depends on a principle we may never have 
eJ<pefienced, Pfdctking unity is an act of faith. 

Putting our common welfare first gives us a way out of the self-obsession at the core of our 
disease. WlH!n we thiok or ourselves less and our fellows more, we co,,tribute to NA unity. we 
set aside differences to help a 1\ewcomer. Friendships su,vive disagreements and grow stronger. 

We start to trust that NA is strong enough to hold us. 

We can be so afraid of getting It wrong that we hesitate to take any risks at all. That fear am 
undennine us in our lives, our groups, and our efforts to carry the message. Recovery sometimes 
means making new mist.akes in.stead of repeating old ones. There is no way to avoid growing 
pains. While we always strive lo do the right thing, our most powerful lessons can come through 
ovr mistakes-it we are open to learning from them. 

The description of our symbol in the Basic Text explains that the outer circle represents a 
universal program "thr1t has room within it for all manifestations of the recovering person." 
Narcotics Mo,,Y1nous offers hope to addicts a,·ourld the w01ld1 regardless of any n~al or 

imagined differences that might separate us. It can be easier to feel unity with addicts in faraway 
places than with the people we know and se,ve with. Unity is not just a feeling; il's a decision 

that shapes our actions and our attitudes. 
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WORDOYWORD 

Define, expand on, or clarify the words or phrases from this Tradition, one at a time or 
in relation to each other, for writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA 
members. 

Example: welfare 

"Welfare" is a word that's used more than it 's undel'$too(I. Weltare typically refers to our 
health, <omfort, a,,d well being. Many defir, i tions of this word also ,·ncntteu, safety ar-.d 

happiness. When Tradition One suggests that our common welfare should come first, it's telling 
us that the well-being of the group should~ 1nofe importMt than the de-sires of the individual. 

Together, a.s a Fellowship, we all share a common responsibility for each other and for the 
Fellowship that makes our personal recovery possible. 

SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLES 

Each Tradition embodies a variety of spiritual prfndples. The 11st of principles and 
values below may be useful as we consider applications of this Tradition. Explore them 
in writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. If other principles or 
values not listed below seem relevant for you, include those as well. 

unity surrender acceptance commitment selflessness 
love anonymity safety hospitality empathy goodwill 

Example: unity 
When we experienc:e unity with the group, we call it <ornmitment. Whe-i, we cxpe<ieoc.e 

unity within ourselves, we call it integrity. Of course, this doesn't come automatically. Each 
example of unity be-gins with surrender. Personal re<overy begins with surrender to the First 
Step; surrender to the First Tradition brings us to understand that we are part of something 
much greater than ourselves. 

The atmosphere of recovery that helps us welcome newcomers is made possible through 
unity. When we are in contlict with edch other, wtum .t meeting is full of tension or bitterness, i t 
doesn't matter what we say: A m1?1,sage of hope won't get through. On the other hand, unity is a 
message io itself. Wht-n we walk h',to ou, first ,neeting and se-c addicts comi,,g togethet i,, u1,ity, 
the spirit touches us even before the words get through. 
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For Members 
Tradition One as.ks us to shift our perspe<tive. For the first time, "we" comes before "me." 

That commitment is the beginning of new freedom. We learn to let go. We start to see that the 
group v)n be trusted to make de<isions. There is a bridge to Tradition One from Step Twelve: 
Love and servke are principles of each. When we practice these principles in a11 our affairs, 
unity-or the desire for unity-is a natural result. The community must be healthy for us to 
thrive, but we un't m<u'lc,ge or control it into well being, Addicts le.-rn through example ctnd 
empathy, A healthy NA community has room for merr1b<trs at all different places in tht journ<-y. 

The work of the Twelve Steps is necessary to get our mess out of the way and dear a path to 
our' heart. 8ut we <M't wait until we fir,ish the Steps to sta,1 undefstanding the Traditioos. In so 
many ways, our relationship to the Traditions begins the ffrst t ime we walk through tile door. 
The atmosphere of a meeting can earl)' a more powerful message than the wo,·ds that are 
shared. Listening for a Higher Power working through each of us gives us access to solutions 
none of us had when we walked in the room. When we come together in unity we are open to 
each other and to the wisdom of a Power greater than ourselves. 

Coming to terms with the first Tradition can be challenging. We r.eed each other 
desperately, and yet we are afraid. This reservation often comes from our experiences of being 
hurl. We tend to react in dis-unifying ways to lhe possibility of being hurt again, Our instinct is to 
meet disease with disease, but when we meet it with love and compassion instead, Wt?. create an 
opportunity for recovery. Addiction separates us from others, and unity is an antidote to 
alienation. As our trust in the Fellowship grows, we can be less afraid. Unity of pu,pose keeps us 
together when feelings a re pushing us toward the door. Staying through d ifficulty is a profound 
act of sufrender. we ne<-d each other ,nore than we 1)(.'ed our old lx'liefs. 

Unity is our first glimpse out of self-obsessio n . It begins with the willingness to be honest, 
and teaches us to listen with ao open mind and an opeo heart to those arouod us. we can be 
genuinely pleased to see a former enemy seeking a new way of life in recovery, and even more 
amazed when that person helps us through a difficult situation. We feel immense joy at seeing 
an addict begin to recover. One of the purest expressions of goodwfll in NA is our heartfelt 
desire for the newcomer to have freedom. Sometimes it's more genuine than our hope for 
ourselves. When that desire takes hold, we feel compelled to dear away any distractions 
between the newcomer and the message. 

Practicing these principles can lead us to a desire to learn more about other kinds of spiritual 
practice as well, Our history has many lessons, and research or study ,night be part of how we 
come to understand the Traditions. But practidng the Traditions requires that we understand 
the-in Wlth the heatt as well as the mind. we learn ,nost about ouf principles by practking 
conscious contact and open-mindedness. Our growing awareness is a source of wisdom. When 
we arc ,·igid and dosed·mioded, we am miss the mirade because it doeso't look like we imagine 
it shoo Id. It can be easy to forget how we got where we are today, both as individuals and as 
groups. Gratitude and a se,lse of wof~e, change our perception. Keeping the basks alfve is one 
of the rewards of carrying the message. 
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The gifts of service far outweigh the work. One member described how service helped make 
uoity a reality for him: "At the erKI of my first meellllg, I was standing around not really knowing 
what to door if I wanted to come bac.k. A woman asked if I was new. When I said yes, she 
welcomed me and then asked if I would empty the trash for the group. I came bade every week 
and emptied the trash. I've been an NA member ever since." Being asked to serve helps us feel 
useful and visible to other members. It 's easier to stay around when we feel useful. 

Participation is essential to unity, and it's also how we start to feel like we belong. We talk a 
lot about sc,vke as a responsibility, but it is also a tool. Servii'1g in Ndrcotks Ar10,1yn'lous helps us 
to internalize the First Tradition. It teache-$ u.s how to live and work with others and how to carry 
out om Highe, Power''S will, and often it d1 ives us to the Steps. Fr'e-cdo1n frorn active addktio1'l 
comes long before we are free from the fear, anger, and regret that compelled us. Leaming to 
act in a spirit of love and u,,ity breaks us out of those old cages. 

Caring for our common welfare begins in service, but gradually affects all areas of our lives. 
Our relationship to this Tradition shows in our behavior and translates directly into our lives 
outside of NA. In service, communication is necessary for unity, and the same is true in our 
personal relationships. Leaming to communkate effectively is Olle of the greatest gifts of 
involvement in NA servicej it improves our ability to carry the message, but it also changes our 
lives at worlt, at home, and in our daily interactions with others. Good communication is a resull 
of unity, and a necessary condition for it. If we fail to communicate in our marriage, for example, 
we '™Y soon find it difficult to remain 111.1rried. When we consider the common welfare of our 
hovsehold, we can set aside immediate desires for the good of all. Surrender allows u.s to make 
peace with reality even when it's not going ovr w,1y. When unity is our guiding principle, there 
are some .1rgurnents we just do,,•t need to have. we can live with dUfc<ences because we trust 
the integrity of the bond. 

Questions for Members 
The questions below offer a way to begin- or continue-the process of writing, reflection, 

and discus.sio1l of this Tradition with your sponsor or other NA members. 

Jn NA 

1. What does NA unity mean to me? How does my personal recovery depend on it? 
z. Oo my action.s match my btliefs about unity? How do I contribute to unity or disunity? 
3. How does anonymity contribute to unity~ How does practicing unity help rne to place 

principte.s before personalities? 
4, What additional actions ,·r,ight I tdkC to f ostc, unity in personal recovery, in setvke, and 

in social settings? 
5. How do I place our com,non welfa((.~ first? Mow do I demonstrate a comn,itrne1H to this? 

Where do I have room to grow? 
6. What are my ,·espoosibilities as a member of Nafcotics Anonymous? Oo those 

responsibilities change over time? 
7. How do I show my gratitude? Have I reached out to another addict today? 
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8. How can 1 sense when my heart is open or closed to newcomers? What can I do better 
to help still-suffering addicts? 

9. Do my opinions about fellow members separate me--or them- from the group? 
10. How am I of service to NA? What types of service work am I most comfortable doing? 

What service would I like to take on? 
11. How does this Tradition help me understand anonymity? How does anonymity help me 

understand this Tr-ddition? How do I prac:tke anonymity in terms of this tradition? 
12. Describe any bridges between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Steps. What 

do these bridges te<'l<h rne about my recovery? 
13. Wh;it more can I do to put the principles of this Tradition into action? How would 

applying this Tradition change my attitudes and actions? 

In All Our Affairs 

11. How have I applied this Tradition out.side NA? How else might the principles of this 
Tradition guide my thinking 0< my actioos? 

15. Outside of NA, what are some places where I share common welfare with others? At 
work. with family, in my loc:.ail or spiritual community? Where e lse? List those 
relationships and describe. Mow can or do I place common welfare first? 

16. How does feeling ac:c:epted influence my attitudes and actions? 
17. How does practicing acceptance and tolerance affect my attitudes and actions? 
18, How c:.-n I seek unity in my rcltitionships? Wh.tl would change .-bout my <1ttitude, my 

actions, my beliefs? 
19. In what other areas of my life might this Tr;,,dition be useful? Wh•.n other opportunities 

al'e there for ll'le to seek unity? 
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For Groups 
NA Is a program of attraction, alld unity Is atu-active. We feel unity in a group whe1l we see 

members reac.hing out and sharing with goodwill. We receive the love of the group in the spirit 
in whkh it's given, even if we haven't experienced love before. We hear the message and begin 
to understand we dre oot unique, and we are not alone. Feeling like we belong gives us hope. 
Love and humility in the group inspires freedom and security in the group's members. 

The group is the heart of Narcotics Anonymous. Groups hold recovery meetings and guide 
our sel'Vke efforts. In NA groups we h~ar the mess.age, carry the rne-ssage, create <1n 
atmosphere of recovery, and find a home. Serving. sharing, praying, and playing together, our 
relationships with fellow o1ddkts ~come intim.-.u• o1nd irnporl<11H to us./\ hornc group is not the 
only place we attend meetings or the only place we express our membership in NA. But it's a 
place wl-.e,e we aueod meetings ,egulafly, take responsibility for the well·beiog of the g,oop, 
find our voice, and make sure the door is open. 

When the group has an understanding of our Traditions and members are clear and focused, 
the message shines through. A dear NA message is a source and a reflection of unity. NA 
language is oot a dress code or a requirement for membership, but clarity helps everyone to 
understand the message of Narcotic.s Anonymous. We use distinct language in NA, but we 
cannot expect people lo know Of" understand this language when they first walk in the door. 
8eing S<olded or lectured rarely feels welcoming or helpful. The ability to say clearly and simply 
whdt we me.m is the result of understanding. When we are helping others le.-rn how lo share, 
reioforcemcnt is mo,e powerful than enforce-mcnt. It demonstf'ates that we are listeniog, oot 
just looking for an angle or an argument. When our divisions get the best of us, the message is 
lost, even if we s<1y all the right words. we need all the tools we h<1ve to foster unity: our Steps, 
Traditions, and Concepts as well as empathy, patience, and courage. 

One of the most important things we do in NA is to listen. For most of us, the expefieoce of 
sharing and really being heard sets NA apart from anything we've experienced before. When we 
s.l~re in a meeting and the room is quiet, attentive, and present to us- that's a priceless gift. 
When we realize that speaking the tn,th is useful, we start to develop a sense of purpose and 
value. Empathy allows us to recognize our place in the world. 

In business meetings, too, listening is vital. Finding common ground takes talking and time. 
Some of us .ire more articul<1te than others. We work hard to he.ir each other and to help each 
other express ideas. We show patience, encol•ragement, and gratitude to ovr fellows for their 
involvement, Jnd remember that no voice is greater lhdn Jny other. We never know where 
;mswers will come from or what new solution we might find together. Even disagreements and 
pe, sonal cooflicts ea,, ser've as the basis for greate, u,,ity down the road. 

Se.vice helps us feel like we belong, we have a place and a pufpose. The expe1'1e1-.ce can l>e 
humbling. Doing as the group asks, rather than as we c.hoose, is a fonn of surrender. When it just 
plain feels like defeat, surrender requires a deeper tfust. we act 01, failh that a t-ligher Power is 
still in charge, and that the greater good will prevail. 
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Consistency and continuity are vital to our survival, but without rotation, we can risk being 
ff oz.en in lime. Whe,, one or a few members dominate a group, it can be hafd fo, others to find a 
way in. Domination and intimidation stifle the spirit of a group. There is a necessary give-and~ 
take between the oldtimer, the newcomer, and the unseen. It is important to allow new thinking 
and new ideas into the groups in order to expand our understanding and our ability to reac.h out. 

Each of us shares responsibility for our f'ellowship. When we take responsibility, NA starts to 
feel like it belongs to us. "I was stay;ng at a shelter, and I went to this daytime meeting. The 
addicts th<!r(' g.svt me the oppo,tunity to make coff~. I didn't have a house key or .t c.-r key, but 
I had the NA key. I'd get there early and set it up so perfect, and when I did th;it I noticed I felt 
less like harming myself." 

One of the most important ways we demonstrate unity is through consistency. We keep our 
commitme,Hs. ar~ that matters to the pe<>ple arou1-.d us. Meetings are reliable; they star1 and 
end on time. Services continue when trusted servants change. When there is disruption, feelings 
can spiral out of control quickly. lncoosistency feels like disunity, and often contribtltes to it. 
Remembering that unity comes first can help us work through conftict. Are we sliding into 
disunity? How can we settle the question withoot isolating members who disagree strongly? Just 
like members, groups can experience self.c_enteredness. When a group forgets its relationship to 
NA as a whole, it suffers- and the NA community suffers as well. One o f the most destructive 
lies we tell oorselves is that our actions don't affect those around us. NA groups don't compete 
with each other; we work together for the greatest success for the greatest number. 

It is remarkable how oftc11 in our groups- al'ld in o ur lives- the lone voice is the one we 
most need to hear. Honoring the courage it takes to speak against a majority and giving serious 
consideration to the concerns raised doesn't ju.St make us mo,e inclusive; it a lso helps to e11sufc 
that the decisions we make are based in principle. Small changes that bring: us to consensus are 
often the diffefe11ce between a hasty de<isio11 aM one that ea!\ last. 

It may be helpful to remember what made us feel welcome, a,,d what made us feel u1-.easy 
or alienated, when we first came to meetings. A meeting fonnat is a vehicle for creating an 
atmosphere of recovery and establishing unity. The format can describe the meeting, tell a 
newcomer what is happening, and help the meeting run smoothly. Statements read in the 
format can make boundaries clear without being personal or accu~tory. If formats are too 
cluttered with rules <md instructions, they can overwhelm a meeting. On the other hand, 
careless or inattentive chairing can mak~ a group feel unstable or unreliable. Mentorship can be 
as simple .tS cnsur'ing that outgoing ti-usted serv..ints St.ty on a few weeks after a new person i.s 
e lected, ;ind thi'lt time and attention can make ;ill the difference in m;iintaining continuity and 
the atmosphere of .-ecovery in a group. 

Practicing unity and anonymity can be a struggle when the atmosphere of recovery is 
challenged. Personal conflicts between members, violence, and predatory behavfor are very real 
issues lo some groups. The service pamphlet Disruptive ood Violent Behovi<>r can be a useful 
resource-and so can other members. Confronting each other is part of how we help one 
another to recover, but it's a (hallenge to do that in a spirit of love and compassion. We address 
each other honestly alld peacefully, alld give eac.h other room to grow. A member shared, 
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" Unconditional love is not the same as unconditional acceptance. I don't have to like your 
behavior, but that doesn't mean we reject each other as human beings." Our common welfare 

means that every one of us Aeeds every one of us. Every addict deserves the opportunity to 
re<over. Our practice of unity helps us ensure that re<overy is available to us all. 

Group Inventory Questions 
The questions below otter a way to begin-or <ontinue-a service discussion or workshop 

focused on this Traditio1l , 

1. What is our common wettare as -, group? How does unity enhance our primary purpose 
2. What d~s the new<.01ner see d1\d h<-;!11 when att<-ndir,g our' meetiog? Is this an inviting 

group to join, or are we exclusive or intimidating in some way? 
3. Oo we make an effol't to make eve1)'one feel welc01ric? t-low do we welcome 

newcomers? Who are we missing and how can we include them? 
4. t-low does s.hafing affect our' g.-oup unity? Do we carry a deal' message? t-low well do we 

listen to each o ther? 
5. Does our group have a co1\sdence, values, a personality? How can we embrace our 

differences and sti:tl practice unity~What do we do when we dtSagree? 
6. Are we aware of any challenges to our group's unity? How can we better foster unity~ 
7. What's going on around us that affects our meeting? How can our group maintain an 

atmosphere of recovery when it's challenged? How do we address common challenges 
such as: 

o Ncwcom~rs from d facility drriving by the busload? 
o Helping addicts with young children hear a message when attending our 

meetings? 
o Mernbc,s who dfC disruptive Or' delfl>ctately disunifying? 
o Members who are threatening, intimidating, or predatory? 
o Members who feel threatened or afraid? 
o 8,·eakups Of cooflkt among our inembe.-s? 
o Members who djscriminate, or who exploit our differences for their own ends? 

8. In what ways does this group contribute to NA unity locally and beyond? Is there 
anything we're doing that may be disunifying? 

9. Are we in communication with ovr local SCf'Vice bodies? How can we help to improve the 
Oow of infonnation? Oo our members participate in service, and communicate to the 
group about what's going on? 

10. How does this tradition help us understand anonymity? How docs anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

tt. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition dnd oU,cr Traditions. Wildt do these bridges 
teach us about our group? 

12. What more cao we do to b<ing the p,iixip les of this Tradition irHo ou, g,oup effol'ts? 
What could we do differently to better fulfill our primary purpose? 
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In Service 
when we come together In servk:e, we connect with each other In a vital way. Most of us 

feel bette.- when we are prodoctive, and doing something together that helps addicts stay dean 
gives us a sense of belonging. The friendships we develop in service are unlike any in our lives
not because they are always easy or pleasant, but because we work hard, walk through 
stn1gglC$, and solve problems together. In contributing to our common welfare, we f ind 
meaning and joy. In creative .xtion we find love dnd purpose. 

Our vision statement includes the!' hope that every addict will be able to hear the ll'less.age 

r,1nd that every member has the chanc;e to "ex~rience spiri tual growth and hJlfilfment throvgh 
service." we ex.p-cric,,ce unity in SCfVke when we see our wofk as pa,1 of a greate1 w1,01e, in 
service to our primary purpose, and connected to our personal recovery. In whatever way we 
~rve, our visioo must be at the <eoter. We <ao be so focused oo a task that we oegle<.t to reach 
out to members who might be willing or interested. Vision is important, and we must constantly 
adjust our fo<us-zooming in on the task at hand, and pulling ba<k to see how it fits in the larger 
frame. 

Our experience, strength, and hope is our message. We share how NA works in our lives. 
When we're just going through the motions, we <an feel it-and so can the new<omer. A 

hospitals and institutions (H&I) panel leader said, ''I saw it intensely in H&l- someone would 
share the real struggle of staying <lean, and everyone would conne<t. Another addkt would 
share a bunch of did-.Cs, <md the whole room was watching the clock.'' Our conunon welfare 
depends on our willingness lo be honest about our expettC!n<e, and lo share like ow lives 
depend on it. 

That honesty exteods to the rest of our <ommuoication as well. (ommuoication problems 
often arise because we're offering incomplete in formation, or we assume people aren't 
ioterested. 11onesty is a <0mmitment to reality. It can be hard to stay <ommitted when reality is 
messy, complicated, or unpopular. Unity does not require uniformity, and it's often in allowing 
others to do things in their own way that new answers aod questions <«ne to light. Co1lflict can 
be a <reative force as well as a <hallenge; active engagement sometimes helps to sharpen our 
thinking and spark exdtemenl. 

If servi<e were easy, we wouldn't need so mu<h literature on how to do it. Often we tum to 
the Trddit.ions when we want to be right .ibout something-or, more to the point, when we 
want to prove someone else wrong. " I would give what I thought were expert opinions abovt 
evel'y lradition, but over time I 1ealited I was missing the point of the first," said one member. 
L.eaming to use our Traditions as a navigating system rather than a wei'lpon is a shift for many of 
us. Making that shift has tremendous in,pa<t o ,, our <omn,on welfa,•e. 

Many slfuggles in service i-efle<t <halleoges we deal with in our pers<>il.31 lives. Tll<"re is 
freedom in knowing we don't have to be in charge all the time. Not one of us is personally 
capable of guiding the affairs of NA. To keep our commoo welfare fii-st, we let go of th<' desii-e 
to "own" a service position or a particular task, and we look to the good of the whole. Selfless 
service Is our Ideal, but we often struggle with our beliefs about our importance, our rightness, 
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or our need for approval. One trusted servant remarked, .. Every service meeting feels like one 
long Seventh Step workshop for me." 

Being right can be its own addiction. Although we depend on each other's experience and 
insight, a constant stream of suggestions or second.guessing may be a sign of self-obsession. A 

member shared, "I was chairing a convention, and I thought my professional experience would 
be useful. I asked all the subcommillee chairs for budgets; I took them home and corrected 
them all. At the next meeting I returned the corrected copies to the s1.1b<ommiUee chairs. They 
wtre horrified, and I foll hurniliated for overst<-pping my duties. lhe committee was williog to 
work through it with me, and eventually I was able to make amends and regain their tr~1st." 

we let each other do the work in our own way, tmd learn through it-with lovii,g suppol't, 
clear guidelines, and trust. Trust doesn't mean we stop paying attention. We can help each other 
stay o,, courS<' and still bt>lieve we all share the same good inte,,tions, even if we have diffefent 
ways of getting there. We often judge others by their actions while judging ourselves by motives 
and int..-ntioos. GuideUn..-s ea,, keep us accountable without making it personal. 

Thinking about principles before acting Is never a mistake, but we can think ourselves right 
into a corner. We can get lost in policy and procedure and not get very much done at aU. 
Enthusiasm can also be dangerous: In the rush to reach our goals, we sometimes resist group 
conscience or act impulsively. Experienced members have pointed out that nearly every early 
story about our Traditions began, "We had a great idea, and we meant well, but then ... . " 
When we wor'k together on .a committe-e or work.group, we are dCCountable to others, to the 
groups, and to oul' Higher Power'; and often others are accountable to us, At times this can seem 
cumbersome or inefficient, but working together keeps us on track. 

NA service is never a solo effort. Even when we are physically alone we are not spiritually 
isolated. we are co,,occted to something larger, and our fellow addkts ar'e ofteo wi1Hng to ht>lp 
us if we are willing to ask. This is a "we" program, and we see it in action when we work 
together toward a goal. When we take the loog view, we can trust that we're on a joun-.ey to a 
lesson. The outcome will speak for itself, if we let it. A member shared, '1 Every year I made the 
~me motion to eliminate the area's convention, and every year a thousand addicts s.howed up. 
Who was I to keep fighting it? Finally it was time to let go." 

Many of us have shared about the experience of carrying a conscience we did not agree 
with, It's a selfless act, and a spiritual exercise. When we can get out of the way and speak for 
our grcx1p or service body, we begin to experience what it can be like to let a Higher Power work 
through us. We start to have faith that the light thing will hc'lppen, even when we're not iure 
what that is, and come to understand that what is best for everyone wrn be best for us as well. 
we leam to co,ru'nu,,kate io a way that is honest aod authcotk without bciog aggressive. we 
can be ourselves without feeling like our selves are on the line. 
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Workshop Questions 
The questions below offer a way to begin-or continue-a service discussion or workshop 

focused on this Tradition. 

,. How do the services we carry out benefit our common welfare In what ways do we 
contribute to a sense of unity, locally and beyond? 

l- What responsibilities does our service body have? Who do we serve Who are we 
Jccountable to? How do accoontability and reSpOnsibility help u~ to fost~ unity? 

3, Doe-sour NA community work together in., spi1 it of unity? Mow can we build or enht1nce 
a spirit of unity? 

4, Mow do we re-c:og11i2e unity or dlsuoity in our service body? t-low does disunity h, NI\ 

affect us as a service body? What do we do about it? Do we do anything to acknowledge 
when we'n~ doing well? 

s. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? t-low do we p<actice anonymity in tefms of this Tradition? 

6. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition and one or more of tile Twelve Concepts. 
What do these bridges teach us about our service efforts? 

7. What more can we do to bring the principles of this Tradition into our service efforts? 
What could we do differently to better carry out our services? 
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The First Tradition makes clear that if we are to thrive as 
individual members. as groups, and as service committees, our 
common welfare-the good of NA as a whole-must be al the 
forefront of our consideration. Just as the description of our 
symbol in the Oasic Text points out, "there is room within our 
universal program for all manifestations of the recovering 
person," there is room in Narcotics Anonymous for many different 
ways to live our principles, carry the message. and help NA grow 
and reach more addicts in more places. One size does not fit all, 
and unity does not equal uniformity. We don·t have to do it like 
everyone else. Creative action of the SJ>lrlt takes many shapes and 
forms throughout our FeUowship, Our personal recovery depends 
on NA unity. Our experience of unity in Narcotics Anonymous 
allows us to recover in an atmosphere of acceptance. freedom, 
and love. The freedom we gain as members of NA offers us 
courage to participate in the life and growth of our Fellowship. 
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Tradition Two 

For our group purpose Chere is buc one ultimate auehority-
a loving God as He may express Himself in our group conscience. 

Our leaders are but crusted servants; they do not govern. 

Whatever our views of a Higher Power. we can see a loving force 
at work in NA groups. Seeing the power avai1able to us when we 
work together allows us to see it In our own lives as well. As we 
work the Steps, we learn to trust ourselves. When we are 
trustworthy, we begin to feel worthy. Recovery is as s imple and 
as complicated as not lying to ourselves anymore. We can hear 
our own conscience. 

Each of us is healthier in some ways than in others. We trust
and we use good sense. l,iving in fellowship with other addicts, 
we learn d iscernment. The person we feel safe to talk to when 
our heart hurts may not be the same person we would choose to 
be our group treasurer. 'l'nisting is an act of love. Giving that gift. 
is a choice each or us makes for ourselves. 

The Second Tradition assures us that NA will be there for us no 
matter what. When we have a reservation in our Second 
Tradition, we don't quite believe that all will be well. We fear that 
we have the ability to destroy Narcotics Anonymous. If 
something particular happens- if we take this action or pass that 
motion or even listen to a scary idea-NA will die. Our 
experience shows us that NA is strong enough to withstand our 
growing pains. Tradition Two tells us that we can trust a Power 
greater than ourselves. We learn to stand up for a principle 
without feeling like we're fighting for our lives. 

When we trust the process, we are free to participate in it 
We are safe to act in unity, speak our conscience from a place of 

love, and hear the voice of a Higher Power. 
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Tradition Two 
The Second Tradition Is dear and freeing. It begins with the group, united by common 

purpose. But it immediately makes clear that neither the group nor its members are in charge. 
Tradition Two sets an ultimate authority above os all, freeing us from the need either to be an 
authority or to submit to someone else's control. Under the loving care of a Power greater than 
ourselves we are all equal, and we are each important to NA as a whole. 

In many ways, the Second Tradition can be said to embody the spirit of all twelve. Unity, 
purpose, selfless. servi<e, reldtionship to a God of our u1,d<'rstanding, consciel'KC, and dnonymity 
are prindples that shape the Second Tradition and our way of life. The better we l.JOderstand this 
Tr.tdhion, the mon., dearly we undcfst.11-.d what NA has to offer- .tnd what it asks of us. 

Service is any action through whkh we give of ourselves, and every service position is a 
stewardship of trust. we do not govern; we also do not own setvke positions, bo<Hds, 
committees-or meetings. When we come together in unity, we shine. A coirnected group 
conscience recognizes the value of all its members. One member described leadership in NA as 
"holding a space for the brilliance of others." Allowing that brilliance to come through can be 
challenging: It requires us to listen, to resetve judgment, and to be open to new answers even 
when we are really committed to old ones. 

Many of us struggle to reconcile the idea of leadership put forth by this lradition with our 
concerns about alithority and control. The most powerful way we lead in NA is by example. The 
Basic Text reminds us in Step Twetve th.at ,.the temptation to give advice is great, but when we 
do sow<' lose the resp<'ct of r-.cwcomers." Traditk>l't lwo tells us that leadership in NA will never 
be a position of authority; when we lead we are servants. Pra<ticing responsibflity and 
selflessness. together opeos the door to the spifitual gift of .1oonymily. 

The Tradition speaks of "group co,,sdence,'' aod withh, NA there are va, ied understandiogs 
of what that means. Some members believe that the only place group conscience exists is in the 
NA groups. Others see it more bfoadly. Our group purpose-like Ouf common welrare-ts one 
of the ties that bind us together, a unifying thread that weaves through everything we do in NA. 
In this view, the process of coming to a decision as a service board or committee is no less 
spiritual than in groups. Eac.h member, and each group, is entitled to their own understanding. 

Honoring group conscience is a spiritual exerdse. Sometimes listening to the group is easy 
and gratifying. When we sit in a business meeting and learn about practic.ing principles, we c.m 
be glad we'i-e there. When a newer member teaches us something we h<1dn'l quite understood 
before, we may be ama1ed at the power of the program. We serve by being present and 
me-ctiog the needs of the group as expressed by its co,,sdcoce. lhe love and unily we fecl as a 
result are rewards for the time and ene,gywe give in service to NA. 

When we disagree with a dedsion or a directio,,, honoriog that conscience is much ,oore 
challenging. We will not always get our way, and letting go can be a struggle. The Second 
Tradition asks us to let go of our self-obsession and desire for control. Group conscience serves 
as a compass, guiding us through the challenges we face together. There are times when we 
must find the courage to be the lone voice on an Issue or stand up to, prindple against a strong 
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majority. We choose our battles wisely. If we notice that we are the lone voice on every issue, 
we Olay waot to collside< the utility of accepta,'K:e and sufl'ender as spiritual principles. Ustening 
to guidance and acting accordingly demonstrates both courage and humility. We listen to our 
own conscience, to ea<h other, and to the needs of the group for the guidance of a Higher 
Power, expressed as group conscience. 

One w.t.y to understand group conscience is as a collective awareness of spiritual principles.. 
When each of us listens carefully to our own conscience and pays attention to each other, we 
develop a cornrnon voice aod sh<1rcd wisdom. When we listen for a ._.igher' Power ir1 our decisior) 
making, our decisions improve. When we foster ,;1wareness, it grows. The group becomes 
greater than the sum of ilS par\S. 
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WORD BYWORD 
Define, expand on, ordarify the words or phtases from thi.s Tradition, oneot a time or in 
relation to each other, /or writing or discuss.On with your sponsor or other NA members. 

Example: servant 
To be a "servant" may mean attending to others in a relationship of inequality, bul this is not 

the only way to vnderst.and the term, nor is it the meaning that applies when we vse the term in 
NA. Other meanings of the word indude d person who is devoted, is useful or benefidal, cares 
for others. or works toward a purpose. A servant a<ts with <.are and devotion. It is a role of trust, 
not authofity. We use this language because no individual is evct to have sole owt1ership over 
any part of NA. We serve o ur Fellowship in humility and gratitude, recognizing the importance of 
eve,yooc's <01,u-ibutions. When we strive to se,ve selflessly, our J)ufJ>OSC, rather than our 
personality, is primary. The task, purpose, and process a re all spiri tual. 

Se<Ving thanges us. Just as 1naking amends teaches us to be more forgiving, selfless se,vice 
brings generosity, compassion, and awareness of purpose. Se,vice is practice for how we live in 
the world. It's an opportunity to give wtiat has been so freely given to us, and to recognize how 
much effort goes into the blessings we lake for granted in and out of Narcotics Anonymous. 

SPIRITUAL PRINCIPU5S 

Each Tradition embodies a variety of spiritual prlncJples. The 11st of prlnclples and 
values below may be useful os we consider appllcatlons of this Tradition. Explore them 
in writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. ff other prindples or 
values not listed below seem relevant /or you, Include those as well. 

unity surrender acceptance commitment discernment selflessness 
love anonymity safety hospitality empathy goodwill humility 

Example: love 
Love is one of the driving forces in Narcotics Anonymous, and yet Tradition Two is the only 

Tradition in which the word "love" appears. The loving spirit that binds us together is greater 
than our iOOividual personalities. A spirit of love gives life lo anonymity, allowing us to come 
together in unity. Seing a trusted servant, a<ting in a spirit of love, and tf\lsting a Power greater 
than ourselves are all part of pr~cticing this Tradition . The love we sh<1re in NA means we care 
enough to save each other's lives. The most loving things we do for each other aren' t a lways 
easy Of" gen lie. We try to approach ea(h other and our SCIVice wtlh kindness. care, and concem, 
and to find covrage to reach out to each other with honesty and compassion. 

l\ega,dless of who we afC~, where we've beet,, oi what we've done, we fiod in Narcotics 
Anonymous a place of empathy, accept.ance, welcome, and belonsing. We don't find it with 
eve,yooe, but anonymity frees us to ex.pcfie-ilCe love, and that love, in turn, frees us to a<cept one 
another without reservation. The Second Tradition tells us that a loving God may express Himself in 
our group co,lSdeoce, but it's ha,d to hear a loving God wt,e ,, we are being unloving. Unity depe,lCls 
on our willingness to keep tomlng from love, even when that seems like the hardest thing to do. It's 
a spiritual exercise that changes us, and a spiritual commitment that ensures our su,vival. 
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For Members 
Each of us has a conscience, that quiet voke that guides us. At its root, the word 

''conscience" means "to know within oneself." Developing our personal conscience is a process 
that continues as long as we are dean. Many of us begin recovery with a distorted sense of right 
and wrong. Our moral compass 1-tad been so skewed by our addiction that we had lr-ouble 
following its guidance. Reconnecting with our conS<ience often begins by taking on the values 
of others, Learning to see from <mother's point of view helps build t'mP:,thy, but it also teaches 
us to sec new possibilities, l hings cc11, look ve1y different from :mother .-ngle of vision, While our 

sponsor, our family, and Ol.lt comm\inity all provide vs \Vith models, ultimately we must learn to 
k,,ow within Oufsclves. n,rough the Steps we develop our own values and tools for recognizing 
when we are on course and when we are drifting. Often this begins as a set of absolutes: right or 
w,oog, up or down, and that's the end of it. Gradually, we start to s~ sha-de-s of color w1,cre 
there llad once been only black and white, and as we mature we are more able to tolerate mixed 
feelings. There can be maoy differe,lt fight answers to the same questioo. Changing our angle of 
vision changes what we see. Our perspective shapes our perception, and our perception helps 
determine our experience. 

When we come together to make decisions for NA, we listen together f<K guidanc.e from a 
Htgher Power. Leaming to listen takes practice and patience. We hear our conscience in the 
ideas of fellow members. Our persot1<II recovery contributes to the conscience of the group. In 

meditation, meetings, and service, we le;,un that silence can allow us to hear the quiet voice of 
truth within. 

Our practice of the Second Tradition begins .;lmong other recovering ;iddicts who sl\are our 
pfinciplcs. As we ser'Ve together, a bond develops. The friendships forged in service can b<' some 
of the deepest in our lives. The time spent and trust developed in service gives us the 
opportunity to share deeply with one another. Intimacy develops through shared ex~rience. 
Despite differences of opinion or style, we are united by our love for Narcotics Anonymous and 
our shared sense of respo,-.sibllity for our primary purpose. 

Being a trusted servant goes against everything addiction demands of us. This is one reason 
why being of service is such a powerful part of recovery. In muc.h the same way that making 
amends teaches us to be more forgiving, the practice of being a trusted servant brings us 
generosity, compassion, and awareness of our purpose. 

We may not experience the same unity of purpose with people in other areas of our lives. 
OuLside of NA, people Jr<! not bound by our rraditions, but they have p,indples and values of 
their own. We can apply the principles of this Tradition as we relate to those around us. When 
we look fo, <Ol'r\l'nOO ground, common guidaoce, and commo,, pufposc with others, ou, 
relationship with the world can shift dramatically. 

The Second Tradition offers freedom from self-centeredness by helping us J)'actice being a 
part of, rather thao apart from. A simple change in perspective can offer p<ofoood 
improvements in our relationships. Our lives can become more harmonious and loving when we 
consider our group purpose at home or at work; when we are willing to allow an ultimate 
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authority above the situation and to listen for that voice; when we approach our wofit, families, 
or commu,lity organization-s wilh a wlllingness to serve a,ld cooperate rather tha,l govern. 

The same tools we use to be happy. productive members of a group c.an help us to 
experience unity and a sense of belonging in other areas of our lives. One member shared about 
learning to practice Tradition Two at home. "My sponsor suggested I try approaching my 
relationship like a coffee commitment: to show up and do my part in a spirit of selfless service. I 
thought I was being asked to be submissive, bt.1t the opposite was true: I got free from the idea 
th3l relationships we,4!' .-bout wiMing .-nd losing." When we af>k how to b~ of S.Cf'vic.c ratlu:-r 
than how we can be served, it's much easier to find serenity. "It wasn't easy and I wa$1l't 
consistent," the member' added. "6ut that shift meant that my actioos were,,'t just al>out me Of 

my partner anymore, but about my relationship with my Higher Power as I could express it at 
home. It became a way for me to learn about love, trust, service, and developing a group 
conscience that would serve everyone in the household." Practicing these principles in all our 
affairs can bring freedom io all areas of our lives. 

Tradition Two offers a spirituality any of u.s can put into practice. Togetller, group conscience 
and consdous contact bring our relaHonship with a Higher Power into our decisions. actions, 
and relationships at every level. Finding that bridge between Tradition Two and Step Eleven 
changes us al our core. We learn to trust, to be trustworthy, to give freely, and lo lead humbly. 
NA service is how we give back what was so freely given to us.Together we seek our Higher 
Power's will dnd the power to carry that out. We know what il feels lfke to be in harmony with 
that conscience. All of that is good practice for how to live in the world. 

Questions for Members 
The questions below offer a way to begin-or continue-tile process of writing, reflection, 

and discussio,, of this Tradition with your sponsor or other NA members. 

In NA 

1. What is a conscience, and how do I get in touch with mine? What does group conscience 
mean to me, and how do I participate in it? What Is the difference between the group 
conscience and my individual consclen-c.e? 

2. How does participating in group conscience help develop my sense of a Higher Power? 
How do I .allow my Higher Power to infloence my decision making? What helps me 
cultivate that influence 

3. How does my understanding of open-mindedr.ess help me apply the Second Tradition? 
How do I encourage or' wclcomt- the id(?a.s of new 1Yl('fnbe,s? Do I con side, the needs 01 

views of those who aren't in the room? How do I find the courage to ask difficult 
questions ii, business ,11cetir,gs? 

1· How do I set a.side my personal preferences in favor of an emerging consensus?What is 
the difference betw~n su,reOOer and abdicatio,, of ,esponsibnlty~ 

s. Is my behavior in group business meetings consistent with the principles of this 
Tradition? Oo I use my cleanlime or position to inlimidate others or to assert authority~ 
Do I listen or do I just want to talk? How do I find the balance? 
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6. What part does my Higher Power play in my service efforts and as a member of a home 
group? How does faith allow me to cafry out the group's conscience even if I disagree 

with it? 
7. What are the attributes of a trusted servant? Which of these do I act on 0< strive for? 
8. What is the difference between governing and leadership? As a trusted servant, how am 

I a leader? How do I practice leadership in my home group? How can I practice 
leadership in a spirit of anonymity?When am I most likely to Uy to govern? 

9. How does this Tradition help me understand anonymity? How does anonymity help me 
unde, stand this Tradition? How do I practice anonymity in tcnns of this Tradition? 

10. Describe any bridges between this Tradit ion and one or more of the Twelve Steps. What 
do these b,idges tecK.h me about my re<.over'y? 

11. What more can I do to put the principles of this Tradition into action? How would 
applying this Tradition change my attitudes and actions? 

In All Our Affairs 
11. How have I applied this Tradition outside NA? How else might the principles of this 

Tradition guide my thinking or my actions? 

13. Are there other areas in my life where I can see the value of a conscience, or where I can 
see a conscience emerging? How do I listen for what I know as group conscience in my 
relationships outside of NA? 

14. Does my histo,y with duthority influence my exp,e,ience today? How does my bclief in an 

ultimate authority change my perspective? 

15. How do I practice this Tradition when others are not bound by it? 

16. Am I open to heariog truth from ar,y soufce, Or' al'n I distr"acted by pr"ejudice-s? Mow does 
practicing the principles of this Tradition open me to hearing others? 

,7. How impof tant is it to me to be liked? Do I ever compr"omise my sense of what is right in 
order to please others? 

18. Am I worthy of trust? How can I practice trustworthiness today? 

19. How can I remain humble and open-minded even when I'm sure I'm right? 

10. When a decision doesn't go my way, how do I come to believe that all will be well? How 
does my attitude reflect my acceptance? 

11. In wlldt other areas of rny lifo might this T1ddition be useful? Whal otht!'r opt)Ortunities 
are there for me to seek group conscience? 
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For Groups 
The NA group Is at the heart of this TradlttOn, and this Tradition explains the practical 

spirituality at the heart of NA groups. Our groups have purpose and con.science. They are the 
primary vehicle for our message. Everything we do to help an addict get the message is service. 
Service begins when we put ourselves aside and welcome the newcomer. That simple action 
might be the most important thing we ever do. Our leaders are servants we trl.1$t; like the group, 
they o~rate under the ;,uthority of a loving God. When a group is clear on its pur'pose, its 
ultimate duthority, and its rnessdge, the rest has a wdy of falli11g into pldce. 

We invite a Higher Power to influence our decisions. When we listen for the voice of a Higher 
Power in ea<h other, we I\Cdr one .1nother with an open miod. So,ne of us bring exp(!ricnce; 
some bring fresh perspectives. Each is necessary. The Second Tradition invites us to practice 
anonymity by sepa,atiog ideas from the people who exp<ess them. we can disagree with each 
other's ideas without putting each other down. For many of us this is the first time that we can 
disagree strongly without feeling that we must leave, or that we are no longer welcome. Each of 
us is part of group conscience, regardless of our personality or our opinion. 

Just as individual con.science is a matter of knowing within ourselves, group conscience is 
coming to know within the group. Group conS<ience expresses itself as unity and goodwill, and 
is reflected in the simple dec.isions that define a group: How .::.re the chairs arranged? Are there 
refreshments? Is there a greeter at the door? Many of these decisions occur in the groop's 
business n-.ceting, .md eac.h reRe<.ts the conscience of tile group. Group conscience is not the 
same as group opinion, and oot the same cts a vote. Each of these can be an exp1ession of the 
group's c;onscience, but con$cience is never limited to the business meeting. Over time, handling 
Or'dinal'y l>usincss Md addfessing challc,,ges, a group develops an identity and values of its own, 
In group conscience, we experience unity in action. We begin to understand how unconditional 
love might actually work. 

Time is an essential ingredient for cultivating group conscience. Having patience for 
discussion, or waiting u1ltil the next meeting before moving forward with a dedsio1l, saves the 
energy and goodwill lost when hasty actions have c;onsequences. Some Ideas need to simmer. 
We practice humility and opeMnindedness by letting our High.er Power influence our thinking 
over time. We consult experiellCed members, remembering that despite different levels of 
experience we are .tll equal in Narcotics Anonymous. 

We see the outcome of group conscience in the atmosphere we create before the meeting 
begins, during and ;,fter the me-cting, and in our business meetings. We can't ,neasure group 
conscience, but we can feel it. A strong group tends to be consistent and recogni1able not just in 
its format but in its values. we <an se,,se tJ,e diffc, cnce bctwcco a meetiog that's spiritually 
based and one that's personality--driven. The spoken message may be the same, but the 
atmosphere of recove,y is different. 

we create boards aod committees so g,oups aren't weighed down with de<.isions that will 
divert us from our primary purpose. However, groups have a responsibility: The Second Concept 
reminds us that "the final authority and responsibility for service rests with the NA g,oops." 
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Groups find a balance between meeting that responsibility and delegating appropriately. Some 
groups are more a<tively involved than others, but issues somethnes afise that demand the 
attention of many more groups than usual. When a group has been disconnected from local 
servi<es for a while, dedsions may seem surprising or even alarming. Just as it is important for 
service bodies lo find tile time and the words to infonn the groups, it is important for the groups 
to stay in tou<h with NA servi<es. 

We ask our servants at every level to invite a loving Power into de<ision making and then to 
act in ac<ordanc<' wiU1 those dOOsions, When we a.sk a rnembet to sel'Ye, we have a 
responsil>ility to them and to the group to support them as best we can, offering help and 
guidance. The b<-ttet we define the task ot proje<t, the easier it is to do il well. (leaf guideli1\.CS 
and formats are most effective when they support trusted servants rather than restrict them. 

we <ount on our group vusted ser"vants to e .-,sure that the meeting rom,at is followed, and 
to pay attention to how the meeting is running. Chairing a meeting is a form of leadership. 
leaders emerge 1\aturally in any group. But in NA, leadership neve-r means that a single member 
or group is in command. A controlling attitude can easily drive away the newcomer. l earning to 
participate without trying to control <an be very d ifficult for some of us. A member suggested 
that "when I try to be the ultimate authority of my group, I do more harm than good, even when 
I have something valuable to offer." Protecting the group from the power of our own 
personalities doesn' t mean that we hide ourselves away; we lead by example rather than by 
instruction or imposition, Newer members g<1in experience when rnore experienced members 
encourage, respect, and value their input. Rather than having to compete to victory or defeat 
every time a decision is on the table, we create an open, a«epting atmosphere in whkh 
solutions naturally ari~. 

We feel inc.luded when we are asked to be of service by setting up chairs, greeting people, 
sweeping the flool's, or affanging the lite,ature on the table. That experience can <hange the 
course of lives. When the newcomer feels trusted and has a part to play in the life of the group, 
both the group a,ld the addkt have a better <han<e at suivival. 

When we help to start a meeting or an NA community, we may be in a strong position o f 
leadership. If we are wise, we help tOOse around us learn to take on respons.ibitity. We are on tile 
lookout for opportunities to share that leadership among others in the growing community. If 
we hold on too long or too tightly, we may find o ur position removed from us-either because 
the community outgrows the need, or because we sicken under the weight. Our understanding 
of anonymity mdy be douded by d sense of impo rtdn<e. We Sldrl to feel resentful. We might not 
recognize how unattractive this lack of humility can be until we find ourselves outside, looking 
i,,. we ,,eed to ,c,~mbcf lo wor'k together and to ask for help. Listeoing <arefully fo, the voice 
of a loving Higher Power expressed in our group conscience leads to healthy groups, and 
healthy groups dfC powerlul. we are a force for good in the lives of addkts, in ou, (.(>mmunities, 
and in the world. 
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Group Inventory Questions 
The questions below offer ways to begin-or continue-group inventory or discussion 

focused on this Tradition. 

,. What is our group purpose? How do our de<isions help us further our purpose? 
2. How do we invite a loving Higher Power into our decision-making process? 
3. What is our shared understanding of group <onsden<e? Is it the same or different from a 

majority vote or consensus? How does our group establish., groop conscience? 
4. What is the relationship between anonymity and the group <onscience? Why is it 

irnpo, tarH that ev~yone be hea,d? Mow do we invite full p.articipatiot1? liow do 
newcomers contribute to group conscience? 

5. I-low does our group conscience moden1te the influcn<e of strong perso,,.aHties o, 
people perceived to be authorities? Do we ensure that all points of view are heard before 
we make a decision? How do we distinguish betweeo leadership and governiog? 

6. How do we balance collective and individual conscience? How do we recognize when 
group conscience has been rea<hed? 

7. When and how might we revisit or rethink our dedsions? 
8. What does our group do to ensure that group <onS<ience meetings maintain a spiritual 

focus and foster goodwill'? 
9. What role do spiritual principles pl.)y in the decision-making processes of our group? 

When a problem .trises, how do we find .i solution? How does our group .tsk itself 
diffic;ult questions or handle ~mresolved issues? How do we recognize when we're 
moving too fast or too slow when making a decision? 

10. What are some of the leadership qualities we seek among tn1sted servants in oor group? 
I-low do th-esc qualities d-emoo.sti.1te our spt,itual p1 indples? t-low do we <ultivatc those 
qualities in one another? 

t1. I-low can we balance rotation and <ontinuity? liow do home g.-oup members lead even 
when they're not holding spec:ific service positions? 

12. W1lat is our responsibility to our trusted servants? How <an the group support a trusted 
servant who feels isolated, overwhelmed, or unprepared? What's the right balal'Ke for 
our group between trust and accountability? 

13. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practi<e anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

14. Discuss .tny bridges between this Tradition and other Traditions. What do these bridges 
teach us about our group? 

15. What m01e <an we do to b,ing the princ.iples of this lraditioo irHO oui- group efforts? 
What could we do differently to better fu lfill our primary purpose? 
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In Service 
Groups focus on our primary purpose: to carry the me-ssage to the addict who sti11 suffers. 

Service beyond the group carries out some secondary purposes: creating meeting lists, getting 
literature into facilities. or putting on a dance. Each of these, in turn, supports our primary 
purpose. NA service is always connected in some way to our group purpose, and is under the 
same directk>n: Our leaders do not govern, service is not authority, and the ability to serve 
depends on the trust o f those .-round us. 

When we need to make a decision, it can be helpful to talk about spiritual J)lincipfes. Spiritual 
principles can be a lens through whkh we examine ideas. Actions taken in anger, resentment, Of 

haste tend to acate trouble dow1, the road. Taking time to conside, p,iodplcs rnay not change a 
de-c:ision, but it may change the way we carry it out-and that can make all the d ifference. 

The<e are differing practices of group conscience wilhin our fellowship. Some members 
believe that lhe key word in the phrase is "group," and that the conscience described in the 
Second Tradition exists only in the NA groups as described in The Group Booklet. Because this 
view holds that the conscience resides in the group, all decisions should go batk to the home 
groups whenever possible. It requires careful planning, because the simplest decisions can take 
months to make and excellent communication between groups and service bodies. Although 
service boards and commiltees are a lways accou ntable to the groups as well as lo a Higher 
Power, not all groups enjoy exercising that authority on a day•t~day basis. It can distract from 
the pl'im<1ry purpose of the groups, and is lit1ble to slow service efforts. Many NA communities 
operate differently, and values and practices vary widely across the Fellowship, 

In other ptac;es, a broader understanding of "group conscience" allows for the 
undefstanding that what happens in se,vice bodies is no less spi,itual than what happeos in NA 
groups. One member asked how it could be that an authority so powerful could be expressed 
only io one possible outlet; for him, the idea that conscience was resukted to ooe level of 
service put unnecessary limitations on the understanding of a Higher Power. 

Many of us have been parts of service bodies or committees that seemed to operate out of a 
s~red understanding of purpose and values that was consistent across the committee a ,ld 
across time- much like a strong home group. The experience of being part of a committee or 
wori(group that takes on this kind of momentum c•m be exciting, but it's important to 
remember our lines of accountability in NA service, Participants may f~I the conscience of a 
service body in its consensus and enthusiasm, bt..it maintaining communication and inclusion in 
our communities i.s essc,lti.11. 

Whco consensus inside a committee doesn't ,natch consensus outside that committee, 
disunity can result. Often the result is not open conflict but a simple fading of energy. If service is 
not attractive o, ioclusive, our effofts teod to last a while and then fizzle out. Whe1) energy aod 
enthusiasm are fading, we can often look to the Second Tradition to understand why. 

The times when we are most passio1\ate about a particular issue in se,vke may also be w1,eo 
we're most at risk of becoming dosed-minded or being led astray-and least likely to see those 
risks for ourselves. Passion for service is a gih, and there are certainly times we do need to stand 
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up for principle. During these moments, staying in touc.h with the spirit of goodwill that guides 
our service is a must. We need to keep an eye on our pass.on, lest it become self-righteousness; 
and we keep an eye on our disagreements, lest we begin to harbor ill wrn toward our fellows. 
Vigilance is an inside job. We ask ourseh,es about our sense of proportion: Does the size of our 
feelings match the size of the issue? 

The Second Tradition doesn't exempt us from the need sometimes to protect our program 
"from the internal and external forces that may destroy us," but it reminds us that we are not 
the ultimate duthority in NA. It can be: surprising when an e1rK>tion.al conflict h~ads to a renewal 
of faith, but when a storm passes, the resilience of our Fellowship and the love we feel within it 
can bring us to a new level of surrender'. We can trust NA to Sur'vive, even when gr'owil'tg pains 
are severe. 

we afe mu<.h more pl'odu<tive wheo we build stru<tur'es io which ,·espo,,sil>ilities are 
outlined, roles are clear, and simple checks are in place as a part of the process. Mentoring, 
supporting, and encouraging members in their efforts to serve can simply n~ke it easier to do 
the next right thing. Accountability is a two-way street. When our relationship to our services 
lacks trust, service is unattractive. 

leadership-in a group, on a committee, or simply in perfonning a specific task-is an 
honor, a privilege, and a form of service. We must understand and honor the limits on our role 
and the difference between service and government. If we confuse them, we are generally oot 
confused for loog: NA communities h.we a tendency to correct thdt behavior, sometimes in 
pr'etly ungentle ways. For ourselves as well as our Fellowship, il 's impor'tant that we r'e<ogoite 
the difference between getting things done and governing. When we honor the trust placed in 
us, leader'ship and service can t>c ooe and the same. 

Workshop Questions 
The questions below offer a way to begin- or cootinue-a service discussioo or workshop 

focused on this Tradition. 

1. Does a service body have a group conscience? How do we exercise group conscience in 
service? How do we invite a loving Higher Power into our decisions? 

-z. What does a good group cor1scie-nce process look like? What would an observer notice 
about decision making in our service body? 

3. How best do we involve groups in our process? How does our work impact other service 
bodies? What's the relationship between communication and Tradition Two? 

4, Mow does our service body practk~ spiritual principles in our work a,,d in our meetings? 
How do we allow a loving Higher Power to guide our process and servic.e efforts? 

5. What a.1c the I isks of unifo11nity in our decision-making process? How do we <onside-, 
different perspectives as we make decisions? Do we ensure that minority voices are 
honofed? Oo we coosi<fer the views of those who cannot or do oot speak for 
themselves? 
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6. How does our understanding of anonymity help us apply the Second Tradition? Are there 
people Of ideas we are u,,wming to hear? How do we reconcile the need to hear many 
viewpoints with our desire for efficiency and simplicity? 

7. What is the difference between practking patience and avoiding a diS<ussion or 
decision? Do we rush into decisions or discuss them until we arrive at a solution? What is 
the value of listening to all viewpoints? How does o-ur service benefit or suffer from the 
quality of ourdiS<ussions? 

8. Is involvement in ovr service body increasing or de<reasing? How might this be 
conne<.ted to the decisions we've been mal<lng or the ways we've ~en making them? 

9 . How do we see a Higher Power working through us in service? Do we trust that all will be 
well? What ar'e ou, ,·ese,vattOns about that? 

10. What are some differences between being a servant and being a trusted servant? How 
does that change our attitudes and actions? 

11. What d~s leadership mean in Narcotics Anonymous? How is that different from its usual 
meanings? 

12. What is the difference between leading and governing? What can we do to ensure that 
trusted servants lead rather than control? What can we do if a member is trying to 
govern or dominate a group or a service body? How can we balance rotation and 
continuity? 

13. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this lradition? Bow do we pra<tice anonymity in terms of this lr.tdition? 

14. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Concepts. 
What do these bridges teach us about our service efforts? 

15. What mofe «m we do to bfing the p,'indples of this Tradition into ou, ~,vice efforts~ 
What could we do differently to better carry out our services? 
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It's extraordinary for an addict to get clean. In NA, we not only get 
clean but recover together in unity, carry a message, and fulfill 
service obligations. Tradition Two tells us this is pos.sible because 
we are united under an ultimate authority. This Tradition frees 
each of us from the dangerous belief that we are in charge, or that 
some of us are more important than otJ1ers. Seeing this Tradition 
at work in our groups offers a vision of hope. As we apply 
Tradition Two in our service- and in our lives- we begin to 
understand the power and grace available to us in surrender. 
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Tradition Three 

The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop using. 

There is only one requirement for membership, but membership 
will require much of us. Tradition Three swings the door to 
Narcotics Anonymous wide open and invites an opening in our 
own hear ts. As long as we have a desire to stop using drugs, our 
right to membership in NA is unconditional We may attend 
meetings for a long time before deciding to be members. When 
we make that decision, our lives begh1 to change. 

Working the Steps deepens our understanding of membership. 
We begin with surrender; we find hope; we make a decis ion. The 
l'hird Tradition confronts us with our prejudices. control issues, 
insecurities, and fears. It also reveals generosity, compassion, 
and empathy. Openness calls for a change of heart. Our minds 
may change quickly, but to change our hearts we have to humbly 
ask. The more real we get, the more willing we are to let go of our 
defects. secrets, and rcsennnents. We make amends and clean up 
after ourselves so we don't have to drag our shame and fear 
around anymore. Because our 1nembership in NA is secure. we 
are free to be honest about who we arc. 

NA membership creates connection and belonging. We a re a part 
of something gr eater than ourselves, and It changes us. There is 
no s ingle way to be an NA member, no model of the recovering 
addict. 

The most powerful message we carry is the simple truth 
of our experience. Our rear value is in being ourselves. 

We are the message of hope. 
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Tradition Three 
At th<- heart of Tradition Thr<-e Is compassion. This Tradition ensures that every addict Is free 

to decide whether to be a member. Through some combination of desperation, courage, 
anguish, and hope, we find willingness. Desire is not always visible and it is not measurable. 
Whether our commitment to NA i.s shallow or profound, above all it i.s ours. No one can tell us it 
is or is not good enough, or that we are or are not "'NA material." The door is always open; we 
can make or unmJke thdt decision at any lime, When we surrender, our lives begin to c.h:mge. 
After thdt first surre11de, Uu~re will be many rno,e-.1od after U1at first decision to bed member, 
we will commit and recommit, over and over. Life circumstances-a move, a breakup, change or 
controve,sy within the fellowship- can lead us to question our membership. It can take as 
much courage to recommit to NA as it does to make that decision the first time. 

Our fundamental equality, exp,essed thtough the principle of anonymity, doesn't mean that 
differences disappear or don't matter. We can recover in unity. Our differences deepen our 
ability to be of servke. Our principles allow NA to transcend difHcult and sometimes painful 
issues of diversity. We are often surprised at where we find common ground. 

We tell newcomers we are only interested in "what you want to do about your problem and 
how we can help." Practicing Tradition Three puts that into action. Our symbol reminds us that 
the broader the base, the higher lhe point of freedom. Our diverse membership, around the 
world and within ovr home commvnities, can help to ensure that there is someone to wel<,ome 
every addict who com~ in. Emp.ithy dlld dignity are av<1il3ble to J11, 

l'te<:overy is not automatic. Our literature states, " If you wa1lt what we have to offe1 and ar~ 
willing to make the effort to get it, then you are ready to ta.ke certain steps." Lives depend on the 
answer to these critical questions: Oo I waot what NA has to offer! Am I willh,g to mdke the 
effort? We may be tempted to think we can answer these questions for others, but no Ol\e 

knows the depth of an addkt 's desi,e. An addict who comes around fot months Of years without 
putting cleantime together might be desperate to get it; an addict who gets clean right away 
and whose life comes right back together might not take the process seriously. We have oo way 
of knowing for someone else. 

When others question their membership, especially when a family member or beloved 
sponsee is making th.at decision, we want them to choose freely-but we want them to choos<
our way. It can help us to consider that we .are simply practicing patience, waiting (and lloping 
and praying) that their time will come. Tradition Three teaches us patience. We welcome people 
back with love and respe?<t, sometimes for years. We c.m be loving <1nd still tell each othet whdt 
we see. We are each othe.-'s eyes and ears. When our observations are offered with respect and 
care, they arc mol'e likely to be heard. 

we approach this Tradition from both sides of the doof: as addicts considel'ing whethet NA 
is a place we want to be, and as members deciding how best to cany the message. Our message 
is dear. Questiooing or trying to place limits on the openness of this Tradition has been a pan of 
our history from the very beginning. Much of our attention to the Third Tradition reflects our 
reservations about its simplicity. Protecting ourselv<-s and our program doesn't mean guarding 
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the door, but making sure it stays open, setting aside ideas of who should be here and why. Not 
all who come will want what NA has, a,,d not all will be willing to do the work. It is never our job 
to judge another addict's desire for recovery. Membership issues have a way of resolving 
themselves. We pay attention to our own motives and behavior and remember that actions 
mean more than wor-ds. 
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WORD BYWORD 
Define, e,cpand on, or darify the words or phrases from this Tradition, one at a time or 
in refation to each other, for writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA 
members. 

Example: only 

"Only" is a short word that packs a lot of power. It derives from the word "one," and it 
means solely or exclusively or without exception. In other Traditions, less absolute words are 
used: •·ought" and "should" appear' ove1 and ov~,. We talk about our prirno,y purpose, not our 
sole or exclusive purpose. In contrast, the Third Tradition is dear. The "only" requirement for 
mc-inbc-i'Ship is a desire to stop using. 

SPIRITUAL PRINCJPL£S 

Each Tradition embodies a variety of spiritual prindples. The list of principles and 
values below may be useful as we consider applications of this Tradition. Explore them 
in wrWng or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. If other principles or 
values not listed below seem relevant for you, Include those as well. 

tolerance compassion anonymity humility patience generosity 
welcome equality wiJJingness inclusiveness faith trust 

courage responsibility open-mindedness acceptance service love 

Example: welcome 

The white chips and keytags we give to newcomers include the word "welcome." The 
practice of hospitality,°' welcome, is impor'tant to many faiths and cultures. The act of 
welcoming others changes us. We begin by welcoming people to meetings. Simply m.aking eye 
contact or offering a hug to a newcomer can make all the difference to thern-and lo us. Many 
of us have memories of peering through the blinds, fearful of the mail carrier or the neighbors or 
shadows. Many of us know what it's like to sit frozen as the phone rings or the door knocks or 
the dog barks, waiting for whoever it is to please go away. Feeling welcome, and welcoming 
others to our new w;)y of life, helps us see lh<' world as.- less hostile pt.tee. Praclking welcome 
as a spiritual prin<ipte can c.hange our relationship to NA, and to the world 0\1tside. 
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For Members 
Tradition Three asks us to practice open-mindedness toward ourselves, toward others, and 

toward the possibility of change. NA was " the last house on the bl<Kk'' for many of us; we had 
nowhere left to go. It's not an empty house, thoog:h. We need to make room, and make peace, 
with people we would probably never encounter anywhe.-e else. We may be scared of each 
other; we may have history; we may have prejl•dices or blind spots that we are perfectly 
comfortable with. (hapter Eight in the Basic Text reminds us, however, that '•addk.tion 1n.,kcs us 
or1'2' of a kind." The Third lradition asks us to {'xdrnine our rnotive:s and beliefs, our' trust a1ld 

ability to love, our open-mindedness, willingness, faith, and courage in carrying the message. 

Each of us e:,~~riences membership in our own way, but it begins with the awdl'Cness that 
it's time to stop using. This is the same admission that fuels our First Step. The price of admission 
is an admission: To be a membe,, we admit that we have a p,oblem and want to do somcthiog 
about it. When we su1Tender in our hearts, recovery begins. Our relationships with other addicts 
change; ou, experience of meetings changes; our perceplion changes. The admission in Step 
One and the decision in Tradition Three are part of the same surrender. 

White Narcotics Anonymous is a program for drug addicts seeking recovery, our First Step 
focuses not on the dn.igs we used, but on the disease of addk.tion. For some members, Tradition 
Three offers a way lo lhink about the actions and attitudes that make us unhappy long after we 
stop vsing drugs. Getting in touch with the desire to stop using once we are clean may be about 
other ways we use- people, pi.tees, Ulings, feelings, behaviors, dra,na- to avoid f.K.ing 
oufsclve:s. For othCt" membcf's, this type of thinking feels like a distraction frorn our primary 
purpose. Whatever our perspective, the fact remains: Addiction may be arrested but not cured, 
a,,d no ,nattet how far we Me from our last on-c, each of us is o,,e bad dc<ision away from the 
next one. 

As our relatiofiship to our own desife evolves, so does our thinking about membership. 
Membership begins with desire, but it doesn' t eod there. This Tradition allows us to ask 
questions from different perspectives: What does it mea,l to me to t>e a member? How do I 
allow someone else to be a member? The Third Tradition essay in IC Worf<s.: How ood Why 
cautions, "We are not the jury of desire.'' A member who had come aroond for years without 
ever accomulating much deantime said, "I never did the program like people wanted me to, but 
I'd have died years ago if I hadn't come at all/' f inding the patience and tolerance to accept 
those members we can' t seem to stop judging is an exercise in surrender, acceptance, and 
humility. 

Examining our beliefs about membership offers new perspectives on our commitments at 
home, at wOlk, in ouf friendships, a ,\d i,, Narcotics Anonymous. we re<.ogni2e .-espoosibilities of 
membership in areas of our lives we had not previously considered. We may find reservations we 
didn' t know we had, Of limits we put in place- a lmost 'N'ithout noticing- in orde, to protect 
ourselves from hann. Those protections may no longer serve us. 

We become and maintain a community by getting together in lo ts of different ways be-sides 
meetings. Little gestures can help us feel connected. Many of us remember the first time we 
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were invited to coffee after a meeting. Feeling noticed and included is important to us. We are 
responsible to indude new people in these activities. There are no re,quire,neots o ,, our social 
lives, but when we are so immersed in our cirde of friends that we don't notice new faces 

around us., we turn people away without even knowing they were there. One of the most 
significant ways we deny someone membership is to ignore them. 

Each of us ha.s a part lo play in making NA groups welcoming to everyone. Doing so requires 

checking our reservations aboot the recovery of others. A newcomer may seem too young or 
too old, or too beaten down or not having lost ~nough; they 1'ni)y have dor.e th~ wrong drug, o, 

not usexl like we did; they may still be on parole, or take medication we have opinions abovt. 
Th<"y may be criminals; they may be!' d~gy or law cnfom.-ment; they may look a l us in a way thal 

gives us the creeps. Addicts may be c.lean a long t ime and still not be socially skilled or socially 
acceptable; they may work their program in a way that seems diffe.-e,lt or even threateoing to 

us. There is no model of the recovering addict, no profile of the addict who suffers, and no 
conditions on me1n1>ership bestdes desire-which is l>etwe-en the addict and their Higher Power. 

The miracle of recovery is available to us a ll1 even after we've been clean a long time. Just as we 
see the miracle of addicts getting dean, we see the miracle of dean addicts getting better, 
sometimes after many years. Allowing each other to change after we have known each other a 

long time takes faith, compassion, and open-mindedness. 

Each of us is better at reaching out at some times and in some ways than at others. It's good 
there .m~ so m,my of us. People who come in .md out <1rc easier for some of us to dCCcpt than 

those steadily attending while on dn.Jg replacement therapy; others of us are exceptionally good 

;it reaching out to the newcomer, but have no patience for those who seek help elsewhere as 
well as in NJ\. Sometimes a member hurts us, dir..-ctly or indirectly, in the course of a rclc1psc, 0 1 

they may be locked in a behavior or pattern for which we simply cannot feel compassion. We 
,·each out where we can, aOO make an effort to increase our compassion fOf those who don't 

match our expectations or whose recovery doesn't look like our own. 

We find a honle in NA. and then we find a home io.side that home. Within the wide, weird, 

colorfu1 world of NA membership, we fmd our tribe. If something changes-a breakup, a move, a 
death-and that group is no Jonger the cent er of our recovering life, we expand our horizons and 
our network. We find ways to give back, to make sure that our Fellowsi-.p is always growing- and 

we're always growing. too. Our FeUowst-ip keeps us alive and free, and the ,von< wedo to help it 
grow ensures that there will contir.ue to be members a11d meetings here when we need U1ern. 

Queslions for Members 
The questions bC!'low of for a way to begin- or continue-the process of w,iting, r~flection, 

and discussion of this Tradition with your sponsor or other NA members. 

In NA 

,. What br(HJght .-nc to make the decision to be a 1nember of NA? What does" a desire to 
stop using" mean for me in my recovery today? Do I want what NA has to offer? 
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l. What was it like for me when I came to my first meetings? What are some of the things 
that I experienced that helped me choose to become a member? What can I do to help 
the newcomer make that choice for themselves? 

3. What does membership in NA mean to me?What happens when I make the decision to 
become a member? What are my responsibilities as a member? Have they changed over 
time Oo I try to hold others to the standards I set for myselP. 

4. I low do my actions <11ld atti tudes reflect my de<.ision to bed member of NA? Mow is it 
evident when I share, in my willingness to help the newcomer, in my behavior in and 
around mceti11gs, 01· in how I s~vc in NA? 

5. What part can I play in creating an inviting atmosphere? How does it feel to be a part of a 
group that addicts want to come back to? 

6. Have I ever given someone a reason not to come back to a Narcotics Anonymous 
meeting? How do I remai,1 welcoming wheo I'm just not feeliog it? 

7. W11en have I judged other addicts? W11at happens when I try to determine who will stay 
dean and who won't? What are the consequences for me, for other members, and for 
the addict who still suffec-s? 

8. What expectations do I have about how others recover and serve in NA? Are these 
expectations related to NA principles or my own opinions? 

9. W11<1t are some of my reservations cllbout our open members.hip policy? What c'ldditiondl 
qualifications do my actions and behavior impose on people's membership and recovery? 
How do I reach out with compassion and lack of judgment? 

10. How does this Traditi011 help l'OC understand anonymity? How does anonymity help me 
understand this Tradition? How do I practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

11. Oescfibe any bridges betwee,, this Tradition and Of.C or mol'e of the Twelve Steps. What 
do these bridges teach me about my recovery? 

12. What more can I do to put tile principles of this Tradition into action? How would 

applying this Tradition cllange my attitudes and actions? 

In All Our Affairs 

13. How have I applied thi.s Tradition outside NA? How else might the principles of this 
Tradition guide my thinking or my ac.tions? 

14. Where else in my life do I experienc:e membership? Do I feel a part o f or apart fTom? 

15-. Where else do I encounter requirements for membership? How willing am I to accept 
them or pal'tidpat<.- 011 their t<.-1 ,ns? What "requirements for membership'' do I stl'ugglC!' 
with in other areas of ,ny life? 

16. Where else would it be approp, iatc to practice membership ii1 the ways I do in NA
being of service, being a part of decisions, contributing financially, or in other ways? 
What else does it mean to me to practice membership outside of NA? 

17. What impact llas my membership in NA made on those around me? 
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18. What has the Third Tradition taught me about second chances, or about compassion, 
that might be useful elsewti<'re in my life? 
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For Groups 
Tradition Three calls the group to create an atmosphere of re<overy. We are responsible to 

ensure that meetings offer hope to any addkt. Addkts seek h,elp in many places; what sets NA 
apart from many others is the power of one addict freely helping another. When we re<ognize 
the pain in anolller addict's eyes, we make an effort to reach out. 

Membership is the right of any dddkt with a desire to stop using, but there is no reason 
someone would know that when they get here. It 's vp to us to explain what NA is, what it 
rneans to be a ,nembe,-, aod how N.A has helped us. In o,der to explain those things, we nc.'<'d to 
understand them ourselves. NA literature, including For the Newcomer and An lntrodU(tion to NA 
Meetings, can help us pot our expe,icoce into wo,-ds. 

It is worth a group's time to consider what infonnation i.s important and how to share it 
dea,ly and coosistt-otly. Th<' pfinciples are th<' sarne throughout Narcotics Anonytnous, but each 
community, and each group, has distinct ways of doing thh,gs. That vafiety ,eflects our 
autonomy and creativity. Groups may explain basics in their announcements. Sometimes lists of 
suggestions are read or printed on meeting schedules. Some groups make it a priority to ensure 
that the newcomer receives literature or pt.one numbers. Some groups ask members to raise 
their hands if they are willing to sponsor. There is no one right way, and each group seeks its 
own solutions, 

Creating community includes building bridges and establishing and maintaining boundaries. 
Our Third lradition tells us that we do l\:sve a requirement for membership: We must have a 
desire to stop using. Still, it's ,,ot for aoyon<- <-lse to say whether we qualify. Our d<-sire to ensure 
that everything is just right c;an sometimes lead us to the letter rather than the spirit of our 
Traditions. Evc,y addict should be able to feel safe and wt-lCOl'nC at cvcty NA meeting, That is lh<' 
atmosphere of recovery our Traditions foster and protect. 

Tradition Three reminds us of that spirit: the wann welcome, respect, and empathy that 
make NA feel like homt'. Care for the newcome, is a sacred trust. No matter what i-s going o,l in 
our own lives, sharing with a suffering addict i.s an opportunity to get outside ourselves. 
Empathy creates identification and offers gratitude and perspective. 

One of the deepest challenges for groups is to remain open to all and still create a safe, 
hospitable atmosphere. Group unity and a powerful sense of community can protect us from the 
challenges that come with open membt-'f"Ship. A strong NA mess.dge, dear boundaries, d loving 
Higher Power, .ind unity can protect us from ourselves and frorn m.-oy ills of the societies 
around us. We do our best to safegu.ard those who are vulnerable withoot making others feel 
unwelco,ne. 

Some people come to NA to do harm, sell drugs, or engage in other destructive activity. 
Groups may struggle with pfedatofy, exploitative, hlapp<op,·iatc, or violent behavior. TlHi,e afe 
times ..vhen action i.s necessary to protect members from danger, but when problems are 
resolved without c.risis or disrespect, NA demonstrates its difference from the places we came 
from. Finding peaceful ways to help all addicts to recover in dignity carries a powerful message. 
We gain little by ignoring difficulties, and stand to lose much if we avoid the challenges we f.:xe. 
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The group can seek solutions before reacting and creating more problems. Just like in our own 
lives. we can't solve a problem until we identify our part. The service pamphlet Oisruptiveood 
Violent Behavior, the PR Handbook, and members who have been through similar challenges can 
help us protect the group and all its members. 

Groups can't refuse an addict membership, but sometimes our actions or attitudes push 
people out. A member shared, "When our marriage broke up, I resented anyone who was nice 
to my ex. I said I wanted the best for her, I prayed for her sometimes, but then I'd stalk social 
media and get rnad at my friends who w(.>t-e still friends witJ1 h<tr." lhis kind of drain.a «m bt
dismissed as fooli$hness, but when our actions are inconsistent with (>ltr principles, it affects the 
group as well as our pel'Sonal recove1y. Making space fot each othc,-to recover <.m sometimes 
challenge us, but the rewards are great for all involved. We p,-actice these principles because 
they al'e essential to our freedom from active addiction. The simple respe<t we show \Vhen we 
allow an addict to recover in dignity, even if we find them attractive or have history with them, 
.nay be a spiritual gift beyond measure. 

Sometimes physical barriers can get in the way of a welcoming atmosphere. We may not 
notice the accessibility of our meeting space, for example, until an addict with additional needs 
tries to attend. Our informational pamphlet Accessibility for Those withAddWonof Needs offers 
guidance on how to ensure that all addicts can make their way into meetings and find a message 
of hope. We follow the guidance of Tradition Three, considering whether ovr meetings are 
welcoming to all addicts in our community. 

Seeing addicts at different ages and dean times, from different communities, cultures, fa iths, 
and backgrounds, tells eac.h of us that there is room in NA for all of us. Sometimes groups have 
to work a little harde< to ensure that a newcol'nCI' who doesn't seem to fit in c.an reel welcome. 
"When I walked into my first meeting, there was no one there who looked like me, but the 
group welcomed me and eocouraged me to stay," one ,nember sha,·ed. "I ,nade sure to stay so 
that the next newcomer who looked like me would feel like they could stay, too." It may be 
useful to have a conversation about how the group can be more inclusive, but sometimes the 
question of "who's missing from our meetings" is one we can't easily answer oursetves. We can 
assess how welcoming we are if we pay attention to whether newcomers come bac.k. 

When we make a de<ision to join a home group, we might not know that we are about to fall 
in love. Still, much of the time, that's what happens, We take pride in our group, and are glad to 
see people recover in the atmosphere we help create. We come to love oor group, the members 
in it, .md the pi.ace we rne<tl. Our willingness to act in a spirit of unity and service opens the door 
for all addicts who care to join us. 
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Croup Inventory Questions 
The questions below offer ways to begin-or continue-group inventory or discussion 

focused on this Tradition. 

,. What does an atmosphere of recovery feel like?Why is i t so imJ)<>rtant that we generate 
an atmosphere of recovery? 

l- How do we cany a message that is both clear and wekoming? How can we help 
new<orners understand our mess.ige? 

3. How can our grovp communicate what it means to be a member? How do we s1.1pport 
those who have yet to m.tke theii dc<ls.ion about m<-mbership? 

'1· Who is missing from o ur meetings? Is there someth ing o ur group can do to better 
provide a wekon,ing atinosphe<e? Is our group accessible for those membel'S with 
additional needs? 

s. What is the relationship between welcoming and anonymity? Does our group welcome 
some addicts better than others? 

6. Do we make judgments or assumptions about who will hear a message and who won't? 
How do those judgments get in the way of pra<tic:ing Tradition Three without 
rese,vations? 

7. How <an we ensure that our group is a safe pla<e? What <an a group do about predatory 
bch.wior? How do we address situdtions wh<!re a member's presence thredtens other 
member$? 

8. How can we apply the Third Tradition when challenged by disrnptive memhers?What 
should we do about disruptive or offeosivc bchavior? How docs ou1 group n~spond to 
members who share in ways that make other members uncomfortable? 

9. Can a groop put additiooal requirements on membership? 

10. What is the difference between " group membership" and membership in NA as a whole? 

t l , Do members of our g roup have strong social bonds with each other? Do those bonds 
make the meeting feel inviting or intimidating? How can we help others feel induded? 

12. How does this Tradition help us under-stand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
under$tand this Tradition? How do we practic.e anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

,3. Discuss .uiy bricfg(!S betw(.!{!n this lradition and other lraditions. What do these bridges 
teach us about our group? 

14, W11<1t mou~ <an we do to b1ing: the princip les of this Tradition into ou, group efforts? 
What could we do differently to better fulfill our primary purpose? 
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In Service 
Everywhere that addicts suffer, our message is the same: An addkt, any addict, can stop 

using drugs, lose the desire to use, and find a new way to live. There is a dear connection 
between the Third Tradition and the Fifth. We want all addicts to feel welcome, and we want to 
do our besl to carry the message. Our task in service is to ensure that addicts have the 
opportunity to re<over in Narcotics Anonymous. The Third Tradition reminds us of that "any 
addict" in our messc1gc. We work to ensure that NA recovety is .tvdilable to us dll, Tradition 
lllree <lSks us to ,eturn again and agJir1 lo the question, ''Who is missing~• dnd 14!minds us lhilt 
every addict with a desire to stop using is import.ant to us. 

Our SCfVice bodies ca,ry the ,nessage lo addicts in our communities, even if they ccu)not 
come to us. H&I carries our message into hospitals and institutions of all types, from homeless 
shelters to treatment ce,ners to pe,,itentiafies. H&.1, ouueach, or concerned members ,nay bfing 
meetings to homebound or ill members in hospitals and care facilities. Through public 
information or public relations, we give presentations to professionals, from correctional 
officers wonting with incarcerated addicts to doctors whose patients may be addicted. We 
maintain meeting schedules, phonelines, and websites so that addicts seeking re<overy can find 
us. To ensure that our only requirement for membership is a desire to stop using, our services 
continually reach out to places where addicts are seeking help. It isn't always easy, but it's ovr 
responsibility. 

The.-e is always more lo do toward rn.iking NA membership <1vailable and accessible. We 
don't have the power to delel'rnine who will stay dean, but we do have some ability to 
determine who wm hear our message and how they will be welcomed. Sometimes the missing 
addicts are those who do1l'l speak the dominant language in the comrriu,,ity; in other places, 
women or addicts of different social classes might have a hard time feeling at home in NA. We 
may simply ide,,tify a blank space on a map where tl-.e<e aren't any meetings yet. Whatever the 
gaps, whoever we're not yet reaching, there is always more we can do to carry our message and 
make re<ove,y available. 

We don't need a title to make a difference in Narcotics Anonymous. Whether we are putting 
away chairs or distributing meeting lists, sec-ving on a committee or giving an addkt a ride to a 
meeting, there is always more to do. NA members all have an opportunity and a responsibility to 
serve, but that doesn't mean we serve in any position, any time. As members we are all equal, 
but that doesn't mean that we are all qualified o r eligible for the same service positions at the 
same tinw. Some members are beller dt talking to newcome-rs, Jnd some Jre good at getting 
the litet"ature distributed or the bills paid. 

Our fou, th Concept suggests that leade,·ship qualities be carefully considered wheo 
choosing trusted servants; we know these are not the only qualities that matter. Finding where 
we can be most effe<tive in service is rewarding, and so is se<vice that pteS<'nts a steep leamiog 
curve. Service bodies have a responsibility to see that the member assuming a service position 
has the skills and support to rise to tl-.e challenge in a ma,loer that wm be best for evefyone
most especially the still-suffering addict. 
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When we select trusted servants, our primary purpose, rather than favoritism, should be our 
guide. Our job is to do our best to e-osure that the member is right for the position, a,-.d the 
position is right for the member. When we do, it benefits both the member who serves and NA 
as a whole. Service bodies shouldn' t run popularity contests, keep service positions within a 
sponsorship family, or exdude members who may c.hallenge the consensus. A service body may 
fill a service position, or leave it vacant, because it is in the best interest of NA as a whole. 
Oe<:isions .tbout who serves should always be b.ised in our commitment to carr'ying the 
message. 

Tradition Three does not mean we Ci'ln behave however we wi'lnt in a meeting, and it does 
not ,ncan we can do whateve, we like in ~,vice with no accountability. When disagreements 
arise, when we are obliged to set limits or follow through on guidelines, we still have a 
,·espoosfl>i1ity to treat each other with respect and to address problems with care. Every NA 
member has a right to recover in dignity and be treated as an equal. In the same spirit, our 
trusted servants have a right to serve a,'Kt recover in an atmosphere of mutual respe<t1 even 
when we disagree. The ability to keep coming back is always a life-or-death issue, and it is not 
our place to allow differences-or even wrongdoing-to rob any addict of membership. This tS 
not easy. The benefits of learning to resolve confl ict in a spirit of love and unity are apparent in 
all our relationships. 

Sometimes the circumstan<es aren't right for us to serve. This doesn't have to be a reflection 
on our v.-lue as a member. In one small area, a member with many years dean lwd served the PR 
committee for most of her time in NA. She knew the job and was am;.-;ingly good at answering 
hard questions. Then she got sick and had to take some pretty strong medication. She did it with 
the help of fr) Timt"s of Illness, her sponsor, and NA friends, and no one questioned her re<overy. 
The side effects were significant, though, and when she gave a panel presentation, she 
appeared to be impaired. The committee membc-rs understood he, situation, but the audience 
did not and could not; it was none of their business. That day, in spite of her recovery and service 
experience, she was 1"K>t a good spokesperson for NA. It didn't mean her service was over, but it 
was time for her to step back and help other members learn to present as well as she once did. 

Narcotics Anonymous is much larger than It once was. Our Fellowship spans the globe, and 
our groups are growing in places very far from each other both geographically and culturally. 
Our Third Tradition makes it possible for membership to be the same for addicts in very different 
pi.tees. and for our message to be heard and under-stood in dozens of languages and cultures. 
One inember shared, "lhe beauty of NA be<ame re.-1 when I Sdw members .tt .tn NA event 
embri'lce and sit together when their home coun tries were on the brink of war." We may notice 
this ,-no,e when we set- such strong differer-.ccs melt away, but it can be just as powerful to sit in 
a meeting or to serve with another addict with whom we've had personal conflict. 

Our only requifement for membership is a desire to stop usiog, and our vision is that it will be 
possible for every one of us to find recovery in our own language and culture. We can hear NA 
s.peak to us in words we understand, a,,d experience the freedom our program p<omises, no 
matter who we are or where we are. Tradition Three opens our program to all addicts with a 
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desire to stop using. That allows our Fellowship to grow and develop beyond our wildest 
dreams. 

Workshop Questions 
The questions below otter a way to begin-or continue-a service discussion or workshop 

focused on this Tradition. 

1. What is the relationship between this service body and the still-suffering addict? 

i. Who is missing from our meetings? How and why do ovtside is.sves affect opportunities 
fo1 addicts to recov<.'f' in NA in our <01runu nity? 

3. Are there some addicts we think we cann ot reach? What reservations do we have about 
rcac.hing out? 

'1· How does our service body help groups to reach all addicts in our community? What 
<ha11enge-s do our groups race io practidng Tradition Three? How do we assist the groups 
we serve in their efforts? Is there more we can do? 

5. How does this body welcome new trusted servants? What kind of support do we provide 
to new trusted servants? How do newcomers participate in service? 

6. What are some qualifications for service beyond a desire to recover? Why are they 
necessary? Whal different kinds of opportunities to s.erve are available in this service 
body? 

7. I low does our own relationship to anonymity affoct our ability to serve:? liow do~ our 
undc,stMding of anonytnity help us to accept how others se,ve? What consequences 
could arise from having our anonymity compromised? 

8. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

9. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Concepts. 
W1,at do these bridges teach us about our se<vice efforts? 

10. What mo,e can we do to bring the prindples of this Tradition into our servke efforts? 
What could we do differently to better carry out our services? 
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Our Third Tradition offers relierfrom reservations we might have 
about membership and about each other. We have nothing to 
prove, no one to impress, nothing to lose but our needless 
suffering, and nolhing to gain but our freedom. 

This simple declaration makes a commitment to unity, 
anonymity. and the power of the program. Makh1,g the decision to 
join Narcotics Anonymous is tJ1e first of many decisions we will 
make as a member. We who had been utterly controlled by our 
addiction are now Free to make decisions that will save our lives
and the lives of many others. 

When we make a decision to try NA, we have no idea where it will 
take us. Our desire starts us on a journey that can set us free from 
our obsession and compulsion. This decision is the beginning of a 
new way of life for us. Joining in fellowship with others finally 
frees os to be ourselves. 
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Tradition Four 

Each 9roup should be autonomous 
except in matters affecrin9 other 9roups or NA as a whole. 

Recovery is an ongoing journey to freedom. When we Jive the NA 
program, we are constantly experiencing new opportunities for 
growth, and also discovering our limitations. As our lives 
improve. our responsibilities increase. Freedom becomes much 
more complicated, and much more beautiful 

Our experience of freedom Is no longer a simple absence of 
boundaries. As we progress In the Steps. we see the ways 
addiction tied us in knots, and we start to understand how self
centeredness, fear, and resentment continue to bind us. As our 
vision clears. we see more and more hope on the horizon. 
Freedom can transform from a fantasy of doing whatever we 
want to tl1e ability to live witJ1 joy and gratitude in our present 
reality. 

We balance autonomy with responsibility. When we keep our 
purpose in focus, our autonomy makes more sense. The 
responsible practice of autonomy helps us to see our 
relationships and obligations more dearly and to use our 
creativity, our imagination, and our enthusiasm to help us fulfil! 
our purpose-in our groups, in our lives, and in service to our 
Higher Power. 

Having a purpose makes our freedom meaningful. We need 
meaning to make our autonomy constructive. The autonomy of 
our groups becomes a tool for recovery when we remember our 
primary purpose; our personal autonomy becomes much more 
powerful when we know our own purpose and have a sense of 
meaning in our lives. 

Understanding and accepting ourselves is a gift of recovery. 
Autonomy allows us to express who we are with integrity 
and to carry a message: the truth of our own experience, 

in our own way. 
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Tradition Four 
Our Tradition of autonomy ensures that every NA group Is able to <arry the message to the 

best of its ability. Each group makes decisions for itself and takes responsibility for- those 
de<.isions. The result is that ea<h of us is able to recover in complete creative freedom. We find 
ways to reac.h out that make sense to us, and our groups make dec.isions that best serve the 
needs of the addicts who attend. 

We cannot practice one of the T..-aditions without the others, and the other eleven Traditions 
htlp to shape our autOJ,omy aod ,erni,~d us of its lirnits. We <,my ar1 NA message, and we are 
part of a Fellowship that extends from the doors ot our group through our local <ommunity and 
afound the wol1d. Oul' actions always have an effe<t on those around us, and we ea,, choose at 
every moment what we want that to be. We can be a f«ce for unity, providing a warm and open 
atmosphe(e fo( (ecove(y. It 's a decision: we can also decide to be divisive, exdusive, O( rigid. But 
that probably won' t be attractive for long, and it's unlikely to keep us dean. Because personal 
nxovefy depends on NA unity, Tradition Four as.ks us to consider our actions In relation to other 
addicts, groups, and NA as a whole. 

freedom and responsibility work hand in han d. Our groups have autonomy bul are asked to 
attend carefully to the ways that our actions may "affect other groups or NA as a whole"
which is to say, our Weal NA community, the rest of the NA Fellowship, and our relationship with 
those outside NA. Oor autonomy is precious to \1s, and at times we defend it fiercely. The most 
important thing we do with autonomy is to c.my the message. Our task is to ensure that when 
we exercise autor1orny, we do it in ways U1at enhance our efforts to carry the message, rather 
than interfere with it. Autonomy is part of a larger whole--just as we see our groups, oor servke 
bodies, and ourselves as pa,1 of sol'nething g,eatet. This Tradition both offers frc-cdom aod 
establishes boundaries for us in ways specific niles or policies never could. 

Self-obsession is the core of our disease, and o.-.e of the definh\g features of self-obsession is 
that we do not see the impact of our actions on the people around us-or we just don't care. In 
re<overy, we tecognize that we have an effect on the people in our fives. Through the harm we 
do in our addiction, and the loving assistance we otter in recovery, we can see that our actions 
do matter. Tradition Two teaches us about group conscience, and Tradition Four asks us to let 
that conscience be our guide. 

In Narcotics Anonymous, we say that "our message is hope and the promise of freedom," 
but most of us don't come here knowing what freedom means, or what it feels like. It's a 
common thread in oor stor-ies: In addiction, we were seeking fr~dom and found ourselves 
imprisoned. As we experience freedom from active addiction, we start to get a better sense of 
what recovery ,nca,,s- freedol'n from obsession Md compulsion, tht> joy of making our owo 
chokes, seeking our own recovery, learning who we are and what we believe. Our experience of 
freedom is not sepa(ate from our develop,nent of iotegfity. 

As we mature in re<ove,y, we learn to exercise sound judgment in how we make decisio,,s. 
place our trust, and meet our responsibilities. Immaturity and unrealistic expectations are 
consequences of unhealthy reliance on others. When we have not had the opportunity to make 
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dec.isions in our lives, we need experience to learn how to do it well. Responsible use of 
independe,lt judgment develops in a,l atmosphere of freedom. As we make responsible 
dec.isions fOf" ourselves, we develop our own conscience and maturity. 

In our groups, we are free to carry the message in wllatever way seems most effective to us. 
This doesn't free us from accountability to our fellows. In fact, we are asked to consider them 
with every decision we make: How will this affect the other groups?What could be the 
cons.eql1ences for NA as a whole? This accountability teaches us to look; our work in the Steps 
helps us to see. 

Tradition Three frees us from the need to judge other members, and Tradition Four frees us 
from the 1leed to judge othc, groups. Tn,ditio,,s Fou, and Five together ,el'nind us that the,e al'c 

many ways to accomplish our purpose. As long as carrying the message is our first priority, our 
diverse methods, formats, perso1\31ities, and cultures an help us to ,·each addkts aod to form the 
kinds of connections that will sustain us. 
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2016 Confer.nc• AJ"~o Rep«t 

WORD BYWORD 
Define, e,cpand on, or darify the words or phrases from this Tradition, one at a time or 
in refation to each other, for writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA 
members. 

Example: except 

When a statement is true, but not about a p.trti<ular case, we use the word "except." Except 
frees us from our tendency toward abS<>lotes. In both the Ninth Step and the Fourth Tradition, 
the word ''except" ser'ves to temp~r our good i11tentions bt-fore we go too far and cause htm'n. 
We learn to tell the difference between our impt,1lses, compulsions, good ideas, and the will of 
oul' Highe, Power. Except keeps us from backing oul'~lves into comers; in this Tradition, it asks 
us to consider others as we make dedsions. It's a limit, but not a block. Within our principles we 
can be Cfeative, indepeodc1H, unified, and humble. 

SPIRITUAL PRINCIPUi.S 

Each Tradition embodies a variety of spiritual prindpfes. The 11st of prlndples and 
values below may be useful as we consider applications of this Traditfon. Expfore them 
in writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. If other principles or 
values not listed below seem relevant for you, include those as well. 

independence freedom responsibility open-mindedness humility trust 
compassion connection Jove unity anonymity selfless service 

commitment consistency creativity autonomy integrity 

Example: creativity 

To some of us, it might seem stra,,ge to find cr<-ativity on a 11:St of spiritual principles, but oul' 
pamphlet Another look includes creative action as one of the goats of recovery, a longside 
freedom and goodwill. "Creative acttOn is 1\0t a mysterious procedure," the pamphlet explains, 
"although it is an inside job .... Often, it means simply listening to those hunches and intuitive 
feelings that we think would benefit others or ourselves, and acting on them spontaneously." 

In order to be creative, we have to let go. When we are bound by insecurity and the need to 
control, our dttempts at c.re.1tivity t"nd in sufferh,g <Ind frustr<1tion. When we allow ourselves the 
freedom to listen to that inner voke and act on it, we are surprised by what we can do, and by 
what we discover within ourselves. SOme of us expr'C!'SS oul' Cl'tativity in art or rnusk, but often 
the most creative things we can do unfold when we serve selflessly. When we experience our 
~rvke as c.r<-ative action, we experience ourselves as ao iostrumern aod as part of something 
greater. Selfless service is a fonn of creativity available to us all. Our action has purpose and our 
lives have meaning. Wh<-n we admit o ur creativity and allow ours<-lves to express it, we see our 
Higher Power's will for us in action. 
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For Members 
Although this Tradition dearly speaks to us about group autooomy, many of us find 

application of its principles in our own lives to be useful. Personal autonomy allows us to be 
ourselves. and it is precisely by being ourselves that we are best able to carry the message to 
another suffering addict. It's because we are so different- because our unity should never 
demand uniformity-that we can be true to ourselves and honest about our ex-perien,ce. That 
honesty is the most powerful tool we have in our efforti. to <arry the rness.tge, 

Ill a<tive addiction, wt- w<.'i-e only too wflling to dedart- our autonomy, taking advaf1tage at 
every turn and declaring Ol.lr "freedom" in the process. Or we never aspired to perso03I 
autonomy, perhaps even fioding distorted <omfo, tin oul' hopeless dependeocc, seciog a lack of 
responsibility as freedom. In recovery, we come to understand the slavery we mistook for 
freedom, and ouf l'e<ovefy is a pl'ogn~-ssive pfocess of freeh,g ourselves from the boods of 
addiction. 

Gaining freedom in recovery does not mean we don't have responsibilities. The types of 
obligations we have in our lives will differ depending on the relationships we have and the roles 
we play in those relationships. In jobs, in service, in our communities and families, our actions 
have an impact on others. How do our actions affect Narcotks Anonymous? How do they affect 
our families, our friends, our coworkers, and our communities? We start to understand that we 
are not alone-we live in conne<.tion with others even when we don't feel particl.llarly 
connected, and our d(tions matte,. 

PerSOfl211 autor.omy doc-s l'IOt h<1Ve the same value to all of us. lr) fa<t, it ,nay havt- heel', a long 
time since some of us made any decisions for ourselves. Some of us have been institutionalized; 
other's of us stayed dependent on family. Some of us found ourselves io ,elatio,,.ships 0I' 
organizations where our autonomy was curtailed. Making the simplest decisions for ourselves 
can be challengiog, and we may seek out someone o, something that will make decisions for us. 
In our personal lives, autonomy looks a lot like self-determination: We practice using the tools 
our spiritual priodples provide to beghl s.hapillg a life we can ac:c:ept. Even when there are severe 
limits on our physical abilities or on our liberty, we can experience freedom. M elderly member 
adapting to physical limitations defined freedom as "the ability to love unencumbered by fear." 
When we are able to view freedom as a spiritual condition, we can be less driven to test its limits 
and more open to exploring the enormous possibilities it offers us. 

Questions for Members 
The que-stions below offer a way to begin-or continue-the proce-ss of writing, reflection, 

and discussion of this Tradition with your sponsor or other NA members. 

In NA 

t. What is the difference between personal autonomy, my will, and self.will? 

l. How do I practice autonomy as a member of the NA Fellowship?What does autonomy 
mean to me in the conte.xt of my personal recovery? In NA service? 
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3. What is the relationship between my personal autonomy and our common welfare? How 
do I sulke a balance belween my wants and f1eeds aod the good of lhe whole? 

4. How can I exercise personal autonomy in a way that benefits our common welfare? In 
what ways could my chokes seem to compromise my relationship with NA? How can I 
reconcile my person.tl autonomy and my fear of being judged? 

5. How does this Tradition help me understand anonymity? How does anonymity help me 
understand this Traditiou? Do I practice anonymity in tenns of this tradition? 

6. Describe any bridges between thi.s Tradition and on(' or mou.~ of the lwelve Stt>ps. What 
do theS<' bridges teach me aboot my tE"<ove,y? 

7. What more can I do to put lhe principles of this Tradition ir,to action? How would 
applying this Tradition change my attitudes and actions? 

In All Our Affairs 

8. How have I applied this Tradition outside NA? How else might the principles of this 
Tradition guide my thinking or my actions? 

9. What is my understanding of the relationship between autonomy and goodwill? 

10. What chaUenges do I experience in allowing myself ai.d others to have autonomy? 

u. How do I balance independence and responsibility? 

1:i. How does my integrity impact my freedom? 

13. What are similarities and differences between freedom and a~•tonomy? 

14. I low does defta,,ce disto,·t my perception of autonomy? 

15. How do I exercise autooomy in the context of my personal relationships? My work 
relatiooships? 10 service to my community 0< other orgaoizalions? 
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For Groups 
This Tradition addresses itself to our groups, and it Is important that we maintain that focus 

as we explore other applications of its principles. Tradilion four tells us, "Each group should be 
autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or NA as a whole." The words "should 
be" imply that this is a goal rather than an absolute. Sometimes a group may accept assistance 
and support from other groups or from NA service bodies. There are times when a lcx.al 
community steps in to support a struggling group ford good reason. for ex.unple, established 
groups oc<asionaUy sponsor 01-suppol't groups that are geographically isolated or that 1T1cet 
partic~ilar n~ds. In these cases, it's helpful to consider c-.1refully the nature of such help -.1nd to 
set SOl1'C goals to help the gtoup achieve full autonomy and self-support. 

While addiction and recovery are common bonds we all share, in some ways we are very 
diffc,cnt. Some of ou, differences afe obvious, a,-.d some less so; some of our diffefences have 
much more meaning in the out.side wortd than in NA. Still, they affect the ways we see and 
experience our relationships with ea<.h other. Autonomy means that our groups can shape 
themselves to be attractive in whatever way they see fit, as long as the primary purpose is to 
carry the message to the addict who still suffers. 

There are she points based on our Traditions listed in The Crovp Book/et to help us 
understarld our bottom lines for what constitutes a group: 

• All members of a group are drvg addicts, and all drug addicts are eligible for 
meinbCt'Ship, 

• As a group, they •u·e self-suppo,ti,,g, 
• As a group, their single goal is to help drug addicts recover through application of the 

Twelve Steps of Nafcotics Anonymous. 
• As a group, they have no affiliation outside of Narcotics Anonymous. 
• As a group, they expfess no opinion on outstde issues. 
• As a group, their publk relations policy is based on attTaction rather than promotion. 

Even considering these six points, each group has a lot of freedom to find ways to fulfil! the 
primary purpose that suit the collective conscience of the group. None of our Traditions stands 
alone. A good test of whether an issue or decision "affects other groups or NA as a whole., is to 
consider carefully whether our decision is consistent with the guidance offered by our other 
Tr<1dilions. As an example, the de.sire to supporl fellow members with a common need may 
inspire ,1s to create a specialized meeting format. We must remember that the Sixth Tradition 
cautions agdinst endorsements .md Mfiliation and thdt the T (!nth Trctdition wams c1bout the 
dangers of expre-ssing opinions on outside issues. We could not create a meeting format 
directed at addicts with p.tl'ticulal' feligious or philosophical views, or a group 1ne.trlt for' NA 
members who are also part of another organization outside of NA, or a group that reads 
mater'ial other thao NA litetatufe. 0oing so would step beyond the autonomy afforded by 
Tradition Four by endorsing or affiliating with those outside groups, interests, or beliefs. 
Autonomy offers us the freedom to try new things, a,-.d we demonstrate courage whe,, we 
make new efforts to better carry our message. Seeking guidance from the other eleven 
Traditions when we try new things allows us to do so without compromising our principles. 
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NA is very different from place to place. Within some NA communities, meetings are very 
similar to each other; other communities have a lot of diversity in their fofmats al'~ styles. It can 
sometimes be difficult for members to distinguish between our Traditions-the guidelines that 

keep us alive and tree--an<I our local customs. This is espe<ially true when those local customs 
are repeated at every meeting. This may be as simple as the way we close the meeting, or as 

complicated as suggestions or announcements that are uniform across a region. We may be 
surprised to go to .t new place al'Kl find that meetingi. can operate so d ifferenlly- dnd still work. 

Although loc.al NA customs may make the fellowship more or less attractive to us, we want 

to carefully consider decisions to change them. When we make a decision to do something 
dirfe,cntly, we should do so fo, a reason. Ouf effofts should be aii11ed at helping addicts pay 
more attention to the message if we present it differently, rather than seeking attention for 
ouf~tves. 

Our groups, our neighboring communities, and our Fellowship as a whole are joined 
together in unity. The connectioos from one to the ne)(~ like strands of a spider web, are so fine 

they may go unseen, but they are also strong and flexible. Those connections are our shared 
principles, and when we make goO<I use of those principles In our exercise o f autonomy, we can 

be sure that we are strengthening NA as a whole. 

Group Inventory Questions 
The questions below offer ways to begin- or continu~roup inventory or discussion 

focused on this Tradition. 

1. How does creative freedom benefit NA groups? Narcotks Anonymous as a whole? 

l . As groups, how do we know what affects other groups? How do our group decisions 
affect the Fellowship as a whole? 

3. What is the importance of communication in group conscience? How do we maintain 
lines of communication and awareness o f the needs of NA as a whole 

"1· How are our group's efforts to express personality directly related to carry;ng the 
message Oo we ever try to be different for the sake of being different? 

s. How can we exercise group autonomy in a way that contributes to NA unity? 

6 . When could our exercise o f autonomy have a negative effect on other groups or NA as a 
whole? 

7. NA service bodies are dire<tly responsible to the NA groups: keeping autonomy in mind, 
what responsibili ties or obligations do NA groups have to NA service bodies? 

8. Why is the image of NA so important in the community? What ~rt does each group play 
in the overall reputation of NA as a whole? How does our gro~1p contribute to publk 
pe,ceptions? 

9. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
u1lderstand this Tradition? t-low do we practK.e anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

10. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition and other Tradit ions. What do these bridges 
teac.h us about our group? 

11. W'hat more can we do to bring the principles of this TradittOn into our group efforts? 
W'hat could we do differently to better fulflll our primary purpose? 
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In Service 
It ls critical for us to remember tl\at, although our groups are autonomous, our servke 

bodies are not. Our Concepts remind groups to delegate the authority necessary for services to 
operate, but they also remind us tl\at final authority always rests with the groups. This doesn' t 
mean that Tradition Foor has no meaning for service bodies. There are at least two critical ways 
service bodies need to consider this Tradition, and they are very different. 

The first is perhaps the most important: All our services exist in order to help the groups 
carry the me-ssagt-. It can l>c easy to forget that r'esponsibility when we get <aught up i,l issues 01-

serve in a way that se-ems removed from the groups. Are we helping our groups to be 
autono,oous, OJ' a.,c we fostering an atmosphere of depcnden<y or obedicm<e Oo the g,oups 
answer to their service bodies, or is it the other way around~ In service, as in our personal 
,·e<ovc,y, we <an be in deep ttoul>le wheo we start thioking we know best. we help our groups 
when we do the wont that might otherwise distract them from their primary purpose. We help 
our groups when we communicate effectively, when we support groups in sharhlg experience 
and tools for how to serve well. In service, we listen well by listening for common ground rather 
than for ways to prove that our idea is better. We serve our groups best when our service is 
sane, selfless, and simple; ego, controversy, and disunity anywhere in OUT community affect the 
atmosphere of recovery in our groups. 

Although our service bodies are not autonomous. they do a lot of work-and frequently 
make dec.isions-away frorn the groups llt.)l <1utho1-i,e thern, lhis is d second way service bodies 
may apply this Tradition: to <arefully <.onsider the ways in whic.h ac.tior,s affo<.t the groups and 
NA as a whole. We may want to adapt some of the same questions we ask in our gr oops to our 
service bodies: Ne the decisions we arc making. or the actio1ls we an.• taking, affe<.tiog oll't-C, 
groups or NA as a whole? Is this a conver-sation we should take to our local community? Concept 
Eight reminds us that ouf services depend "o,, the integrity and effectiveness of our 
communications," and communication means more than simple reporting back and forth. 
Having open and frank discussions together- as a community about the matters facing our 
service committees can help us avoid the controversy that often follows when we take action 
first and then seek guidance later. 

Considering the impact of our decisions on others. especially on the groups we serve, allows 
us to be responsible in thinking through which decisions belong in the committee and whkh 
merit broader di:scussion. Service bodies that don't have a lot of direct involvement with the 
groups, su<h as public reldtions, convention committees, or Jocal translations committees, rnay 
not always recognize the importance of open communication in building consensus beyond the 
limits of the committee. A dedsk>n to go fol\vard with a bus poster <ampaign io one town led to 
meetings being overwhelmed and unprepared to handle so many newcomers. Another 
community coordinated ocwcomer wo, kshops together with their outreach cffofts and were 
able to support the groups, rather than overwhelming them. Convention committee decisions to 
change prices or location may make perle<t sense within the committee, but the decisioo cao 
feel heavy-handed OT exclusionary if not discussed more broadly with the community 
beforehand. 
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In service bodies, Tradition Four walks hand in hand with Tradition One: How are our actions 
S-llpporting unity. how are we supp<><ting the groups, and how might we do better at fostering 
unity and finding consensus~ 

Tradition Four asks us to look for the limits to what we should do on our own, and to 
consider <arefully when enthusiasm starts to give way to self•will. Group autonomy has made it 
possible for the NA program to lranscend countless language and cultural barriers to help 
addicts find recovery. Ow service bodies may be afforded tn.ist by the groups they serve, 
allowing them to be flt:xible and adapt to th-e needs of ~a<h cornrnur1ity, but that trust is nol the 
same a$ autonomy. 

Workshop Questions 
The questions below offer a way to begin- or <01Hinue--a servke disc.ussio,, or workshop 

focused 0fl this Tradition. 

t. What is the importance of creative freedom in Narcotics Anonymous groups? How can 
we be a resource to the groups in their e.xpression of autonomy a,ld creative freedom? 

2. What are some of the differences in how autonomy and Tradition Four apply to groups 
and service bodies? 

J. How does our service body learn what's important to the groups in our community? How 
do we include our groups in planning for local services~ Do we include all the voices 
wilhin our community? 

4. Mow do our se-vk.t iefforts hoMr the needs a,'K1 wishes of the groups we scr'vt? Mow 
does our service body ensvre that our dec;isions and actions respond to loc;al needs? How 
does humility he-Ip us to sefve effc<tively? 

5. How do our re<c-lH dc<isions aHe<t our local groups? Ate there de<isioos we're ,naking 
now that affect our local groups? 

6. What part does effective communication play in our sel'vke efforts? What works in our 
local NA community as effective communication, and wl\at doesn't? How can our 
<ommunkation be more effective 

7, In what ways do we address issues that affect NA a.s a whole? How do we determine 
whether our actions affect neighboring service bodies? What are our resp()nsibilities as 
part of a worldwide Fellowship? 

8. Do Ol•r events <ompete with other events in neighboring places? Is the number of 
events, a<livitie:s, and conventioos in ou, community too high, too low, or jusl right? 

9. How does this Trr1dition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
undc-rstMd this 'tradition? I-low do we practice- anooymity in lerms of this Tradition? 

t0. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Concepts. 
Wllat do these bridges teach us about our se<vke efforts? 

11. What m0<e am we do to bring the priociples of this Tradition into our service efforts? 
What could we do differently to better carry out our services? 
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Autonomy- the ability to make decisions for ourselves-is part 
of what we aspire to in recovery. Understanding what autonomy 
means when we are part of a larger Fellowship can help us 
understand the relationships between our powerlessness and our 
responsibility, between our actions and tJ1e people around us, 
between our group and the r:ellowship we all share. 

Tradition Four frees us from the need to regulate the behavior of 
others even as it challenges us to look carefully at the 
consequences of our own. Our open membership policy described 
in Tradition Three and the autonomy of our groups outli.ned in 
Tradition Four create the conditions for us to practice Tradition 
Five- to carry the message to the addict who still suffers, in 
whatever way allows us to be honest. hopeful. and humble. 
Anonymity reminds us that in Narcotics Anonymous we are 
equals, sharing our experience, strength, and hope. We do not 
direct, enforce, or govern: each of us carries the message in the 
way best suited to us, and together we create groups, services, 
community, and local customs. with responsibility and creative 
freedom. 
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Tradition Five 

Each group has but one primary purpose-
to carry the message to the addict who still suffers. 

In active addiction, we worked hard to reach goals that left: us 
feel ing empty, lost, and dead inside. We got what we needed, no 
matter the cost to ourselves or those around us. As obsession and 
compulsion drove us to hitter ends. we surprised ourselves at 
what we would do, or what we would sacrifice. The more we 
pursued our goals. the less we felt any sense of purpose at all. 

The Fifth Tradition restores purpose to our lives: carrying a 
simple message to suffering add icts. In service to that purpose, 
we reach out. We start and support meetings. We walk our talk, 
work Steps, sponsor, care, and share. Our passion for recovery is 
a constant source of gratitude. When one addiGt gets clean, we 
don't stop. We keep reaching out. When a hundred, or a 
tl1ousand. or ten thousand addicts get clean, we don't stop. 
There's always an addict who's dying to hear the NA message. 

Narcotics Anonymous has grown from a dream to a worldwide 
Fellowship because so many members. inspired by a sense of 
purpose. have given freely to make recovery a reality a11 over the 
world. Our hope grows as we see the program in actjon. Our 
willingness grows as we see and experience the miracle of 
recovery in all its extraordinary diversity. 

Instead of chasing empty goals, today we are driven by a sense 
of purpose. Gratitude in action js an engine for change: As we 

carry the message, our own lives transform. 
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Tradition Five 
Our message is the heart of Narcotics Anonymous. Everything we do, everything that 

matters to us as a Fellowship, comes back to our simple mes.sage of hope and freedom: that an 

addict, any addict, can stop u.sing drugs, lo.se the desire to use, and find a new way of life. No 

one is too sic.k or too well, too rich or too poor, loo far gone or too far away to qualify. It is 

available to us all. 

Carrying the message t$ what matters. We see it in our meetings, when an empty room i.s 
transfonned iino an atmosphen:~ of wa,mth and empathy. We see it when ,nc,n~rs genc,ously 

give ot their time and themselves to serve. We .see it when we set a.side our per$0nal differences 
or irncrests to reach out to a suffet-ing addict. Many of us, in mo1net1ts of distfess, have bee,, 

told to go help somebody. Reaching out breaks the bonds of self-obsession and frees us to see 
ourselves and our wol'ld from a oew pe<spective. In our hope for each other, we find hope for 

ourselves. 

So many of us were seeking freedom when we started using. We were looking for a way out 
of our feelings, our responsibilities, a ,\d our lives. The freedom we find in NA is different from 
that. The Twelve Steps bring us freedom from obsessive thought and compulsive action. Our 

Fellowship brings us freedom from isolation. We are free to become e>cactly who we are and to 
find a sense of fulfillment in our lives, whatever that means for us. We are set free to love and to 

care, to hope and to hurt, to reach out and to grow no matter where we are in our recovery. The 
ability to grow spirilually enables us to find freedom, even within the walls of a cell. Our greatest 

heedom is not outside ourselves but within, 

That hope and freedom drive us through our brightest days and our darkest suffering. 
Staying connected r'eminds us that there is always more to be done- and always more being 

done. We often speak of the addict with two days clean telling the addict with one day clean, "It 
woii<.s." As we stay dean, we also have the experience of the addict with two days dean 

showing the addict with ten years clean that it works. We never know where our message of 
hope will come from. Keepi1lg our purpose primary allows us all to carry the message, and gives 
each of us the ability to hear it. 

Our unity is possible because our message is clear. We are not confused about why we are 

here, and we can set our differences aside and do that one thing. Our Traditions help us see 
wh.it is import.ant, and some of the ways we lose sight of that. Many of us have found additional 

rewards from places out.side the rooms of NA, but none of that is what we come to NA to .share. 
We are here to share th~ simple truU, about our re-covery in Narcoti<.s Anonymous, lhe Steps 

help us to peel away the ties and pain that distract us from the tmth. When our meeting.s are 
honest Md t, uc, whe,, the at,nospl\Cre of ,·ecover'y in ou, group is safe and wekofning, whe,, 

every addict who comes in the door is met with d ignity and empathy, our message is more 
powerful than words. 
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2016 Confer.nc• AJ"~o Rep«t 

WORD BYWORD 
Define, e,cpand on, or darify the words or phrases from this Tradition, one at a time or 
in retation to each other, for writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA 
members. 

Example: primary 

One wdy to think about the word "primary" is "rnost important.'1 l he rnost important task 
of a group is \o carry the mess.age \o the addict who still suffers. Our group may serve other 
purpos~s for us: a pi.Kew~ rind support, whc,e we go to see OUI' frte,,ds, 01 where we just feel 
safe from insanity for a little while. Our group may serve other purposes, as well. It may serve as 
a litc<atul'e study or .a place of celebn1tion; it may reach ir,to a part of the comn,u,,ity oo othel' 
meeting does. No matter what secondary purposes a group may serve, its primary purpose is to 
can·y the message. 

Another way to understand p<imaiy is in terms of "primaiy colors"- they do not reduce to 
any other color; they are pure. Around the world and around town we experience many 
different kinds of NA meetings, OOt what's always the same is our simple message, pure and 
true. Ourdiver~ty strengthens and affinns the reality of our simple message. Across all of our 
differences. the same simple program works. There is hope for us all in Narcotics Anonymous. 

SPJRl1"UAI.. PRINCJPl,F.S 

Each Tradition embodies a variety of spiritual prfndples. The list of principles and 
values below may be useful as we consider applfcotlons of thls Tradition. Explore them 
in writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. If other prindples or 
values not listed below seem relevant for you, include those as well. 

integrity responsibility unity anonymity commitment 
empathy service purpose open-mindedness surrender 

fidelity consistency vigilance passion compassion security hope 

Example: consistency 

Consistency is a spiritudl principle th.at keeps u.s doing what we do. It beg.ins with the refr.tin, 
"Keep coming ba<k!" Coming to meetings regularty helps us stay clean, and it al$0 carries-, 
message of hope: We keep coming back because it works. lhc group depends on its members, 
and members depend on the group being true to its purpose. Showing up consislently, sharing 
hooestly. and ueating othel's with r<-spect all furu-.c, oul' p,i,nafy pul'pose. A coosistcnt message 
is powerful. When our actions and message are clear and consistent, our groups cannot fail. 
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For Members 
The recovering addict and the group need each other to survive. The group depellds on the 

selfless service of its members, and members depend on the group being true to its purpose. 
The Fifth Tradition is l>ound up with the First: Our personal recovery depends on NA unity. and 
our unity depends on our allention to our prhnary purpose. 

We don't lldve to be on Step Twelve to carry a message of recovery, but working the Steps 
helps us to understand our mess.age. When we stn.1ggle to articulate a clear message, 
individually or as a g,oup, we cao look to our foundatior1 in the Steps to help us ur1dcrstand. The 
First Step of Narcotics Anonymous is unique. Rather than addreS$ing a single symptom or 
s.ubstaoce, we admit our powe,iessness ovct the disease that drives us. It's this Step that allows 
us to recover together withoot concern for "what or how much you used." Recovery is an inside 
job, be-cause addiction is a,, inside disease. 

The expaosiveness of this first Step sofnetiines leads to coofusion: It cao seem like anyo,,e 
with any obsession might find themselves in NA. Although our First Step is so broad, our 
literature is clear: Very simply, an addict is a man or woman whose life is controlled by drugs. We 

don't need to overthink our message or wear ourselves out trying to decide who belongs here. 
When our message is dear, it is attractive to addicts. We find eac.h other. 

When we come to this Tr-.:tdition as individual members, our first task is to consider our 
personal role in helping each group to fulfill its primary purpose. When we live the program, read 
the literature, listen to the readings. prac.tk.e these principles, and apply our Tr.iditions, we really 
don't have to wo11y too muc.h about oui ,ncss<1g~. Our 1e<.ov<!ty will speak fOt" itseU. Each of us 
carries a message. We are always examples of recovery in action, w'hetherwe mean to be or not. 
People look to our actioos to unde<stand how Nc1rcotks Anor))'1nous works. we p.ay atteotion to 
our own relationship to the add.ict who still suffers: Do we wekome newcomers at oor meetings? 
Ne we respectful and compasskmate? Ne we p,oviding the new member with a safe plc)(.e to 
recover? When an addkt seeks recovery in NA, we have an obligation to reach out. 

Being part of a Fellowship that is clear and passionate about its purpose can give u.s a sense 
of what it means to be dear and passionate in our own lives. When we come to understand 
what it means for our group to have a purpose, we may want to ask ourselves about our own 
primary purpose. Many of us find a bridge between Tradition Five and Step Eleven: When we 
pray for an undersl.:tnding of a Higher Power's will for us and the power- to carry that out, we are 
seeking a higher purpose as well. For some of us, taking on the primary purpose of NA can 
become a life's work: Urrying the message will always be where we find our deepest rewards. 
Others of us find our greatest passion elsewhere: in oor families, our careers, our creativity, or 
our faith. WheU-.cr we fir,d that sense of coo,,ection through one outlet or in.any, bch,g dl'ivcn o, 
called to a purpose can be one of the most joyful experiences in life. 

Over the years we may experience a number of different callings or get excited about 
different dir&tions we can take. Our belief al>out where we are directed, however, may oot 
determine what happen.s. When our lives change unexpectedly, we can have dttp doubts about 
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ourselves and the path we are on. Going through those shifts can change more than our 
direction; they help to shape our faith a ,-.d deepen our surrender. 

There are times when we need a resto~tion to hope. just as we need a restoratk,n to sanity. 
The two may be closely related. Sometimes we c.an borrow someone else's faith when ours is 

lacking: sometimes our empathy carries us through. Even when we don't have much hope for 
ourselves., we can still get exdled for the member picking up a keytag or a medallion, or the 

addict experiencing new freedom in recovery. As we experience svrprise, joy, and sometimes 
bitter disappointrner1t, we learn the diffeu,•nce be:tween hope and fantasy. Mope b<-corn<-s mo1<

solid and more sec.ure t~n our passing wishes or expectations. 

The, e is su<.h a strong connection between l'raditio,~ Five aod Step Twelve that we can 

almost see them as singular and plural of the same idea. The group is able to serve its purpose 
be-cause its members a,e willing to ,nake a commitme1H to sefve-to t,y to car'fy th<- message in 

whatever way we can. Step Twetve suggests that this is a result of a spiritual awakening. but the 
action of carryil\g the message also wakes us up. The spiritual awakeoing we exp<-rience when 

we reach out to anotller addkt is unlike anything we have felt before. 

Empathy and connection are the beginning. We start to see our experience as a resource. 

Everything we go through can become a tool to help someone who is suffering. We may gain 
wisdom, or we may simply be able to say, ''I went through lhat, and I Stayed clean." We 

experience a powerful connection when we hear someone tell our story or share something 
about themselves that we had guarded as a deep secret. Our work ca1Tying the rnesSdge means 

that 1l0 pain is wctsted. When we are ctble to use our own suffer'ing to help another addict get 

through a day clean, we start to feel that sense of purpose in our lives that we see in our groups. 
Ou, stofies are keys to freedom. The door we open swir,gs both ways: we free ourselves io the 

moment we reach out to help someone e lse. 

We get the message as we carry the message; we find a purpose when we serve a purpose. 
When our pu,pose is dear, our passion for recovery earlies us through. When we lose our ow1l 

way, the strong sense of purpose in NA reminds us who we are, how far we have come, and how 
much is still available to us all. 

Questions for Members 
The questions below offer a way lo begin- or continue-the process of writing, reflection, 

and discussion of lhis Tradition wilh your sponsor or other NA members. 

In NA 

,. How did I ritSt hear the message of NA? What helped n,e to hear it? 

2. How does our ptirnary purpose in NI\ ref.ate to my own purpose for coming to m('-(.>lings 
and for' being in ,ecovery? 

3. As a member, what is the message that I carry? What does it mean to me to cany a dear 
NA message? 

4. How did I understand freedom from active addiction when I was new? How do I 
understand It today? If ovr message is hope and the promise of freedom, what is my 
hope today? 
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s. How does Tradition Five influence what I say and do at meetings? What message does 
my behavior carry? 

6. When I sllare, how do I connect my experieoce with the overall message of NA? With the 
topic of the meeting? 

7, Do I hesitate to share my own challenges and struggles? How do I feel when a more 
experienced member shares about ongoing difficulties and struggles? 

8. How am I most effective when carrying the mess.,ge? Whal can I do that I'm not .tlready 
doing? How might I expand my ability to carry the message? 

9. W1um do my opil\ions 01 feelings get in the way of c.i11yiog a message of in the way of 
hearing the message? Is there a particular addict I need to find compassion for? 

10. Do my personal beliefs get mixed in with the message I can)'? Ooes my NA message get 
mixed up with my personal beliefs? 

11. W1lat is an atmosphefe of re<overy? As a member of an NA group, what am I doing to 
c.reate and sustain an atmosphere of recovery? 

12. What do I recognize as exploitative behavlor? What Is my part in our share<! responsibility 
to keep NA a safe place for all? 

13. In what ways can I best carry the NA message? What is my experience with doing a 
Twelfth Step call? What mess.age do I carry as a sponsor and as a sponsee? What does the 
saying .. carry the message, not the addi<f' mean to me? 

14. How does this Tradition hC'lp me underst.tnd .tnonymity? How does anonymity help me 
underst;ind this Tradition? How do I practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

15. Oesc;ribe any bridges between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Steps. What 
do these bl'idges teach ,1,e about ,ny fe<ovel")'? 

16. Wh.at more can I do to put the principles of this Tradition into action? How would 
applyh,g this Tradition change my attitudes and actioos? 

In All Our Affairs 

17. How have I applied this Tradition outside NA? How else might the principles of this 
Tradition guide my thinking ormy actions? 

18. How does my primary purpose vary in difforenl parts of my life? How does a sense of 
purpose help me to set and understand my priorities? How does purpose guide my 
actions? What is the difference between purpose and desi.re? 

19. Do my varying purposes lead me to carry partkvlar messages?What are they? When and 
where do I cairy them~ How does the pt<l<tkc of canyiog a dear message in NA help me 
io other areas or ll'ly life? 

20. Ooes 1r1y s,rnse of pufJ)Ose change ovcf ti,ne? Uow have changes iJ, my values, pfiorities, 
Of roles affected my purpose? What do I do when my pfiorities se-cm to~ in collflkt? 

lt. What helps determine my sense of purpose? When circumstances set priorities for me, 
does my sense of my~lf change? liow do I p<actke iotegrity whe,, life circumstances 
shape my priorities? 
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For Groups 
We often talk about our mess.age In very b<oad terms-hope, freedom, finding a new way of 

life. However, our experieoce of getting the message often happens in very small ways. 

Someone shares like they were reading our mind: some members ask us to join them for coffee 
after the meeting; someone reaches out and gives us a hug, Of" offers us a chair, or notices that 
we're new and asks our name. Most often the experience of "getting the message" is all tangled 
up w ith feeling welcome, feeling safe, feeling l tke we belong, and beginning to think of 
ourselves as ,ncmbers, 

Our actions are more important than our words. The ac;tions th.at make an addict feel 
included, cared about, aod "a pa,, of" are among the ,oost powcw ful ways we carry the NI\ 

message, whether we're reaching oot to the brand•newcomer, the middle-timer, o r the longest• 
t imer in the room. we are never too old for a message of hope. Welcome and co,,cern a lmost 

always feel good, whether we a re new o r not. Our members carry the message in our groups, 
and our groups work best when everyone feels weko,ne to be a roember. 

The powe-r of the NA group springs from Its focus on our primary purpose, and the power of 

our message comes through the unity and cohesion of our groups. The group is the most 
effective means of carrying the message, but it can't do that without caring and committed 
members. A group ,_.mes the message by creating an atmosphere of recovery. In the group, 

addicts come together to share before, during, and after the meeting. In any given meeting, 
members -,re a t different stages in their recovc,y, expe,icnce different levels of desire, and seek 

diffo-i-ent levels of growth. The variety of honest sha,ing in the meeting, as muc.h as what any 

one addict says, helps us identify. When other addicts are willing to get vulnerable and share, it 
lllakc-s it easie, fo, each of us to do the same. 

If a meeting is not serving a need, it generally goes away. It's important to notice when 
g,oups afe growiog or shrinking, wheo M<l why groups struggle with self-suppoft or fiftding 
trusted servants. Is the group attractive to other addictsr In a place w here people have their 

choke of meetings, there may be a reason why a strugglfng meetfr,g isn't getting chosen. A 
group inventory may help to determine wtiether changes are needed to help the meeting carry 

the message more effectively or whether it's time to let it go. 

On the other h.and, patience and hummty may be necessary for a group to take root. Quite a 
few NA communities got their s ta rt due to the persistence of one or two members who kept 

showing up to open the doors, even when it seemed that no one wol•ld ever join them. "I sat in 
the only NA rne-cting in town by myself for two years, reading frorn the White Booklet. When 

someone finally walked in and asked it this was the NA meeting, I a lmost didn't know what to 
~y. I just said, 'Welcome!" 

Size is not th<" only measure of a meeting's su«ess. Small meetings c.ao be intimate, unified, 

and solid; they can provide a safe and steady place to share and to call home. A meeting can be 
just right with ten people or two huodred; the question is a lways about the atmosphere of 

recovery. Are people coming back~ Are newcomers staying? Are people sharing honestly and 
openly? Is the message c lear? 
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A group can be diverted from our primary purpose by a variety of things. It can be more 
invested hl its sodal life than in the message; it can get bogged down in controversy or NA 
business; it can allow ego, power, or personalities to become more important than the message. 
There is a simple way to recognize when a meeting stops serving its purpose: Addicts stop 
coming back. PopuJarity is not the measure of spiritual health, but when a meeting dwindles 
noticeably, when the cohesion of the group weakens, when addkts feel physically or 
emotionally unsafe, when membt?f'S no longer c.are to serve or resentments start to infiltrate th,e 
meeting, we can usually look to the grovp's priorities to understand. Just as in our personal 
re<:overy, each n,cw day briogs a chance to start flesh, At any moment, ovr group Cdn stop, 
consider its priorities, and ensure our focus is squarely on carrying a message of recovery. 

Magic happens in NA meetings. We hear the musk of the message even when we don't 
uodefstaod the laoguage in which it is shared. Our groups host ff'IC<.>th,gs aod sofnethnes eveots, 
but more than that they become communities themselves. The bond we share with our fellow 
group members can be deep aod loviog, growing over years into something a lot like family. 
When we focus on our primary purpose, our groups grow into something greater than the sum 
of their parts. A shared sense of purpose creates its own bond, and as we nurture that purpose 
the connections between us grow solid and loving. 

Group Inventory Questions 
The questions below offer ways to begin- o r continue-group inventory OT discussion 

foe.used on this Tra<liHon. 

1. Why does ;i group need a ptJrpose? Why is it so important that we keep Ol.lr meetings 
fo<used on our p,ima,y purpose? How does focusing o,, our pril'nafy purpose shape the 
atmosphere of recovery in our group? 

2. Which of our group's practices or customs relate to the Fifth Tradition? How do we 
maintain a focus on NA's primary purpose? 

3. How does our group ensure it is a safe and welcome place?What can we do to make all 
members feel more welco1ne? W1lat can our group do to address behavior that 
challenges our primary purpose? 

4. What do we value most about ovr home group? What part does our group· s diversity or 
sense of identity play in reaching those who attend our meetings? How does our group 
distinctively carry out our primary purpose? What other ptirposes does our group serve? 

5, Wildt b the message thdt we <.arry ds a group? How does our group dltrc9ct .tddicts or 
carry a message? How do our business meetings help us? What is the role of the group in 
carrying a clea, message? 

6. How and why did this group get started? Has the atmosphere of recovery in our 
meetiogs iocreased or difninished feceotly? Is there aoythiog we oeed to do differe,,Uy? 
What are the ways our format helps or hinders our ability to cany the message? 

7. W1lat is our group's responsibility to stm~sutteling addicts? How do we carry the message 
to the addicts who have not found our meeting? How can we make our meetings more 
accessible? 
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8. What is the importance of a clear NA message? How does oor group foster 
understandi,,g of our Steps and Traditions~ How do we help ouf members understand 
Narcotics Anonymous? 

9. Does this group make space for all addicts to hear the message? Is the message we ·re 
carrying reaching everyone in the room? 

10. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? t-low do we pr-acttCe an<mymity in terms of this fradition? 

11. OiS<uss .:tny bridges between this Tradition and other Traditions. What do these bridges 
teach us about ou, group? 

12. What rno,e can we do to bring the p,'il\dples of this Tradition into ou, group effofts? 
What could we do differently to better fulfill our primary purpose? 

In Service 
NA service Is varied and creative. We do all kinds of work to carry the message and support 

our groups. We bring meetings or panels into hospitals and institutions, and make presentations 
to inform providers and the public about Narcotics Anonymous; we hold events for our 
members, create meeting schedules and websites, gather resources, and balance the books. We 
communicate with other NA communities and the Fellowship as a whole. We participate in 
fellowship development. We get involved with literature creation or tr-ansJation, and provide 
lca1ning days and workshops so that rncm1bers ct1n pdrtidpate in the life of Narc;olics 
Anooymous. All of this a,'KI mo,t- goo-s to build ou, F"ellowship. Keeping the cor,ne<tion io view 
between the ~rvic;e we do and the addict who walks in the door brings passion to our service, 
Md keeps us focused on our pufposc. 

There are no menial tasks in Narcotics Anonymous. If a newcomer were to go to a meeting 
and find an empty room, it wouldn' t n-.atter how many committees we had; the addkt would 
not get the message. We need members who set up the meeting and make the coffee as much 
as we need the member who chairs or speaks. Keeping our primary purpose in mind helps us to 
remember what is important, and to serve in a way that moves u.s toward our goals. 
Stewardship is care of something entrusted to us. Each of us as a member has responsibility for 
our group and our Fellowship. We may practice that actively in service, or simply by participating 
in meetings in a spirit of respe<.t and care. 

Each of us matters in Narcotics Anonymous.. We may not like each other or \mderstand the 
pu,pose a troublesome member se,ves, but every one of us is as i.mpoftant as every other', for 
some of us, the experience of being heard and respected is entirely new. We may treasure that 
as a gift, or we ,nay constantly test it. It can take a lifctfrne to believe that we are valued. 

Our trusted servants are also addkt.s who sometimes suffer, and treating them like bad 
employees won't get the message carried to them or through them. A trusted servant in one 
area was doing a terrible job, coming to (!Vety scrvkc meeting angry and leaving diS<ord and 
frustration in his wake. An experH!nced member shook her head and sighed, "He acts like 
nobody loves him." Being able to address a member as a suffering addict rather than as a 
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problem--or as just the service position they hold-allows the dynamic to change from 
bitterness to empathy. Even when we have to take action to remove a trusted serva,lt or 
recover lost assets, we can be mindful of our reaction. Allowing someone their dignity when 
they're doing wrong gives them the space to recover even as we hokl them accountable. We 
carry a message in the way we address challenges and problems. Tradition Five reminds us thal 
our first job is to make s1.1re our trusted servants c.an keep coming back, no matter what. 

At its heart:, Tradition Five is about <ommunication. Carrying the message is a matter of 
comrnunk.ating with the suffering addict in a lan.guage he Or' she can hear and underst.md. For 
some of us, that's the language of the heart. Others of us respond better to infonnation, and 
still others a,cn't pcr'suaded by words al all: we ne-cd to sec in orde< to come to ~lieve, 
Concept Eight te,Jls us that "our service structure de~nds on the integrity and effec;tiveness of 
our communications," and it serves us well to remember that part of what we do in learning to 
carry a conscience, or to relay information back and forth between different service bodies, is 
also practice for <afrying the message. 

Being responsible in service is one of the ways we learn to be responsible in our lives, and of 
course a«ountability is critical in our tn.isted sCf"Vants. Our experien<e In servke allows us to feel 
ownership of our Fellowship. It's ours. Our lives depend on Narcotics Anonymous, and NA only 
exists through our shared efforts. Serving together builds mutual respect and deep love for our 
program. Whether or not we see service at the <enter of our recovery, everything we do to 
pa11icip<1te in NA servei. to further our' prirna1y purpose, to sl.-engthen and build Ndrcotics 
Anonymous for ourselves <.md the addi<l yet to come. 

Workshop Questions 
The questions below offer a way to begin-or continue-a service discussion or workshop 

focused oo this Ttadition. 

1. What afe some of the diffe,•ences in how groups and service bodies J)fa<ti<e Traditioo 
Five? 

2. How does the work of this body support NA· s primary purpose? Do we have other 
purposes as well? 

3. How do we support groups in <arrying an in<lusive message How do we support groups 
in addressing challenges? 

4. How does remembering our primary purpose focus our service priorities? How do the 
roles and efforts of our bodrds a,,d service committees relate to the priniary pu1pose~ 
How do we bring our primary purpose into all in our service efforts? 

5. How well are we carrying the message of recovery? What limits are there in our efforts to 
<affy the message? How much do we r'ely oo facilities in ou1 community to get addicts 
ioto our meetings? 

6. How cao we coosider the needs of those members or potential members who are 
missing from our meetings? Can we strive to meet the needs of more addicts while 
staying focused on our primary purpose? What can we do to reach addicts who are 
physically unable to attend meetings? 
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7. What does our public image have to do with our primary purpose? Why is it important to 
carry a consistent message from one community to the ne,ct, from one country to the 
next, and around the world? 

8. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this tradition? 

9. Discuss any bridge-s between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Concepts. 
W11<1t do these b1idges te..ch us about our service efforts? 

10. What more can we do to bring the princ.;iples of this Tradition into out s~rvicc efforts? 
What could we do diffc((~otly to bcller cany out our services? 
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A Vision for NA Service begins witJ1 the dedaration that "'all oftJ1e 
efforts of Narcotics Anonymous arc inspired by the primary 
purpose of our groups. Upon this common ground we stand 
committed:'' The common ground of our primary purpose allows 
us to set aside differences and work together. With a clear view of 
our purpose, we can set prioriries. Everything we do in Narcotics 
Anonymous is ultimately in service to that purpose: carrying the 
message to the addict who sti11 suffers. 

When our groups are focused on their primary purpose of 
carrying the message, things have a way of s implifying naturally. 
When we allow ourselves to believe that an addict, any addict. can 
stop using drugs, lose the desire to use, and find a new way to live, 
it brings great hope into our lives. We begin to sec the possibility 
of recovery for the addict suffering and for ourselves. We come to 
understand that if a transformation so deep is possible in the 
earliest stages of our recovery, the possibilities for us to change 
as we conth1ue to practice these principles are truly without limit. 
The message of hope L'in't just for the addict walking in the door. 
Our recovery, like our disease, is progressive. Each of us Is a 
miracle. No matter how far we have come. opportunities for 
spiritual growth and freedom from addiction are still available to 
us. Our message is hope and the promise of freedom, and it's tn1e 
for us every day we choose to recover. 
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Tradition Six 

An NA group ought never endorse.finance, or lend the NA name 
to any related facililJI or outside enterprise, lest problems of 

money, properlJI, or prestige divert us from our primary purpose. 

In Step Six, the Basic 'text reminds us. "Oeing hunrnn we will 
wander off course." We don't always notice when we're 
wandering: This is the great challenge for many of us in 
practicing meditation, or even sitting in a meeting. Just staying in 
our seat without checking our phone or creating side 
conversation can be surprisingly difficult, especially when we are 
having feelings we'd rather avoid. Tradition Six suggests that the 
things that d ivert us are mostly those we use to feed self• 
obsession. When we let go of the illusion that things outside 
ourselves will fill that empty place inside, we can stop d istorting 
tools into weapons we turn on ourselves. 

The better we get at staying present with the tl1ings that truly 
matter to us, the more able we arc to understand our Higher 
Power's will for us and find the power to carry that out. One way 
to start is to recognize that the newcomer really matters to us. 
and that it's up to us to ensure that the message comes through. 

When we resist the impulse to get diverted, 
to wander off course, we are present for the miracle. 

The life we save might be our own. 
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Tradition Six 
Tradition Sb: teaches us to be true to ourselves. The Sheth Tradition explains why the NA 

message must be dear. If we are to keep from being diverted, we must koow what our purpose 
is. We can't just sort of know; we must be certain. We have a message, and our purpose is to 
carry it. Anything else is a distraction or a diversion. Distraction steals our attention; diversion, 
our energy, and both take us away from what matters to us. Addiction painhilly diverted us from 
our hopes <md dreams. Tradition Six suggests thdt the thing~ most likely to divert us 1lOw- dS 
groups and as iodlviduals-se<-m like they could benefit us, but wlll betray us in the long run. 
Even if we are not vigilant about our message, our autonomy, and our principles from the 
begiMing, we will soon find that we must p,acticc the Twelve Traditions in ordet to survive. 

Practicing Tradition Six has much in common with the practice of Step Ten. When we keep 
an eye on our actioos and l'elationships through the practice or ,egular inventory, we can 
recognize our tendency to wander off course before we have gone very far. Each of the motives 
this Tradition ine1ltions that leads us off course--rnoney, property, and prestige-is not a 
problem until it becomes a problem. But desire for these things can spin out of control when we 
experience a charactec-defect like insecurity. 

T r.dtion Six breaks naturaly into three parts; the things we should not do, why we should not do those 
things. and what w1ll happerl 1f we do. Each of the actions we...-e warned abovt is a compromise; each of 
the reasons is a roadblock; uttimately the result is lt'ktt we lose sight of our purpose. Wear-e diverted. 

We don't often get diverted by things th.tt are obviously unrelated to NA and our p,irn.try 
purpose. However, when it comes to issues that seem closely aligned with our primary purpose, 
the lines are not so clear. Treatment clinks, organi,ations, bureaus, churches, and other 
programs all t,y to help addicts recover. NA is not those othef orga,,iiatio1'\S, nor a,e we the 
same as any other fellowship. We don't use literature or speakers from outside of NA. Over and 
over, we ched<, ourselves not only for affiliatioo but for the appearance of it. 

Much of what we do in NA puts us in contact with the world outside our Fellowship. We rent 
space for our meetings; we C<lffY our message hlto institutions; often we are obliged to hefp big 
institutions, including governments, to understand what Narcotics Anonymous is, and that 
addicts do recover. In many places it has been illegal for addicts to meet at all. From our early 
history lo our present-day service in new NA communities, making it possible for addicts to 
recover means demonstrating that addicts do recover. We are our best evidence. We are 
examples of our program and examples of our faith in NA when we act on thdl faith and stand 
on our principles "with neither aggressiveness nor fear." 

Staying focused on our primary purpose can be very difficult. We know how important it is to 
cany the message, ar~ it's easy to feel ir-.adequatc. In Ofde,-to practice Traditio,, Six we ,nust 
believe that we have W'hat we need to carry out our purpose. Sometimes that requires creativity, 
and S<>l'nctfroes it requires patieoce. W1H~n we really get a seose of the power of the NA message 
and the importance of the action we take in our Twelfth Step, the work takes on a kind of 
urgency that can drive us to cut comers, compromise, or allow ourselves to l>e taken in by 
promises. We have too much on the line to gamble with the NA name. A simple, dear message, 
delivered honestly and without any confustOn or controversy, saves lives. 
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WORD BYWORD 
Define, expand on, ordarify the words or phtases from thi.s T(adition, oneot a time or in 
relation to each other, for writing or discuss.On with your sponsor or other NA members. 

Example: prestige 

Although the word "prestige" commonly refe,-s to admiration or respect, ils origins refer to 
illusions or trickery. At i ts root, then, prestige is often false: an illusion. In a Fellowship where we 
are .Ill 4l'qual, whe1e ~monymity is our spirit~! fou,,dation, the illusion of prestige is partkula,ly 
destmc.tive. Whether we believe our job is impressive, or our service is visible, orwe think our 
cleantirne gives us ,ank or dout among ou, peers, seeking po~stigc in Narcotics Anonytnous 
means we are setting ourselves apart. Doing so is not only toxic to the atmosphere of recovery, 
it is io<.fedibly dangerous to, us pe<sooally. we dismiss foost of the people who could save our 

lives as not good enough. A member shared, "My ego has taught me more about the Twelve 
Traditions thao aoything else." We are liable to seek false prestige wheo we doo't believe we 

can be loved for who we are. When we learn the painful lesson that prestige tends to be hollow, 
false, musory-not at all the respect, dignity, and value we were seeking-we are able to 
experience real connection with ourselves, our fellows, and our Higher PO\ver. 

SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLES 
Each Tradition embodies a variety of spiritual prfncfples. The list of principles and 
values below may be useful as we consider applications of thls Tradition. Explore them 
in writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. If other prindpJes or 
values not llsted below seem relevant for you, Include tbose as well. 

integrity faith harmony anonymity humility 
awareness dignity fidelity vigilance balance respect 
loyalty confidence prudence convict ion perseverance 

Example: vigilance 

Often we think of vigilance in almost military tenns, as if we were standing watch against 
incoming hostilities. In addition to caution and watchfulness, vigilance means sustained 
concentration or attention, dS when people hold a vigil. Prayer and meditation are both 
practices of sustaining attention. When we understand vigilance as a peaceful principle, rather 
than:, wariikc one, we c.tn pr-.-ctice it in a s.pir'il of unity, goodwill, and faith, 

We rem;iin vigilant about our own actions and also about the actions of those a round us, OOt 
<msu,-iog the iineg,·ily of our progran, does oot ,equire us to be unki1\d. Rather, we watch our 

own motives, careful to avoid situations that would risk the endorsement, financing, or lending 
of the NA name focntioned in Traditioo Si.x. we are happy to wo1 k cooperatively, but vigilance 

means that we take care to ensure that others don't mistake our willingness to be cooperative 
for endorsement or afffliation. When we fionly, politely, and dearly explain ourselves a,ld oor 
limits, we make it ea.sy to understand and respect those boundaries. 
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For Members 
Although this Tradition addresses Itself to the groups, the Issues it warns us about arise on a 

personal level, too: Money, property, and prestige can divert us because eac.h of them can be 
used to feed self•centeredness. This Tradition points us to the very personal investments each of 
us has in our groups and in our fellowship. Our personal practice of humility alld anonymity 
serves the group as ml1ch as ourselves. 

One of the hallmarits of our disease is that it takes us away from the things that matter to us. 
We may have dreams or goats, people we love aod <.are about, spiritual values, 1eligious faith
but none of it matters when we are using. Addiction diverts us, over and over, until we feel 
completely hollowed out. It's that empty feeling ii, our gut that we'd do just about a,,ything, 
even die, rather than feel. Sometimes that feeling follows or revisits us deep into our recovery. 

Practicing Tradhioo Six as a mc-mbe-r me-aos recognizing the ways our personal affil~tioos 
can affect the group, a,-.d also how desire for money, pfope-fty, or p<estige ea,, impact our 
personal practice of unity. When we consider this Tradition in our own lives, we often begin by 
noticing how we respond to what attracts us. Many of us appreciate having nice things. We 
value being respected in our community. Being regarded well by others may be important 
enough for us to pay attention to our behavior aod our self-presentation-or it may be so 
important that we base our own sense of ourselves on how we think others are seeing us. 

When we feel like we're not enough, we become vvlnerable in ways we may not re<ognii.e. 
We may be unsure of ourselves or un5ure of our f'ellowship, our message, or our principles, 
Partkularly when we're steppi,,g out ir,to d new clr'ea, standir,g firm o,, these is5ues can seem 
like a luxury. We think we'll do that later, when we're more established. Or perhaps we suspect 
soo'le of the p<indples of our Tnlditions are more appropfiatc for NA communities with greate< 
resources. In fact, nothing is further from the truth. We can't build a strong structure on a weak 
fouodatioo, in our lives 0< in our fellowship. 

In the rooms of NA, the-re are doctors and lawyers, counselors and health care wotkers, a ,ld 
others whose professional lives intersect our primary purpose in some way. Tradition Eight 
otters more guidance about the relationship between our occupations and NA membership, but 
Tradition Six reminds us lo watch for the appearaoce of endorsement or affiliation in meetings. 
For example, we consider whether wearing uniforms or insignia in a meeting could imply 
affiliation, set us apart, or send the wrong impression to those attending meetings with us. 

lo endotse is to openly suppor't an organization or a pe,son. Ea,h of us ,nay have causes or 
candidates or belief systems, schools or churches or even treatment centers that we personally 
support. But keeping those things out of m~tiogs protects us from conflicts thdt might distract 
us from our recovery. We don't need to leave our personalities at the door to participate in 
u,,ity, but we do coosider how and what we shdfe in and afouod meetings, and whether that 
contributes to the primary purpose. 

The-re is ao e-oonnous difference between lending our own 1\ame as iodividuals a,ld le-<iding 
the name of Narcotics Anonymous. If we are participating in public forums or social media, we 
consider how our various Interests and affiliations are presented to the public. It's useful to 
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remember that others may not be able to distinguish one member's personal beliefs from the 
principles of NA as a whole. Practking awareness goes a lo ,-.g way toward protecting our 
integrity. We may not notice that our behavior c.anies a message, but in fact our actions speak 
loud and clear. " I had an NA stkker on my car," a member recalled, "al)(! I was driving like 
Captain Road Rage. I made a gesture at another car, and later I saw that car at the meeting. I 
wanted to hide und~r my chair." When we wear or carry the NA name, we endorse NA-and we 
also suggest th.tt NA endorses us. lhere is no wdy for someone unfamiliar with our program to 
understand the protection ovr principle of anonymity offer$ both members and the Fellowship 
asa whole. 

Having the financial ,esources to meet our' goals is a p1-ior'ily for' some of us. Active addk:tior, 
doesn't lend itself to financial security, and we may have a long way to go just to be able to meet 
our' bask 1l<'eds. Ther'e'S oothir,g in OUf principles that speaks agair,st wanting better fo1' 

ourselves. In fact, practicing principles in all our affairs improves many areas of our lives. Being 
able to recognize and serve a purpose, to balance unity and autonomy, to recognize our values 
and know how to put them into practice-all these gifts of the Traditions help us to serve well in 
any role. But when our disease gets hold of our fin.and.al lives, we can be trapped in the feeling 
that there is never enough, no matter how much or how little we have. This fear can lead us 
back into obsession and compulsion, even as we rationalize that we are seeking "success." 

We watch for that feeling of being diverted. We try to notice when the ways we are 
spending time and attention are not who1t's most important to us, or when we feel empty .-gain, 
Tradition Six warns of diversions <reated by greed and pride, but the shadow side o f those are 
fear and shame. Attention to the Sixth Tradition in our personal lives a lso points to an 
application of the El<'venth Step: It's by paying attention to what matter's to us that we fir,d a 
sense of purpose, direction, and meaning. When we live with integrity and purpose, our ability to 
re<ogoize ;oy aod fulfillme,H in our lives impfoves remafkably. 

Questions for Members 
The questioos below otter a way to begin-or coot/nue-the process of writing, reflection, 

and discussion of this Tradition with your sponsor or other NA members. 

In NA 

1. Whal is my part in practicing the Sixth Tradition?Whal's my responsibility as a group 
member to help keep the group from being diverted? 

i. How do my sharing and my actions help to darify the distinction between NA and other 
organizations, f.td1ities, a,,d so oo? 

3. How does my understanding of Tradition Si.x influence how I share? How do I share 
truthfully about my experieoce in a way that dO<'sn't S<'em to imply endofsemerH? 

4. What types of .. prestige" have I encountered or experienced as an NA member? How can 
prestige diveft me from the NA message? How do I share about the blessings of recoveiy 
while keeping the focus on o ur message? 
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s. Do I get distracted or diverted by my judgments of others? How does my desire to judge 
or enforce this traditio,l challenge unity or our message How doe-s listening for our 
message allow me to set aside distracting details? 

6. Have I allowed myself to become diverted by money, property, or prestige in my 
personal affairs or in the course of my NA service? If so, what were the results? 

7. Do I use my job, person.al accomplishments, or service commitments to try to have more 
<-rcdibility or authority in NA meetings or in service? 

8. Oo I use my professio~I skrn.s to serve NA or to set rne apart? liow un I maintain clar'ity 
in terms of how my pfofe:ssior\31 relatio,lships affe<t my NI\ membership? I low do I keep 
my involvements in outside organizations separate from involvement in NA? 

9. What examples have I seen of this Tradition helping us to carry the message?What 
freedom does our integrity afford me? 

10. How does this Tradition help me understand anonymity? How does anonymity help me 
understand this Tradition? How do I practice anonyrnity in terms of this Tradition? 

11. Describe any bridges between this Tradition and Olle or more of the Twelve Steps. What 
do these bridges teach me about my recovery? 

tl. Whal more can I do to put the principles of this Tradition into action? How would 
applying this Tradition change my attitudes and actions? 

In All Our Affairs 

13. How have I applied this Tradition ovtside NA? How else might the principles of this 
Tr.idition guide my thinking or ,ny a<.tioos? 

11. How does the Sixth Tradition help bring clarity to my decision making? What really 
,natters to me? Mow do I stay focused on that? How do I align my priorities according to 
my own sense of purpose? 

15. When am I most likely to compromise my values in trying to reach a goal? What are some 
ways I justify or rationalize those compromises? What are the consequences? 

16. Where else do I find spiritual help or support? How do I reconcile my membership in NA 
with the other affiliations I might have? Can I keep my message clear from one place to 
another without being phony, or holding part of myself back? 

17. What do I notice about my thoughts, feelings, or actions when I am getting confused or 
diverte,d? 

18. What freedom does integrity afford me? 
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For Groups 
Traditions five and Six are so closely related that It is dlffkult to talk about one without the 

other. Our purpose is to carry the message to the addict who still suffers. We can only do that 
when we know what our message is-and what i t is not. Tradition She supports our primary 
purpose by reminding us to stay focused. If we allow ourselves to give our endorsement, our 
name, or our resour<es, we lose the power of our message. When we keep sight of the fact that 
our message makes us who we dre, we have no nec.-d for c'lffilt:ltion orendOJSemcnt. 

lhe NA message thriv~ when our groups a,<- auto,~otnous. Ont- of the w.tys we i-emain 
;,ittractive is by remaining unaffiliated. When a group is ~rving its primary purpose in a spirit of 
unity and openocss, rneetiogs naturally f~I hopeful and safe. 

Endorsement is Jending approval to something. It may be direct, like an advertisement or an 
announcement or another organization's event, or indire<l., as w•hen a oumber of members all 
share about the same outside organizatkm 0< experience. Peopte come to understa,ld the NA 
program in our meetings, and it's in meetings that we can get most confused. Vigilance from the 
start serves us well in Tradition Six. By remaining vigilant aboot our message, our autonomy, and 
our principles from the beginning, NA in our community can rely on the Twelve Traditions as a 
source of guidance as we build, rather than as an emergency net when things come crashing 
down. We c.he<k ourselves not only for endorsement and affiliation but a lso for the appearance 
of e ither. 

We each carry lh<' message in our own way, <.md we have a 1ight to a Spil'itu.ility of oui own 
unde1'Standing. Othe-t paths are pa, t of many of ou, st◊tles, but detailed sharing about what we 
do outside NA can quic;kly become something other than the NA message. We consid~ the 
efre<t our sha, ing nlay have, especially when 1'llaoy membefs in a groop have S<>1ncthiog io 
common. When a number of members share about the same outside organization or the same 
,·cllgion, it can seem as if a groop is eodorsing th..:it, or having that shared expefieoce is oecessaiy 
to be a member of that group or to recover in NA 

The ways in which we seem to endorse can be subtle. When we meet in a facility decorated 
with symbols or logos from other organizations, it can be hard to avoid the impression that we 
have affiliations. We may try lo change the appearance of the room, or make clear through our 
format or readings that we are separate from the facility. 

Facilities are not bound by our Twelve Traditions, but NA groups may request cooperation in 
order to uphold our principles. Just as we help out members understand how ar,d why we tarry 
a <lear ml'!'$sage withoot bullying or shaming people for how they share, we politely and de;irty 
explain to thoS<' outside NA what our' principles are and why they are impottant to us. Our' ability 
to do this requires that we ourselves understand what our message is, what it means to protect 
it, and where those boundaries oeed to be. 

Groups often need to en.sure that it's clear we are not affiliated with the facilities where we 
meet. If group members happe,, to work in the facility, for example, the lioe betweeo NA and 
the faci1ity may become blurred. One group struggled when staff at their meeting place got in 
the habit of walking in and out of the meeting room throughout the meeting; it was very easy 
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for newcomers to get the impression that the facility ran the meeting. Occasionally a meeting 
has had to move to protect itself, but most of the time, cominunkatioo is the a,f1swer to these 
challenges, The Public Relations Handbook offers useful advice on relationships with faci1itie-s in 
which we meet. 

Nonaddicts, including government officials, are welcome at open meetings. However, if they 
are coming regularly, we may want to have a polite conversation about the need for addicts to 
have a safe place to meet, free from outside influence or surveillance. A member from a place 
with a strong govcm,nent presence wa.s :.sked how they handled frequent ''visits" from law 
enforcement. He smiled and said, "We try to see an opportunity for PR." Changing our 
pel'spective on limitations outside out control can help us find solutions. 

One of the most important ways we protect ourselves from endorsement or affiliation is to 
be self-supporting. Tfaditioos Six a,-.d Seveo suppoft each other io helping to keep our 
Fellowship alive and free. NA groups are rarely asked directly to finance an outside enterprise, 
but that may be the result when rent is ioflated out of proportion, or w·hen an organization asks 
us to contribute literature and supplies on an ongoing basis to support their work. The 
relationship can be just as far out of balance if a fadlity is subsidiiing rent for a group or ottering 
space for no charge. The group may need lo better define its relationship with the facility. 
Sometimes, public relations committees or trusted servants may help sort out what is 
appropriate. Finding a balance where we are neither supporting nor being supported by another 
orgMization tdkes time .md thought. 

It's dear that a ce,,ter is using ou, name inappropriately if they adverti.se that they provide 
NA servkes. When an NA meeting is listed in the bulletins, ftyers, or signs for a facility, on the 
other hand, they may simply be ,naking it easier for addicts to find us. Thoughtful group 
discussion on the issue can help us to arrive at a decision and detem,ine how to communicate 
effectively and appropriately. we may simply ask the meeting facility that lists the NA meeti,,g in 
their schedule to do so in a way that makes it clear we're not affmated. Vigilance and diplomacy 
help us to protect the NA name wtiile also maintaining the cooperative relationships that are so 
important to our survival. 

Tradition Six protects us from diversions that might seem more about the individual than the 
group: pride, concern with perception by others, and insecurity. 8ut groups can get caught in 
these issues just as easily. A group can easily shift from enthusiasm to arrogance. The group may 
start referring to itself as "the best" or begin competing with other groups for status or 
rnembets. It can start small- groups competing over the quality of their r-efrcshrnent.s, or 
throwing progressively bigger parties-and it soon gets out of hand. A group with an ego 
irwcstment ii, its eveots may sturnble into a host of problems. Events get expensive. Hoarding 
money begins to seem more important than participating in the fund flow to <arry the message. 
Owning rnore supplies fCquircs greater cxpe1)se aod effort to store and manage. Whco llH.' 

group has been diverted from our primary purpose, we serve the things that once served us. 

It's up to us as members of a group to notice when our group is being diverted. If we wait 
until diversions create a problem, we tend to experience our Traditions as things we argue about 
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rather than as principles that help us carry the message and recover in unity. When we make 
small corrections before there is a big problem, our principles quietly guide us. 

Group Inventory Questions 
The questions below otter ways to begin-or continue-group inventory or discussion 

focused on this Tradition. 

1. Why are issues of money, property, and prestige such a slippery slope for us? How have 
we se-cn tllcm divert us from our p1irna1y purpose? 

2. I-low can issues of affiliation ar\d pursuit of moMy, property, and prestige affe<.t the 
atmosphere of re<.ove, y io ou, group? What else can dive.rt our g.-oup frorn our primary 
purpose? What can we do as a group to avoid these distractions? How can we regain 
f0<us, once diverted? 

3. What is an endOfsement? In what ways could our group be seeo as givil~ ao 
endorsement of something outside NA? How could or would doing so dam.age our 
reputation and our efforts to carry the NA message? 

4. How do we maintain integrity as a group? How does the use of NA literature and 
speakers help us to practice that integrity? 

5. How do autonomy, cooperation, and affiliation relate to one another? How do we 
exerci~ creative freedom in a way that honors the guidance of Tradition She? 

6. Why do we hold out meetings in this particular lo<.ttion? How do we keep our 
relationship with the facility one of cooperation, not affiliation? How do we help 
members understand our r(!'lationship with facilities where we meet? What is our 
.-elatiooship to clubhouses or 1·1'K'etiog hallsr 

7. What can we do as a group to maintain or improve our relations with outside entities? 
Mow should we haodle our disagreeme,,ts with outside facilities or orgaoizations~ 

8. How do we support members in learning the importance of our policy of nonaffiliation? 
Do the words and actions of our trusted servants honor this Tradition? How loving and 
caring are we in the way we help our members understand Tradition Six? 

9. Do oor efforts to keep our mes~ge dear sometimes make it seem like we· re creating 
additional requirements for membership? How can our group pr-actice this Tradition 
without limiting our inclusiveness? 

,o. I low does this Tradition help us understand .monyrnity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

11. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition and other Tr;iditions. What do these bridges 
teach us about our group? 

1l. What more can we do to bring the princip les of this Tradition into our group efforts? 
What could we do differently to better fu lfil! our prima,y purpose? 
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In Service 
Tradition Sbc mentions groups in particular, but the boards and committees that serve and 

s.upport the groups are often in a position to practice this Tradition as well. So much of the work 
we do in carrying the NA message through publk relations, hospit.als and institutions, 
phonelines, and the internet bring us into contact with other organizations. Finding the balance 
between cooperation and endorsement can be very challenging. Ot.ir service materials, in<luding 
the PR Ba~ks booklet, have guid.mce both on how we make these de<.isions .md how lo come to 
M understanding of our p,irK'.ipl~ in ptactke. We tum to the guidance of Our' literature, our 
service materials, and our experienced members as we bt.1ild these relationships. 

we may believe that this guida,,ce is only ii'l'lp01unt in the begiMing of a coope,ative 
relationship, but as relationships develop over time we may be more likely to slide into 
endorsement°' affiliation th.an we might have l>een in the beginning. Tilese ongoing 
relationships are important to our ability to reach addicts. For our relationships with outside 
e,Herprises to remain strong, we must maintain the boundaries established by Tradition Six. Our 
name, our time, our people, and our money are all resources that we need lo steward wisely. 
These resources add to our efforts to carry the mess.age. If we allow them to be used for the 
purposes of another, we reduce our ability to reach addicts who may need us. 

In one area, PR work with the department of corrections was so effective that NA became a 
standard part of corrections planning for drug offenders. A member of the committee who was 
also a treatment professional was hii-ed to help implement new drug court programs. AJthough 
that ,ncmbcr knew he was wotking as an individual and not as a mernber Or' representative of 
NA, it was hard for inmates and correctional otfic:ers to understand that-or believe it. Many 
newcomers got the imp,ession that NA wa.s part. of thei, probation. When local govcnwncot 
changed parties, that program ended-and with it, any involvement of NA with the corre<.tions 
system. The new officials believed NA to be part of another p~itical pafty, and out it went. 

Challenges to our independence and identity tend to result from our best intentions more than 
our worst. The desire to destroy or compromise NA is something we see very rarely. Much more 
often, the NA name is compromised either from expediency or doubt that NA c.an stand on its own 
feet. We see the urgency, the desperation of addicts s.uffering, and standing on principle seems 
tilce it's getting in the way of helping addicts. Compromising our values-believing that the ends 
will justify the means.-teaches us painfully that our message is only as strong as our belief in it. 
Staying true to our message and our principles ensures ovr i:ntegrity and that of ovr message. 

A Vision for' NA Service s.ays that we .ispire to a time when "cve1y addict in the world has the 
chance to experience our message in his or her own language and culture and find the 
opp01 tu,,ity fo, a oew way of life." To fear that addicts ir, some places caooot feceive or ca,,y 
our message-that their culture or circumstances are too challenging for NA to offer what we 
have been freely given- would be a lack of faith in the power and beautiful simplicity of the NA 
program. We neither force our message nor hold it back, but we do guard it as our most 
pre<.ious possession. Tradition Five reminds us that our message "is au we have to give." 
Humility is accepting ourselves exactty as we are. In a spirit of humility, we can-y the NA message 
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exactly as it stands, with no need for affiliation or endorsement, and allow NA to take root and 
grow naturally. 

Workshop Questions 
The questions below otter a way to begin-or continue-a service discussion or workshop 

focused on this Tradition. 

1. How does our polky of nonaffiliation protect our reputation, and how does that help us 
to carry the message? W11.1t is the diffo.-en<.e betweeu rcput.1tion and prestige? 

2. What is the reputation of NA i,1 this community? Uow do we serve thc1t rcputatio,1, or 
compromise it? Hc1ve the,·e be-c,1 times whe11 we've been tempted to justify or ratiooall2e 
affiliation or endorsement if it seems to benefit NA in some way? 

3. What responsibilities do we have for protecting the NA name? How do our decisions 
about local events. NA merchandise, and NA literature reflect this responsibility? 

"1· What other organizations do we come in contact with? What part can these contacts play 
in helping us to carry our message? What is the impoi1a11ce of building and maintaining 
effective relationships with outside organizations? 

5. What can we do to ensure harmony with outside organiiations? What is our 
responsibility in maintaining the integrity of that relation.ship? 

6. Can we have a cooperative effort with other fellowships without compromising our 
message or feeling oblig.-ted to those other Ofg<uiizdlions? How <an we cooperate 
without affiliation when we ask nonmembers to be<ome involved in an NA event? 

7. How do we engage in cooperative relationships with others in ways that do not 
constitute affiliation or eodorsement? liow do we practice Tradition Six in our 
relationships with merchandise vendors, venues for meetings or events, clubhouses or 
meeting halls, aod so oo? 

8. Under w'hat circumstances would it be acceptable for an outside organization or facility to 
J)fint the NA na,ne on materials, such as flyers or a website? Whe11 would it be inappropriate 
to do so? Yv"hat should we do if a facility uses our l\ilme in an inappropriate manner? 

9. When internal controversy diverts us from our prim.ary purpose, how do we get back to 
unity? What principles help us continue to serve our primary purpose, even when we 
disagree with each other? 

10. How else might our service <ommitte<.-s be diverted f1om supporting the NA groups? 
How can we correct our course without losing unity or momentum? 

11. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help vs 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

12. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Concepts. 
W11at do these bfidge-s teach us about our se<vice effofts? 

13. What more can we do to bring the princip les of this Tradition into oor service efforts? 
What could we do differently to better carry out our services? 
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As members and as a fellowship, we exist in the larger world. 
Membership in NA is not an exclusive contrdct. Many of us are 
involved in other organizations. seek help ;md spiritual guidance 
elsewhere. or find tools we appreciate in places other tJ1an NA 
The importance orleaving those things at the door is not that they 
don't work or can't work, but simply that they are not NA. As 
members, we bring our experience, strength, and hope in 
recovery to the rooms of NA. allowing our other involvements and 
affiliations to remain anonymous. As groups and In service. our 
efforts to carry the message often bring us into contact with 
others outside of NA. Tradition Six guides us to take care that our 
relationships with those we encounter are always grounded in 
cooperation, not affiliation. 

We seek to recover in an atmosphere of unity and anonymity, and 
we want to extend that opportunity to others as well. As groups 
and in service. we carry our message independent from the 
organizations and instih1tions we work alongside. Keeping our 
message clear ensures that each of us can recover-and that NA 
can do what it does best-without being dive rted. 
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Tradition Seven 
Every NA 9roup ouohc to be fully selfsupportin9, 

declinin9 outside contributions. 

The practice of self·support is vital to our freedom. Over and over 
we describe addiction the same way: One is too many, and a 
thousand never enough. That feeling of "'never enough" can stay 
with us long into recovery. It's hard to believe that our needs will 
be met, that we will be able to take care of the things that are 
important to us, or that we can ever feel content. Freedom from 
t11at desperation is part of a restoration to sanity. When we see 
that we can meet our own needs, we start to feel Jike we have a 
fun1re. 

Our self•supporting groups show us how to live. Each group 
meets its responsibilities and rnakes decisions in accordance 
with its resources and values. Money is part of that picture, but 
that's not our only resource. Self-support demands action and 
unity. Each of us contributes time, energy, creativity, experience, 
and love. When we commit to seJr-support, we take 
responsibility for our well-being and our future. We protect 
ourselves from outside influence. 

The Seventh Tradition is our statement of abundance and 
sharing. fulfillment and support; our commitment to the addict 
who still suffers and to ourselves. Belief in self-support is a 
massive leap of faith. We commit to t11e idea that we will be 
enough. Even if our resources don't a lways keep up with our 
aspirations, we can stay clean and carry the message. 

As long as we have each other and Narcotics Anonymous, 
we have all that we need. Our commitment to selfsupport 
doesn't mean we go it alone-it means we do it together. 
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Tradition Seven 
from the first meetings we attend, many of us know this as ''the money Tradition," setting 

the foundation for our f inaocial practices. However, Tradition Seven is about much more tllan 

money. Tradition Seven is a key to our unity and independence. 54:'lf-support ensures that our 
message stays dear and true, that we remain uncompromised and unaffiliated. The commitment 

to self-support is a challenge, and we grow in the process of meeting i t. 

Se-If-support is dosely linked to the idea of self-detennination: We are free to make our own 
de<.isions at1d set our own c.ourse. Our frecdof'n is too valuable to be measured in 1r.oney, And 

yet, h;iving enough money to cover our expenses is part of how we maint;;iin our freedom. If 
2myooe outside NA SUJ)J>Or'led us, they would ine:Vltably end up with iofluence or cornr'ol. 

This is our Fellowship. We support it, we are responsible for i t and to it, and we determine 
what Narcotks Anooyinous stands for. As a fellowship. we pay our own way, wtite our own 
liternture, caffy our ow1) message, aod work our own program. No one else has co,,trol or 

influence over our message. It's not stubbornness or pride that keeps this commitment strong; 
it's the knowledge-born of hard experience-that compromise on this principle consistently 
ends in disaster. Our history is full of moments when we confronted this c.hoice; every time, our 

survival has depended on our willingness to stand firm. 

Our commitment to self-support sends a unique and compelling message to the outside 

wor1d as well. The fact that we are self-supporting changes the nature of the conversation we 
have with the publi<. We .1rc not seeking donations or grants; we are not asking for <1nything but 

the <han<<' to <au.' aod sha,e th<' NI\ wJy. We offc.-'1 a 1Mss.,ge of hope with no st1iogs either for 

the addict who suffers or for the institutions with whic;h we cooperate. In this way, Tradition 
Seven is cloS<'ly related to the guidan<<' off<'red by Tradition Six.: Self-support is ooe of the fnany 

ways we avoid affil iation. 

Through self-•support, we demonstrate our commitment to each other. The work tl\at we are 
able to a«omplish through our voluntary cootribtitions is remarkable. We have grown from a 
few groups to a wortdwide fellowship. Narcotics Anonymous thrives in countries all around the 

wortd. and our literature is available in many languages., be<ause addicts have been wilHng to 

give freely and serve selflessly. Addicts get clean, experience recovery, and find a new way to 
live in Narcoti<s Anonymous in big cities, small towns, and rural areas; in well-established NA 
communities and in fledgling groups. When we step back arKI look at Narcotics Anonymous as a 

whole, the view is breathtaking. 
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WORD BYWORD 
Define, expand on, ordarify the words or phtases from thi.s T(adition, oneot a time or in 
relation to eoch other, for writing or discuss.On with your sponsor or other NA members. 

Example: contribution 

The roots of "contribution" me.in, literally, to bring together. Each of us brings something to 
NA, and together we do what we could not do alone. When we make a contribotion, whether to 
a cooverS-dtion or to a basket, we a,e partkipating in somethh~g- we are part of it. We m<1y 
contribute to a c:onversation by sh-,ring our experience, or contribute to a service effort by 
shal'i,,g our time and energy. Contrast this with ''donation," which comes from the wo,d 
meaning "gift." We make donations to things we appreciate that are outside of ourselves; we 
contribute to thiogs that we Me a paft of. we may donate to cha,ity, but NI\ is not a chafity. we 

contribute our time, energy, creativity, thought-and, yes, our money-to ensure that our 
Fellowship continues, that every addkt has the oppoftunity to l'ecover ill NA. and that we 

remain alive and free. Every act of seivice, no matter how small, is a contribution demonstrating 
our commitment alld our gratitude. 

SPIRITUAL PRINCJPLES 

Eoch Tradition embodies a variety of spiritual prlncfples. The 11st of principles and 
values below may be useful as we consider applkatlons of this Tradition. Explore them 

in writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. If other prindples or 
values not fisted below seem relevant for you, Include those as well. 

grat itude responsibility faith integrity anonymity 
f reedom prudence simplicity dignity generosity 
humility commitment sacrifice unity autonomy 

Example: generosity 

The practical direction offered by Tradition Seven-declining outside contributions and 
supporting ourselves- asks us to put the spiritual principle of generosity into action. We only 
keep what we have by giving it away, and learning how to give responsibly and effectively may 
be part of our Twelfth Step~ much .is our pr.tC.tice of Tr~dition Seven, 

We hope Llwt dr.othel' addict will l'e<eiv(' what w.is so frc.-ely given to u.s, ar\d we cxpress that 
hope by giving generovsly of ourselves to help NA folfi11 its primary purpose. Practicing 
generosity takes discipline. It does oot mean giving beyond our ml!'ans, Of ,naking promises we 
cannot keep. When we are involved in service to our local NA community, we see the value of 
stable, ft-liable co,Hsibutioos; we also leam that mo,-.cy is d vefy sm.1II p,att or what we otrel'. 

Time is irreplaceable, and may be tile most precious gift we can give. Our time, our experience, 
our creativity, our hope, our money in the basket, and our attention in the meeting are all 
expressions of generosity and parts of our contribution to NA. 
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For Members 
Even for those of us who don't see much of a link between the Traditions and our personal 

lives, Tradition Seven seems to !lave particular significance. Practicing self-support is a big 
change for most of us. Addkts and responsibility are a difficult combination. We tend to struggle 
with greed, jealousy, responslbility, and possessiveness. Often, we believe we have "money 
issues" when we are actually stn.1ggling with control, suspicion, ill$ecurity, and fear. Tradition 
Seven offers us a road to freedom from those shortcornin~ .ts we learn to be .tccountable for 
ourselves. 

Addiction is a greedy disease. It takes evef)'thing from us, and in turn we take from the 
people around us. we <cu) s~ a dear co,,occtk>n between Step Nine and T rddition Seveo when 
we recognize that being self-supporting is a form of amends to society and to the people who 
care about us. Each tim<' ao NA group or committee dedioes an outside cootributioo, it 
demonstrates that it is taking responsibility for itself. Our experience as individual members is 
not that ditfere,,t: As we dean up our wreckage and take r<"sponslbUity for ourselves, we 
demonstrate our recovery to those who may have had quite enough of our hollow apologies. 
Making amends, taking on the project of self-support, and learning to live within our means are 
part of the process of being restored to dignity. Together, Tradition Seven and Step Nine off et" 

restitution, restoration, and resolution. 

The practice of humility helps us be honest about our circumstances. We learn to live and 
give within the limits of our lives. DiS<.ipline is not a practice that comes n.aturally to most 
addicts, and the need to say 1'no" to ourselves can be quite a challc,,ge. "I wanted lo buy dinner 
for my sponsor," an addict shared. "She wouldn't let me because she knew I couldn't afford it. It 
was humbl/og, but it h<"lped me re31ize I don't have to pretNKI to be where l'in not." 

We all go through times when we need help of one kind or anotller. Asking for help may be 
as pfiodp!ed and as difficult as anything we ever do. f>ractkiog Tradltioo Seveo io our personal 
lives doesn't mean that we never need assistance, but that we are honest with ourselves about 
the help we need a,ld its p.-ice-financially and spiritually. When we care for ourselves to th<' 
best of our abmty, we grow in self-respect, and our relationships with others begin to change as 
well. 

living in accordance with Tradition Seven does not mean that we become fiercely 
independent or isolated in our .iutonomy. The pl'inciples of this Tr.idltion gukle us to t.ike 
responsibility fOt" ourselves and our decisions. We think about our choices and their 
consequences, and <:ome to understand the reldtionship between the choices we m.ake dnd the 
things that happen to us. In our reading "Why Are We Here," we say, "Through our inability to 
take perso,,al respoosibility, we were actually c,'cating our owo p,oblems.•• Maoy years irlto 
recovery we may see this pattern repeat. The solution is described by the problem-taking 
pe.-sooal rcspoosibility frees us from our self-made prisoos. afM:I opens us to alternatives aod 
choices we may never have imagined. 

Being honest with ourselves about our financial reality is part of prac.ticing this Tradition. We 
may ask ourselves what Is appropriate for us to conuibute to NA. Considering this question in 
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the larger context of our lives helps us make a more responsible decision than when we dig in 
our pocket for change at any given meeting. One member shared, "When I was new, I 
panhandted so I'd have something to put in the basket. Another addkt found out, and told me 

to <ome to the meeting early and hefp set up <hairs instead. He said they needed~ at the 
meeting more than the money." Our money in the ba.sket is no more or less important than our 

attention to the speaker or our hand on the broom. It takes both money and t ime to do what we 
do, .Ind contributing what we <<tin when we can makes that possible. 

As a rnembet of .In NA group, we take pa,1 in developing., <Onsden<e <1bout how the group 

will meet its responsibilities and participate in the life of the larger fellow-ship. We are «.1lled 
upon to think about the ,esourccs and values of the group tmd NA in our community in 

relationship to our primary purpose, and to consider our persol\al relationship to NA as a whole. 
As we get involved in our home group and stafl to understaod m0<e about Nar<otics 

Anonymous, we tum our attention to the basket-sometimes with great suspicion. Curiosity 
about where our money goes and how it is spent drives maoy of us to learn about NA service 

and how it works. When trusted servants meet that suspicion with empathy and openness, it 
defuses our fear. We keep the fo<us on the primary purpose not only when we are making 
decisions about our resources, but also when we explain how NA works. Honest and open 

communkation allows each of us to feel safe and induded. 

We are called to consider this Tradition at every meeting when the basket is passed. The 
reminder that we drt? fully self.supporting is also .t commitment to the newcomer. We ensure 

that NA will remain nonaffiliated, and that a desire to stop using will a lways be the only 

requirement for membership. We commit to making sure NA w ill be here when an addict 
reaches out for help. we rnay express tl)at <ommit,nent in ,nany ways; ultilnately, it is how our 

gratitude speaks. 

Questions for Members 
The questions below offer a way to begin- or <ontinue--the process of writing, reflection, 

and discus.sio,, of this Tradition with your sponsor or other NA members. 

Jn NA 

,. How do I contribute to the well-being of the groups I attend? How else do I <ontribute to 
NA? How has this <hanged since I first came to NA? 

2. Do I do my part to help NA remain self,supporling?Wh:,t is the relationship between my 
gratitude and my contributions? What are some additional ways I <ould express my 
gratitude? 

J. How do I decide how much money to contribute to NA? Do I plan ahead, budget, or give 
the sal'ne an,ou1ll evel'y tiJ~? Oo I <ontribute at ev(!fy meeting? Do I give in other ways? 

4. How do my contributions compare to what I gave in my first year? Do I gWe more or less 
than I did when I attended more meetings? Do I give as much as the new<ome<s around 
me? 

5. How do I know when r m giving too mu<h or too little? What's the right level of 
contribution of time and money for me right now? 
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6. What expectations do I have about how the money I put in the basket is spent? How do I 
find out about or have a say in those decisions? 

7, What do I do when I am concerned about financial prac.tkes in NA? Do I ever act as if the 
amount of my contributions affects the importan<e of what I have to say? 

8. How does this Tradition help me understand anonymity? How does anonymity help me 
understand this Tradition? How do I practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

9. Oes<ribe some of the bridges between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve 
Steps. What do these bridges tectch ,ne about my t«ovety? 

10. What more c.an I do to put the principles of this Tradition into action? How would 
applyii,g this rn1ditio,, change my attitudes and actions? 

In All Our Affairs 

11. How have I applied this Traditioo outside NA? How else might the p,·indples of this 
Tradition guide my thinking or my actions? 

12. What has being a member of a self-supporting group taught me about self-support in 
other areas of my life? What does Tradition Seven teach me about living in society? 

13, What does it mean for me to be self,supporting? What are some aspects of self-support 
beyond money?What are some spiritual or emotional benefits of self-support? 

14. W11<1t does it rnean to be self-supporting in my relationships 01 in other dreas of my life? 

15. How do I balance self-support with and the need to sometimes accept help from others~ 
What is the difference between self-support and self-reliance? 

16. How does my application of Tradition Seven affect the way I live today? 

For Groups 
Protecting the integrity of the group is vital to maintaining the well-being of NA as a whole. 

As The Group Booklet points out, NA groups are the foundation of the NA service strocture. 
Tradition Seven otters two instructions to the group, one conditional and one definite. The first, 
each group '•oosht to be self-supporting," is conditional. Groups are not always completely self. 
supporting; but if a group is not, any help it gets comes from within NA. For example, sometimes 
an NA community helps a group get started or <ontinl,e to serve a clear need. The rest of the 
T1-ddhion1 ''dedining outside contributions/' i:s absolut<", We can never afford th<" cost of outside
help, even when we c,;1nnot see how to manage on ovr own. The humility this Tradition asks for 
will help us keep our pr'imary purpose in vit!W with every decision we make, 

We may all agree on the principle of self-support aod still have very different understandings 
of what that actually ,neans for oor group. Each group is autonomous, Md group practices vary 
widely. Groups do not tell each other whether or not to have refreshments, celebrations, or 
medallions; each grO\lp has chOtces about how to pafticipate in the fund flow aod how involved 
to be in the life of NA beyond its own doors. Still, we want to make infonned decisions about 
our partkipation, keeping our primary purpose In milld. The links between Traditions Five, Six, 
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and Seven are powerlul. Each group determines it.sown values and c ircumstances, as well as its 
relationship to NA as a whole. Each time we make a de<ision about how to use our resources, we 
can put our priorities in order by aski.ng ''How does this further our primary purpose?" 

Groups don't just hold meetings. Some groups celebrate their anniversaries, sponsor 

marathon meetings or speaker jams, or hold picnics or holiday parties. Some groops also further 
the NA message by providing lit~ature, offering support to existing events hosted by local 

service bodies, and participating in the fund flow by contributing to other levels of service. 
Groups beoefit frorn thoughtful discussion about how <111 event 01· celebration supports NA ur,ity 

and our primary purpose. Keeping in mind that NA funds and the time r1nd energy of our trusted 
servants Me limited resources, groups a,e responsible to think carefully about how these 

resources are used. Our Eleventh Concept reminds us that "NA funds are to be used to further 
our primary purpose, and must be managed responsibly.'' 

Our commitment to self-support is an act of faith. That faith sustains us even when we fall on 
hard times, or whe,, something unfortunate happe,,s. Money is stolen; we lose meeting space or 
prices go upj we count on an event as a fundraiser and it flops. Wllere Tradition Seven c.alls on us 

to find ways to support ourselves, Tradition Two reminds us we can take the long view. Hardship 
can bring us together in unity, and prosperity can separate us if we are not careful. When we are 
willing lo learn from our experience, a setback may be a call to action, not a link in an 

unbreakable chain. When we remember that there is but one ultimate authority, we can let go of 
the ne<."d to control or blarne .ind remember that setvice is alw<1ys a spiritual exerdsc. We trust 

each other, our Higher Power, and the consc:ience of our group. 

No matter what happens, we want every addic;t to feel safe in NA. We trust our trusted 
servants, and we hono, that trust by l)(Oviding thC111 with the tools a ,'KI safegu¥ds they need to 

be SlKCessful, including mentoring and support, service manuals, and local guidelines. We 
protect our tfu.sted servants wheo we prevent large sums of money from being the 

responsibility of any one person. Participating in the fund flow rather than hoarding or holding 
large sums in the group treasury allows us to pa,ticipate in the life of the Fellowship. This 

practice also reduces the risk or temptation that can come with large sums on hand. The 
Treosurer's Handbook can help the group keep good records and avoid unnecessary confusion. 

Paying for meeting space is one way we demonstrate self-support. When facilities will not 
accept money, we find other ways to give back. We may ask the fac.ility what we can do to carry 

our weight: We may help with cleaning or maintenance, or donate literature. However we give 
bac.k, it's importdnt that we do so consistently, dlld with a grateful hedrt. Every intc1Mlion with 

a tacility is public relationsj we set the tone for how we ;ire seen in our community. In one town, 
the fkst NA ,n~tings were known fo1 loud11ess and bad behavio,. It soon became difficult fo1 

new groups to find anywhere to meet. Taking responsibility for our group's relationship with the 
community around it is both an expression of self-suppoft for our own group aod a reflection on 

NA as a whole . 

When a group is able to meet its own needs, contribute to the se,vices beyond its doors, and 
plan responsibly, it shows in the atmosphere of the meeting. Good financial practices generate 
goodwill, even when need is great. When our actions are honest, open, transparent, and simple, 
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they are trustworthy. Our commitment to self.support ensures that our groups walk our talk, 
and stand or fall o ,, the power of the NA message- honesl, simple, and true. 

Group Inventory Questions 
Choose questions from the list below-or <reate/adapt your own-to focus on as part of a 

group discussion or group inventOf)', 

1. What are some ways to pr-actice self•support besides money? How else do members 
contribute to this group? What docs our group contribute to our loc.tl services? 

2. Has our group ever ,,eedcd to decline co,,tr'ibutions from noo ,nembers? How did OI 
would we go about doing so in a polite alld ,es))Cctrul manner? 

3. How does this group make de<isioos about how to SJ>Cnd our money? W1,.1t do we n-ced 
to fulfrn our primary purpose? How do we tell the difference between wants and needs? 
Ate we speoding responsibly? 

"1· Does our group make contributions to other levels of service in order to help carry the 
message What responsibility do we have for supportiog the growth of NA in our 
community and beyond? 

5. Ate there things our group spends money on that aren't directly related to our primary 
purpose? Do we make a distinction between funds collected to carry out our p.-imary 
purpose and other group expenses? 

6. Does our group keep financial records? Have we noticed ch.mges in our fi~ncial life 
recently? Over time? What decisions or discussions does this information prompt for us? 

7. Does our group live 'Mthin its means? How does our group make do when resources are 
sca,cc? Is it okay to pass the basket a second time? 

8. What planning and resources were needed to get this group started? Where should help 
come fro.-n when starting a new meeting? 

9. Does this group need a reserve of fuods? Why or why not?What would be a reasonable 
prudent reserve? What other financial safeguards c.an we put in place to protect both our 
resources and our trusted servants? 

10. Do we think we are entiUed to a greater say in service decisions if we contribute more 
time, energy, or money? Oo we allow any members of our groop to give more than their 
fair share? What is a fair share? 

11. Does our group depend on the <ontribvtions or literature pur<hases of new<omers ~o 
m('et its budget? How cc1n group members help to ern;ure that the weight of self-support 
doesn't fall on the newest members? 

u. Mow docs this Traditio,, help us under-stand anooymity? How docs aoonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

13. Discuss any bfidges belwc-cn this Traditioo a,-.d other Traditioos. What do these bridges 
teach us about our group? 

14. What more <an we do to bring the prir)(Jples of this Tradition into our group efforts? 
What could we do differently to better fulfill our primary purpose? 
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In Service 
Service bodies, tfke our groups, decline contributions from outside NA. Our service bodies, 

however, are not autonomous, and do not support themselves. Members and groups provide 
the direction and support necessary for our services to continue, and our service bodies operate 
within the means provided. Most of the time, in most of the Fellowship, our services operate on 
t ight budgets. Strong faith and hard work created our Fellowship, and the same spirit of 
sclffessness, resourcefulness, .ind joy in service sustdins us tod.-y. 

When we are t:xdtc.-d about carrying the NA message through ser'vke, we can ste how much 

there is to be done. Our enthusiasm brings NA to li fe, but it can als.o run away with us. When we 
commit to more than we can handle, we st<ul feeling that old des.per.ltion creeping ir~. It takes 
time to build services that we can sustain,-and that will sustain us. It's our responsibility to keep 
an eye on whether our efforts ii, service Me building up or burning out. The investment of time 
and energy that is called for in building solid, reliable services pays off in solid, reliable NA 
communities. 

Self-support means we support the services that support us by providing the necessary time, 
money, training, and compassion. Our infonnational pamphlets Money Matters and Funding NA 

ServiGeS each otter thoughts and guidance about adequately supporting our servkes. We give 
not just to take care of ourselves, but to make our message available to addkls near and far. The 
money we give is not just for our group or for NA locally; the funds passed on to other levels of 
service help NA .-s a glob.91 fellowship to fulfill our Vision for NA Service. 

When we ask our se,vice bodies to do somethh,g. we ,,eed to give them the resources to 
C:i!lrry out our instnKtions-which means we will support them with our time, money, and 
enthusiasm. In addition to makir~g sure we provide adequate suppo, t, we need to think about 
sustainability each time we ask our service bodies to take on a new commitment: Will our 
community be willing to support this over time? we discuss whethe< the level of commitment 
required is realistic for us, as well as other obligations that a lready exist. Trust in the process and 
in our Higher Power helps us sort out what we want, what we nee<f, and what we can afford. 

Our message is tree, but carrying it is not. Money is a necessity to keep many of our services 
operating. and the money that comes in through the basket is not always sufficient to cover 
those costs. Much of what we accomplish in service is funded by income from events, 
rnercllandise, literature sales, and so on, This has b~n the subject of debate :md contention at 
(imes, but the hlct remains: The portion of our income that comes directly from member 
contributions does not pay for an that we do in NA set:vke. Our p,actke of this T,adition is not 
served by lecturing one another about our inadequate contributions. As a fellowship, we are 
ofteo more wi1tfng to participate in fuodrai~rs than to co,,uibutc difectly. The respoosibility 
rests with each of us to determine what balance of fund flow we consider acceptable, and to 
wo,1<. toward that balance by stepping up in whatever way seems right to us. However, we do 
want to make sure that our efforts do not lead us to actively solicit money from those who are 
,,ot members. f0< example, we may sell fefreshments at an NA eve,n, but we don't have a bake 
sale at a shopping center. 
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If our events begin to take on a greater sense of importance than supporting our groups or 
reaching addicts in our community, we might want to look at our priorities. We wa,,t to ask 
ourselves whether money is diverting us, whether it's contributing to our unity or our division, 
and whether we are losing our sense of purpose. Goodwill and enthusiasm are attractive, an<I 
when we can see our contributions in action, we want to give. 

When fundraising starts to seein like the most important thing we're doing, our prtOrities are 
out of proportion. It <an be very easy for a service body that is funding itself, or that is finan<ially 
dependent on events and corwentio1-is, to los.e touch with its dccountability to the groups. Our 
Concepts remind U$ th.)t our service boards and committees are always answerable to the 
groups we serve, aod our Second Tf'ddition reminds us that a I ligher Powe, is ultim.ttely in 
charge. Every NA service body can benefit from periodically chec.king to see that its priorities are 
properly aligned with the pfimary purpose, <11-.d a simple way to do so is to look at \Vhe<e our 
human and financial resources are allocated. Events or activities may be easier to find trusted 
servants for tha,, publk relations or H&I panels. By practicing the faith that is ne<.essary in order 
to be self-supporting, we do a much better job of allowing a loving Higher Power to care for us. 

As we read this, addicts are finding hope and freedom in jails and institutions .all over the 
world. Isolated addicts are connecting with other NA members ontine, through the mail, and at 
conventions and service workshops. They are bringing NA home to places it didn't exist before. 
Somewhere in the world, right now, addicts are gathered in a meeting of Narcotics Anonymous. 
All of this happens through the energy, love, h.trd wort<., commitment, and generosity of addicts 
who have come together in de,speration and fovnd a new way to live. 

Workshop Questions 
The questions below offer a way to begio- or continue-a sel'Vice dik'.ussio,, or workshop 

focused on this Tradition. 

1. What does sclf-suppoft mean for sefVice bodies? What are the limits of self-support fof 
service boards and committees? 

2. Do our committees have the people, tr.aining, molley, or other support that they lleed to 
carry out their work? How do we support those who serve us? 

3. To what extent does this service body rely on funds other than group contributions to 
pay for our seivices? Have we experienced challenges related to fundrai.sing?What 
potential challenges might we guard against? 

4. What are our practices regarding activities or events th;it bring in money?What policies, 
guidelines, or general .. do ·s .. and -don·ts·· do we follow? 

s. Are our service priorities reflected in how we use our resources? How does our service 
body set pfiorities? Who do we hwolve in those conve<sattOns? 

6. Do we communicate with those we serve in ways that are understandable and open? he 
our accounting aod accountability practkes simple and traosparent? 
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7. How do we set and evaluate our prudent reserve? Have we ever made use of it?What 
purpose does it serve in this se,vke body? What is the differeoce between prudence and 
hoarding? 

8. Oo we have ways to prevent and/or address theft, misappropriation, and financial 
mismanagement? How do we protect our members and our resources at the same time? 
Does stealing disqualify someone from membership? 

9. I low do we detennine whether it's appropriate for us to accept non profit discounts, 
rc:>om•bl0<k rebates, bvlk•order discounts, or other incentive programs? 

10. t-low does this Tradition help us und('l'Staod aoonymity? How docs aoooymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

11. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition aod one or more of the Twelve Concepts. 
What do these bridges teach us about our service efforts? 

12. What more can we do to bring the prioc:ip les of this Tradition into our service efforts? 
What could we do differently to better carry out our services? 
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Our tradition of self•support keeps us alive and free. We can be 
creative in the ways that we gather resources and careful in how 
we use them. We must be very cautious in our relationships with 
those outside the Fellowship, continually checking our practices 
and motives to ensure that we are not accepting gifts or support 
that might compromise our integrity. Tradition Seven invites us 
to learn more about integrity and what it means to stick to 
principle without being rigid or ungrateful. W11en we practice 
Tradition Seven, we don't just nu-n away the donations of others; 
we demand of ourselves that we step up and meet our 
responsibilities. 

We learn that we can care for ou rselves and meet our needs. We 
can thrive and grow as a Fellowship even when resources are 
really thin. Generosity is an antidote to fear, and when we give 
freely, our hearts are Oiled. The value of this Trddition may be 
hard to see when we are deciding not to ask for help from those 
outside NA who would gladly offer support, but Tradition Seven 
in our Basic Text reminds us that "Everything ha'i its price." 
Practicing se(f.supportallows us richness beyond measure. When 
we support ourselves responsibly-as individuals. as groups, and 
as a Fellowship-we are rewarded In confidence. dlgnll)I, and 
freedom. We are responsible members of society today. and the 
reward for that is hope for t11e future. 
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Tradition Eight 
Narcotics Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional, 

but our service centers may employ special workers. 

Narcotics Anonymous is a Fellowship of people for whom drugs 
had become a major problem. We are recovering addicts who 
meet regularly to stay clean. llow often have we heard these 
words, or something like them? At every meeting we are 
reminded that we come together to share our experience, 
strengdi. and hope. We don't need anything more than that to 
help each other. 

Addiction Is a deadly disease. We don't always see our Str\lggle 
clearly when we are in it, but when we are clean and watch 
another addict in the grips, it's heartbreaking. We want so badly 
for them to get clean, but we may not feel qualified to help. In 
Narcotics Anonymous, we believe that no one is better qualified 
to help an addict than another addict in recovery. We share with 
e;,.ch other our experience in t1ddiction and the steps we took
and continue to take-to experience freedom. 

Each of us has something to offer. We don't need specialized 
training to carry the message; all we need to do is pay attention. 
We give what was so freely given to us. When we share what is 
in our heart, even when we are in great pain, we connect. The 
simple, priceless gift we give each other is the recognition of our 
humanity. 

We can't buy our way out of addiction, and we can't seU it either. 
Recovery is a gift. given freely, passed from hand to hand and 
heart ro heart. Sharing our recovery restores our faith and 
gratitude. Seeing that we are not alone frees us from the isolation 
and alienation of addiction. 

Narcotics Anonymous remains forever nonprofessional 
because what we give is beyond words, beyond measure. 

The very best we can give is ourselves
we give freely, and what we give is hope. 
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Tradition Eight 
At a casual g lallCe, Tradition Eight might not seem like one of our more "spllitual" Tradltk>ns, 

but in fact it reaches to the core of our spiritual program. By committing to being 

nonprofes.sional, we ensure that our simple way will be an enduring legacy-freely given among 
equals, our program is safe from the whims and fancies of the public. We are also free from any 

implied authority or expertise of our members. When we "come to an linderstanding of the 
program for ourselves," we become sl<llled at sh.aring our own recovery. No one certifies us as 
NA members, a,,d no one ea,, fire us. Our incmb~rship, our rccovety, and our e:xperience dr<! 

o~irs alone. 

Many of our members are professionals in their own l'ight, including some who work with 

addicts, but we do not hire people to carry our message. Reaching out from addict to addict is 
an application of aoooymity: we leave our p,ofessiooal identities at the door. In m<.'etings, we 

are present to one another as equals, as addicts seeking recovery and carrying a message of 
hope, regardless of our titles or our relationships outs.de. Our trusted sefVants are 1l0t 

counsefors or supervisors; our meetings are not classes or therapy groups. We come together to 
s~re our experience, and in Narcotics Anonymous we are all experts on our own stories. We 
may bring skills or experience with us, but we don't bring status. Our relationship to recovery 

and to service is simple; in NA, we are addicts who have found a way out, and that is what we 

share. 

Nonprofessiondl is not the sarne as unprofessional, 1 he term "nonprofessional," for us, is., 

rcmioder thal we frt-elycarry the message to ooe another in an atmosphere of equalily, The 

term "unprofessional," on the other hand, means "below $tandard"-and that most certainly 
does not dcscl'ibe our S<'<vice effo11s. lhefc is no room for professionalis,n io how we share the 

message with one another, but the same is not always true for how we carry out our services. 
we are reliable and responsible; we plan and execute our efforts ir, service to our goal of 

carry;ng the message; we keep records, honor contracts, pay fairty, and act according to the 
fule-s of the venues ill which we meet. We understaod that part of carrying an attractive 

message is ensuring that our behavior is appropriate. When we engage in public relations, our 
appearance is appropriate to our audience. 

Tradition Eight's insistence that we remain a nonprofessional Fellowship allows each of us to 
recover and share a.s equals. No matter what direction life takes us in, we can continue to live 

and re<over together in NA. Anonymity means that no matter who we are ovtside, how long we 
have be-ell dean, or wh.tt we have done in NA service, we're just dnother member staying cle.m 

another day. Each of us has a message to carry, and we all need each other. Our beliefs about 
who or what we are, or how we thi,,k we arc perceived, matte-r vc,-y little. 

In some cases it's difficult or impossible to accomplish service tasks solely with members 
S<'rving on a vofuotary basis. Phooclioe seivke is a common example: we want to eosure that 

addicts seeking help have a chance to talk to NA members, but many communities contract with 
an outside company to ensure that calls are always answered a,'Kt prop<.'tly forwarded. Our 
internet presence, as well, may need development or maintenance beyond our local abilities. We 

contract for those services we need to ensure that addicts seeking help can reach us. 
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We begin with a vision, and that vi.sion becomes a reality. In the transition, maintaining 
spifitual obligations while meeting legal and administrative commitments may be deepty 
challenging. There are times when we need expert assistance, and situations where we need 
consistency, continuity, and accountability that would be impractical or unrealisti< to ask of 
members on a voluntary ba.si.s. Traditioo Seven reminds us that we cannot allow any member to 
give more than their fair share, but it may take thought and pr-ayer to determine what that is. 
Asking members to bring an .tsped of their professional identities into NA service can 
complicoilte the relations.hip between that member and NA. not just in obvious ways but also in 
w.tys we may not expect. As we look at that balance, we m.ty realize th.tt we need to hire 

someone-whether for r1 short t ime, as when we engage a lawyer to help us with legal issues, or 
ove, the long tc,m, as wheo we employ someooe to staff <1 local se1vice office. The job of 
carrying our message is forever nonprofessional. Our trusted servants, specia l workers, and 
those we hire for specific tasks all perform duties that ultimately support our vision, serve our 
primary purpose, a,ld help NA grow. 
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WORD BYWORD 
Define, expand on, ordarify the words or phtases from thi.s Tradition, oneot a time or in 
relation to each other, for writing or discuss.On with your sponsor or other NA members. 

Example: forever 
It's unusual for a "just for today'' program to use the word "forever." forever means 

without interruption, going forward into the future without end. It means we do something 
continu<1lly. 

To say that we remain "forever nonprofessional" is a commitment. We are not mostly 
nonpror~ssional, or nonprofossional os it serves us. No matter what, in all cases, Narcotics 

Anonymous works the same way: one addict freely helping another. Our message is hope and 
the promise of freedom from active addiction. we l>clieve that aoy addict can stop using dnJgs, 

lose the desire to use, and find a new way to live. As members of a nonprofessional program, we 
are the ones who cafry our message, reach out to the sutrefing addict, and take care of our 

meetings and our services. We can see a dear relationship between thi.s Tradition and Tradition 
Seven. Carrying our message freely, in a spirit of anonymity and equality, frees us from the 
obligations and controversies so common outside our doors. 

SPIRITUAL PRINClPLF.S 

Each TradiHon embodies a variety of spiritual prindples. The list of principles and 
values below may be useful as we consider applications of this Tradition. Explore them 
in wr;ting or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. tf other prindples or 
values not listed below seem relevant for you, include those os well. 

humility prudence anonymity integrity 
surrender flexibility autonomy self-acceptance 

stability consistency accountability 

Example: humility 
Humility is an ho1lest assessment of the truth about ourselves, including our abilities and 

limitations. It can be hard for us to let go of the idea that we should be able to handle all of the 
challenges we face on our own. The fact that we can't do it ourselves all the time, that we 

SQme:time-s need a little help from outside, may be humbling. We struggle with this surrender 
when we .are new in NA, .Jnd whenever we return to the first few Steps. In service, we can 

become overloaded, burned out, and angry at other members who aren't doing what we think 
they should be doir)g, It is an act of humility Md self-acceptance to adfnit when it rnakes sense 

to pay someone to carry out certain tasks for us. 

we do what we can, and theo step back. we don't hire professionals to facilitate or <-hair our 

recovery meetings or to do our Twelfth Step work for us, but there are some tasks that are 
either so spe<.ialized or so time-intensive that hiring someone makes sense. Balancing 
willingness and humility means that we are able to step up to the work we are able to do, and 

also admit that sometimes we need help. 
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For Members 
Opportunities to practice Tradition Eight in our personal recovery aren' t obvious to many of 

us at first. NA remains forever nonprofessional, but many of our members are professionals in 
their own right; practicing this Tradition does not mean that we tum away from our careers or 
pretend not to be who we are. Still, no matter what professional skills or knowledge we h.ave
induding aboot addiction, recovery, or spirituality-Ws our direct personal experience that is 
valuable in Narcotics Anonymous. We freely !>h<1re N.A recovery with each other. Being ourselves 
Md sharing our experience gives hope to the stm suffering addict. All of our servke efforts 

c:ome back to our primary purpose, cre-,ting opportuni tif.>$ for addicts to freely help one another. 
Each of us shares our e.xpe,ience, slrcngth, and hope in our own way. 

Tradition Eight builds on the guidance of Tradition Seven. Although we support ourselves 
through oul' OWfl contributions, thefe are times when we n~d assistance. Asking f0< help is an 
act of humility, whatever the circumstance. There are many things we can do ourselves, but we 
all need help from lime to time. Gaining dafity about our needs and capabilities frees us from 
dependency on one end of the spectrum and the illusion of self.sufficiency on the other. We 
wortc best when we remember to act in a spirit of humility, unity, and anonymity. Leadership 
skills in NA inc.lude holding our tongue, knowing our limits, and asking fOf" help when we need to. 

Service offers growth. We come into NA broken, and we learn how to live. Much of that 
learning happens in service; in fact, we expect one another to learn, grow, and develop new 
skills in service. Sponsorship, mentorship, learning days, .ind guidelines all help us learn lo do the 
tasks set before us as we further our message. We know that this is an ongoing pro<ess, and 
demanding perfection can keep us from moving ;,,head at all. Our knowledge grows as we visit 
va,ious types of service meetings. we learn to listen and find ,,ew interests. we may move from 
one kind of service to another; after a long time in public relations service, for example, we 
might fo<us our ene,gy on group-level service for a while, or join an activities committee. ll can 
be good for us and good for the local NA community when we try new roles, or when a new 
member dives into service. 

We are nonprofessional, but we have high expectattOns for our trusted servants. Rising to 
meet those expectations is part of how we learn in service. The term "service'' suggests that we 
are providing a service to NA, but the wortc we do for NA also serves us, allowing us to leam and 
grow with the experience. Many of us learn to keep financial records as a parl of taking on a 
treasurer's commitment, or learn to ftlcilitate a business meeting by chairing a service body. As 
trusted servants, we me,_"<'l the challenges before us besl when we .ire given the room to shine. 
When we try to (ontrol people or outcomes, we are diverted from our purpose. Non professional 
does not ,n-ean that we are noncom,nittal, but it does ,neao that sefvice is not a career for us. 
Ensuring that we remain a volunteer enterprise keeps us focused on our purpose rather than our 
personal ambition. Out fecovcty depends on Narcotks Monymous. 

Sponsorship is a nonprofessioRal relationship, passing on what was given to us. It may he 
intimate°' rigid; for most of us, it's somewhe,e in betwee,,. But sponsors are ,,ot therapists, 
counselors, or parole officers. If we forget that sponsorship is not a professional relationship, we 
risk acting as if sponsors have authority, rather than experiell(e to share. Or, we may risk 
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treating our sponsor as an employee, to be "fired" or reprimanded when they don't meet our 
e.xpectations. 

Our professional identity alld our life in NA may have nothing at all to <lo with each other. Or 
we may be very good at re<.ognizing and maintaining boondaries between one and the other. 
But sometimes it is not so dear. For example, when a member who is a lawyer is asked to weigh 
in on a legal issue, or a member who is a chef is asked to cook for an event, both the member 
and the committee benefit from considering what boundaries are necessary and appropriate. 

for members in some professions, there might be fo,mal or iMonnal restrictioos that seem 
to conflict with our recovery. A member shared, "I was working nights in a detox, and I really 
connected with this paticrn. I wanted to reach out to hcf when she was released, but the facility 
stipulated no contact between clients and employees for two years after release. It was hard to 
make peace bt>tweeo my job a,-.ct my Twelfth Step. I was able to help her read, out to some 
women in t.he rooms who could help her." Another member explained, •• Living and working in a 
small town, it was hard to go to meetiogs that were full of my dieots. I drove to •mother town 
for meetings, even though it was far, so I could share freely,., 

When we do have specialized skills or knowledge, we may be asked by other members for 
advice, or we may do business with people we meet in the rooms. Some of us may be 
comfortable with this; for others, being addressed on the basis of our profession feels 
uncomfortable or unsafe. When bt.Jsiness relationships sour, it <an be hard to keep <orning back 
to the same m~tin~ or to allow others space to rcc.ove,-, without trying to build a case or 
defend ourselves. Wt/' all deserve the I ight to recover in dignity, and ke-cping oui- work separate 
from our lives in NA may he an important part of preserving that right for ourselves. 

Many of us have training or speciali1;ation in a particular field; some of us are degreed and 
ceftified, and some of us wofk in addict.ion t,catment in one way or aoothe,. we ,nay be very 
proud of these accomplishments, and it can be difficult to separate recovery from our 
p,ofessional lives or education. Still, we are asked to leave our crede-ritials at the door. In 
Narcotics Anonymous, we are all addkts seeking recovery. Tradition Eight does not mean we 
can never speak of what we do outside of NA. We do, however, have a responsibility to think 
about what we share and the message we carry. Navigating our professional identity in an 
anonymous Fellowship <an be <hallenging. As members, we are here to share in the NA 
message, not to diagnose, advise, or consult. 

Questions for Members 
lhe questions bt!'low offer a way to begin- or <Ontinue-thc process of w,iting, 1'1-flection, 

and discu$.5ion of this Tradition with your sponsor or other NA members. 

In NA 

1. What is the difte,ence betweeo a professional and nooprofessional app<oach to 
recoveryr How does our <ommitment to remaining noop,ofessional protect the 
therapeutic value we find in NA? 

l. How did I first experience the nonprofess.ional nature of Narcotics Anonymous~ How do I 
practke it? 
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3. Do I have personal interaction with spec.ial workers? What has that taught me about NA? 

4. Do I treat my servke worlc as a career? Do I ever act as if my service in NA affects my 
value as a member? 

5. Whal are t.he healthy boundaries between my work life and my membership in NA? Mow 
do I keep the focus on recovery rather than my job? 

6. Does my work or other expe11ise come into the rooms in some way? Oo I try to gain 
authority, power, or position in NA based on my profession or other expertise 

7. Mow does this Traditio,, help 1rK' ur\d(:1:-Stand anonyrnity? How does anonymity help me 
understand this Tradition? How do I practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

8. Ocscri~ any b, idges between this Tradition and Ol'K' or more of the Twelve Steps. What 
do these bridges teach me about my recovery? 

9. What more can I do to put the pfir,dples of this Tradition into actio,,? How would 
applying this Tradition change my attitudes and actions? 

Jn All Our Affairs 

10. How have I applied this Tradition outside NA? How else might the principles of this 
Tradition guide my thinking or my actions? 

11. Are there other areas in my life where my work life needs to be separated from my other 
interests? How do I pr.tctice that? 

12. W'hen do I need to call on professionals to help me in my life or work? How do I make the 
decision to hire someone to perform a task or solve a problem? 

13. Do I try to do things myself that I really should tum over to a professional? Do I want 
other people to do things for me that I could or should do myself? What factor's do I 
coosider when makiog a decision? 

14. Do I try to gain authority, power, or position h, my professional life based on my 
membership in NA? 

For Groups 
Tradition Eight offers further understanding of how we create an atmosphere of recovery. 

The NA group is the first experience most of us have with the principle of anonymity in action, 
and our at,nosphc.-e of recovery depends on Uldt anonymity. Our commitment ensures that we 

come to each other as equals, that we treat each other as peers, and that we don't mi.stake one 
or more 1ne,nbe1s as authorities on NA re<overy. 8ei,,g oor1profession.al is 01H~ of the keys to 

freedom in Narcotics Anonymous. Bf:Cause we are not engaged with the work of professionals, 
we are free fron, the pressure to ~rform by the guidelioes and standards they do, Md we are 

free from the theories and dinical models that shape or determine their work with addicts. The 
NA message is a key to freedom, aod we carry it just by telling the tfuth about our own lives. 

Our groups don't hife p,ofessionals to moderate, fadlitate, supervise, or le<ture in our 

recovery meetings. We don't pay people to carry our message for us. The message is ours alone 
to carry; what we share freely with one another is priceless. There is no certification we could 
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offer, no credential we could seek, that would make one addict better suited to reach another. 
Everything we do is summafiz.e<I in the visk>n of the addict with two days telling the addict with 
one day that it works. The experience we share, tile Steps we work, the late-night calls-all 
serve to remind us ll\at one addict helping another is without parallel. 

Part of creating an atmosphere of anonymity in our meetings involves creating meeting 
forrnats that help demonstrate our equality. Many groups strocture their meetings in ways that 
discourage cross talk or other S<enarios that c0t.1ld eas.ily lead us to give advice rather than s.l\are 
our ex.pc,-icnce. Even whet, groups have a speaker or two share for the et1tire allotted rn~ting 
time, it's dear that these members are not authorities on NA, but simply member$ sharing their 
own recover')', Some groups ex.pe,ience situations in which one or two cha, is,natic or influential 
members may begin to seem like authority figures, even without intending to do so themselves. 
"There was a couple who pretty much rao the meeting when I fkst star"ted atteoding,'' one 
member shared. "The way everyone seemed to go to them for answers, it took rne a while to 
realiz.e they weren't the NA counselors." When groups find ways to encourage equal 
participation, we avoid giving newcomers tile wrong impression. 

Experienced group members aren't the only ones who may be mistaken for authority 
figures. When members who are professionals a re allowed lo leave those identities at the door, 
they have the chance both to freely share recovery- not expertise-and to hear lifesaving 
wisdom from people they might not listen to in their ordinary lives. When members who are not 
profossion.tls see that qualifications in the outside wor'ld don't m.ttlt?f in NA, it sends the 
me-ssage that NA is a place where wisdom, experience, empathy, and humanity are valued more 
than anything else. 

Our nonprofessional status frees u.s in many ways. we leam to show up, keep our 
commitments, and solve our differences. We learn how to learn. We don't need to worry 
whether we•n~ good e,~ough- we simply share our exper'ience. NA can do what it does best and 
each of us can do what needs to be done. If we are honest, open-minded, and willing to ask for 
help, we cao rise to any cMllenge. like so many things in recovery, what matters is that we 
show up aOO do the w()O(., to the best of our ability. Tile rest has a way of wonting itself out. 

It's a funny thing to say, but in this anonymous Fellowship, all we have is our name. We come 
in without titles or associations, and come to know each other through our words and actions. 
Everything else that seems to matter outside of Narcotics Anonymous doesn't matter inside. 
Not only are we equal in membership "regardless of age, race, sexval identity, creed, religion, or 
lack of religion," but also regardless of soc-idl cl.i.ss, edue.ttion, e.tr~, or credentials. Our bond 
as fellows begins and ends at one thing: We are addicts with a desire to stop using. We come to 
NA, and we br'ing our' sufferir,g with us. Nooe of us a, l'ives to NA at our best, but each of us finds 
that we have mote to offer the world than we had ever imagined. 

Group Inventory Questions 
The questions below offer ways to begin-or continue-group inventory or discussion 

focused on this Traditioo. 

1. What do we mean by nonprofessionol! How does this matter to our group? 
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l. Do people at our meeting give advice or feedback in response to what other addicts 
share, or do members focus on shafing their own experience 

3. If we sign court cards or otherwise verify attendance, how do we do so in a way that 
allows us to remain non professional ~md nonaffitiate<I? 

4. What are some strategies we can use to ensure that addicts feel safe sharing and a dear 
message is carried? How does our nonprofession.al approach meet common challenges 
lfke a strong tre.strnent presence, d lot of newcomers, or professionals altending with 
their dient.s? 

5. t-low does our g,oup respo1-.d when profossior)als, students, or oth-crs come to obsel've 
our meeting? 

6. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

7. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition and other Traditions. What do these bridges 
te3Ch us about our group? 

8. What more can we do to bring the prioc.iples of this Tradition into our group efforts? 
What could we do differently to better fulfill our primary purpose? 

In Service 
Our nonprofessional dpproac.h to recovery is practiced in every NA community in the world, 

Service centers, and special workers, on the other hand, are fo.und in relatively few places in our 
Fellowship. When we hire or contract with someone for any task in NA, we understand that this 
is exceptional fo1 us. we se-ck to define as clearly as we cao what we arc hir'i,,g the-in for', a,-.ct 
what are the limits of that job. Special workers answer to NA service bodies, and they work 
within the guidance of our' Traditio,,s to ea fry out their' tasks. 

When we think of special workers, we may focus on the full~time staff at NA World Services, 
or we may consider the desk del'k, shipper, or office manage< at the ,,earest NA service center. 
These are special workers-but what about the vendors at our conventions? What about the 
answering service we engage with to route our helpline calls? Many of the people we employ
or pay to do worit for us in some way-are not employees and may not fit neatly under the label 
"special wortcers." Still, the guidance in Tradition Eight <.<ln be applied for those situations as 
well. We do not ask the vendors with wllom we work to apply our Traditions, but we apply them 
ourselves as we consider the question, shape the relationship, and create a contract in whi(h we 
c.;an practice our principles when we engage in the commercial world. Hiring a special worker is 
not nece:ssa.1 ily a "r0t·ever'" comrnitmei,t. We ,nay hi,c a special wo1kcr to help us straighten out 
our financ;ial records and then find that we can do the day~tc;day bookkeeping on our own. Our 
needs, resoul'ccs, and abilities fluctuate over' time, and we adapt accordii,gfy. 

Our trusted servants are vital parts of our services at every level. Someone has to do the 
won<. of NA. Member' volunteel's and tl'usted sefvants, with the help of special wor'ker's, come 
together to serve NA. There are many different roles in service, and they ought never represent 
or create <lasses of member'ship. If we practice service as a pan of our recove"Y, it is likely that 
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we will serve in many different roles over time. Some of us never hold a service position at 
all-and again, our membership never depends on our involvement or lack of l,wolveme-nt. 

Our trusted servants are responsible, and we often hold them to high standards for 
perfonnance. Still, we do not treat our trusted servants as employees. Although service matters 
to the tn.isted servant and to the bo<ly, we still know that people have other priorities and that 
life sometimes intervenes. Our trusted servdnts lend to have jobs, families, or other parts of 
their lives outside NA that are important to them just as their service to NA is. We often serve in 
our span.~ time, even when what w~ do i,, se,vice feels like one of the most import.ml things in 
our lives. Setting prioriti(:s .,1mong our many obligations. is one of the most vah,i.able, and difficult, 
things we do in servke. 

Stories of early members who made great personal sacrifices on behalf of NA are inspiring. 
Recovering addkts, h,spire<I by the possibility of what NA could be, gave of themselves 
completely and made sacrifices that were truly heroic. That spirit is a part of who we are and 
how we came to be. There are stm times arKf places where members give of themselves beyood 
reason or expectation. To expect or demand that level of commitment from all trusted servants 
would dishonor those who gave so much to build a foundation. That foundation allows us to 
recover in soc.iety, to build healthy lives and healthy NA communities. We respect our trusted 
servants, and understand that service is one part of our live.s-and often not our only priOfity. 
Tradition Eight makes it possible to enlist the help of people beyond our volunteer trusted 
serv,mts in order lo get .some of our work done. Special workers hdve a dif-ferenl type of 
responsibility and are held accountable in much more specific ways for their performance. 
Vnlike trusted servants, whose obligations to NA ;,ire primarily spiritual in nature, special workers 
are obligated contractually. The fo,mality of employmeot and compensatioo adds a ,neasure of 
accountability to the work that is not always possible with trusted servants. 

we doo't hire professioo.als to do se,vke for us, but rather to support our se,vke efforts. for 
example, we may hire someone to record the meetings at our convention, print the T-shirts we 
sell, or audit our financial records to ensure that our a«ountiog is adequate aod 3<curate. Each 
time we make a dec..ision to engage a paid worker, we do it with a dear understanding of the 
a«ountability, a fair rate of pay, the task at hand, and the limits of the job. 

There is. a distin<tion between employing a special worker and reimbursing trvs.te<I servants 
for service-related expenses. Reimbursement makes it possible for many o f us to serve when 
travel or other expenses might limit service to those who could afford it. Payment to a special 
worker, on the other hand, is a f<1i1· r-~te ford speciftc job. We pay spe<.ial workers for theit time 
and expertise. Our commitment to seff--support means not accepting outside contributions, and 
considering carefully what is appropriate to ask of our members. When a task is a pl'io1lty fot us 
and calls for significant ex~rtise or time involvement, we seek out paid assistance and budget 
acc0<dingly. 

Any decision to hire a special wo,ke, should <ome after serious coosideratioo and discussioo 
by the service body. We considef our needs, our budget, and our plans. We deterrnine what our 
process wm be for hiring, firing, and contra<ting w()n(. we think carefully about the tasks that 
will be assigned, 00w performance will be measured, and to wOOm our special workers will be 
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accountable. Without a well-defined understanding of the job, the pay, and tile structure within 
which the special wo,ke, operates. we a,e inviting p,oblems down the ,oad. Uode,standin:g the 
legal requirements that may apply, and knowing who will be accountable for meeting those 

nxauirements, is another matter that must be considered. 

Specia l worli:ers may have varying levels of input on the work that is done, but they remain 
accountable to NA service bodi~. A special worker may be involved in a particular kind of 

service for much longer than the truste<I servants around them; the institutional memory they 
cany might be vital to the dcdsions d body will makc. lhe job of a spedal wo1 ker is to c:any out 

the wm of the service body to which they are assigned. Even if a spe<i.al woricer is a member, 
T1.tdhion Eight cladries that there are no professional ,ecovering addicts in NI\. Tr'usted sel'Vants 

and special workers work together to accomplish tasks, assist with Fellowship decision making, 
o, help commu,,ities leam about NA and NI\ service, but do not shafe their pefS<>1-.al ,e,covefy Of 
sponsor people as part of their responsibilities. We are grateful for the work of our trusted 
se,vants, along with our spe<ial wo,kers and the vafious veodors we do business with. Prudeot 

use of these resources makes it possible for us to create an environment in NA where members 
are able to freely share recovery with one a1\0ther. By doing what we can for ourselves and 
paying for help when necessary, we ensure that Narcotics Anonymous is able to remain forever 

nonprofessional. 

Workshop Questions 
The questions below offer a way to begin-or continue-a service discussion or workshop 

focused on this T1c1dilion. 

1. What does being "forever nonp,ofessional" mean for our service cffo,ts? Does that 
change the way we approach our work? How does that affect the ways we work with 
othe, o,gMizatioos o, the pul>lid 

l. Has our service body needed assistance from professionals or contract workers to 
complete a task o, project? When would we consider hifing a spe<ial worker? 

3. What tasks take too much specialization or time to ask volunteers to do? How do we 
balance our aspirations with our resources? If we are not able to hire outside assistance, 
what are our alternatives moving forward? 

4. What can special workers do in NA? What work can't we hire specia l worli:ers to do? 

5. Have we had any inlera-c.lion with a sped.ii worker? Why, and what was the outcome? 
What would be a reason to contact or visit an NA service office? 

6. Why do some cornrnunities have service offices?W11at drc the advantages/disadvant.tgcs 
of having Oil('? Why would we decide to open-or dose-a service office? 

7. Wl,at ,espoos.ibnlties do we have to the special worke,s we employ? Mow do we fuUill 
those responsibilities? 

8. Wllat a<lministnitive needs would hifiog spe<ia l wo,ke,s de.-naod of us? Would we oeed 
legal or tax status to do so? Who would supervise, hire, and pay that wOfker?What 
additional bookkeeping would be requifedr Would having an employee be more wo,k 
than doing the task ourselves? 
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9. Do we use contract workers or outside vendors at our conventions or events? What 
coosideratioos are involved in doh,g so? Oo we have sta,,dard practkes in plac<- for 
collecting bids or deciding who to contract with? 

10. If our event or service body is making NA merchandise available, have we consulted the 
relevant service bulletins about the use of our logos and trademarks? Are we going about 
it in a way that is in harmony with the Fellowship·s conscience? 

11. How does membership in NA .tffect a spe<.ial worker's relations.hip with tile Trdditions? If 
a special worker isn·t a member, can the Traditions still apply? 

11, Wh<Jt do we do if a well meanir,g nonmember volunteers to perform <I t<I.Sk for us, such 
as legal or financia l services? At what point would this type of work constitute an outside 
«>1ltl'ibutior) in tenns of Tradition Sev<-n? Oo<-s it ,nake a diffcr<-nce if the individual is a 
family member of someone in NA? 

13. How do<-s this Tradition help us uoderstand anonymity? How does anonymity h<-lp us 
u1,<1erstand this Tradition? How do w<- practice anonymity in t<-rms of this Tradition? 

14. Discuss any b<idges betw<-en this Tradition cmd ooe or mor<- of the Twelve Concepts. 
What do these bridges teach us about our service efforts? 

t5. What more can we do to bring the principles of this Tradition into our service efforts? 
What coold we do differently to belter carry out our services? 
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The guidance of our Traditions is simple: We are prudent with our 
funds and we pay fairly for what we need. We learn to practice 
discretion in how we select our services, and we recognize that 
perception is an important factor in avoiding connicts of interest. 
The result is that we do not need to defend our relationships witJ1 
other organi1.ations, because practicing Traditions Six, Seven, and 
Eight together ensures our autonomy from any of the people or 
organizations d1at would be willing to use our name. It also 
protects us from being drawn into political or financial scandals 
and from any suspicion that we, on our own, are insufficient to 
carry our message. Insecurity puts us at risk. The Traditions keep 
us on track by reminding us that the spiritual principles we follow 
are more precious- and more powerful-than the seemingly 
attractive benefits that can so easily d ivert us. 

Because there is no such tl1ing as a professional NA member, we 
are all free to recover together, to learn from each other, and to 
practice anonymity. We demonstrate integrity in the respect we 
show to each other and to our special workers. In spite of 
challenges or disagreements that arise, we know that we all serve 
for the same reason: We love Narcotics Anonymous, and have a 
desire to help the addict who still suffers. We need no degrees. 
certifications, or training to carry the NA message- a ll we need is 
our experience, strength, and hope. 
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Tradition Nine 
NA, as such, ought never be organized, but we may create 

service boards or committees directly responsible to those they serve. 

NA is a spiritual program. Whalever boards and committees we 
create. however many meetings we hold, it's the spirit of NA that 
matters. We feel that spirit fill a room when we gather for a 
meeting, but it's not the room that matters. We carry NA with us, 
but It's bigger than we are. 

When one addict helps another, NA is there. NA isn't one addict 
or the other; It's the helping, the sharing, the spirit or unity, the 
reeling or hope shared between us. W11en we read NA literamre 
or listen to an addict share, we experience Narcotics Anonymous. 
When we write. when we pray, when we answer the phone even 
though we're tired or busy, or when we reel like using but we talk 
ro another addict instead-that's NA It's not just a thing; it's 
action. ChaplerTen in our Basic Text describes love as the "now 
of life energy from one perso n 10 ano1J1er." We offer il in 
meetings, at the #meeting after the meeting," on the phone, 
onlinc, at our 11&1 panels, and in our literature. We share 
experience, strength, and hope to help one another stay clean 
one more day. 

NA lives in our hearts, our minds. our spirits, and our actions. We 
are Narcotics Anonymous, and what we do-the empathy and 
care we show each other, the experience. strength, and hope we 
bring-that is "NA. as such." 

NA is like the air we breathe; it surrounds us when we share 
recovery. It flows between us, constantly changing. 

We can no more keep recovery by holding it to ourselves 
than we could keep oxygen by holding our breath. 
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Tradition Nine 
Our service efforts in Narcotics Aoonymous help to make it possible for one addict to reach 

out to another. We began as a few addK.ts with hope, vision, and a willingness to serve. Today, 
NA meetings bring hope and help to addicts seeking recovery all over the world. What we have 
accomplished together is amazing. The fact that we have done it witllout being organized seems 
incredib le, but in fact i t is foundational. Our growth could not have happened without 
;,pplication of these principles. 

T ogethc,, we do so rnuch. we star'l 1l'lceti1,gs Md keep the doors op,w. we cany the 

message into hospitals and institutions. We inform governments, agencies, and related 
professions what NA is and how we cao help. we create newsletters aod se,vke mate<iats that 
help us serve more effectively. We write and translate literature to ensure that the message we 
carry is ttue and consisteot across time and distance. As we have grown, we have «eated 
service boards and committees in many differen t ways. Groups have come together to form 
service bodies that help them achieve their primary purpose. Service bodies have formed 
workgroups, boards, and committees lo accomplish the tasks that support the groups. 

We understand that "ought never be organized" doesn't mean that we do what we do 
without any planning or predictability. Our meetings are at regt1lar times and places; we create 
and maintain rneeling schedules, websites, and phonelines. In order for us lo grow and recover, 
we need some structure. Administration is not the same as governance, and the stn,ctures we 
create in servke are not the kind of organizalion this l'rddilion dddreS5eS. We .-bsolulely 
organize our service effol'lS, our meetiog schedules, ar-.d our cve,,l talendars. What is never 
organized is the part that matters most: one addict helping another, reaching out and sharing 
fro,n hea,1 to hea,1. The wordless language of empathy is what ,nakcs NA wo, k. Without thal, 
the rest of what we do would be meaningless. 

we do oot Ofganize what people say; we do not choose who wm reach out to whom, assign 
sponsors, mandate Step work, or insist that the Twelve Steps must be wonted in one certain 
way. There is no certifying exam to quaHry one addtC.t to help another, we do not drug test each 
other, and our membership is not determined by the quantity or quality of work we do. We 
never know who will save our lives, or the life of another addicl, or wllo will help an addict gel 
the message or stay clean another day. Each of us shares our experience, strength, and hope in 
our own way, and the resull is something bigger than any of us could manage or organize-it's 
the spirit of one addi<t helping another. 

We c.in't organize our collective spirit; it's free . .,,owcve,-, we ca1"""""""nd we must- ensure 
that that spirit has all it needs to thrive and grow. Chapter Two in our Basic Text tells us, "The 
hear't of N/\ beats when lwo addicts Shafe their recovc,y." That heartbeat is "NA, as such." The 
work we do in service to NA ought a lways be in a spirit of unity: We hold each other 
accountable, and we are resJ)Onsiblc to those we se,ve, so that our personalities arc less likely to 
diven us. The practice of being responsible to those we serve teaches us to surrender to the will 
of the group and have patience with the process. Theses.kills serve us in our personal recovery 
and in our ongoing development a.s a Fellowship. 
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WORD BYWORD 
Define, expand on, or darify the words or phrases from this Tradition, one at a time or 
in refation to each other, for writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA 
members. 

Example: responsible 

We can underst.md the word "responsible" in d number of diffe.-ent ways, and each brings 
another vnderstanding of Tradition Nine. Deriving from the root "to respond," the word implies 
cornrnunkation. Oei,,g responsible means that we are a<cou1Hable for our .tctio,,s; it also means 
that we are able to respond to something coming from o utside our$etves. Having a feeling is one 
kh\d of response; sharing that focUng is aoothct kind. When we are responsible, we are both 
accountable and in communication. These two parts a re especially important to us in NA, 
because our indioation is often to mistake respoosibility for owoetship or colltrol- and no one 
of us owns any part of NA. We take care of it with each other, for each o ther, and for the addict 
still to come. 

SPIRIT UAL PRINCIPl,.ts 

Each TradiHon embodies a variety of spiritual principles. The list of principles and 
values below may be useful as we consider applications of this Tradition. Explore them 
In writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. ff other prlndples or 
votues not listed below seem retevont for you, Include those as well. 

humility prudence fidelity honesty communication 
trust harmony love anonymity simplicity 

Example: simplicity 

When It Works: How and Why addresses spiritual princ.iples in Tradition Nine, it begins with 
simplicity. Both our service and our thought about this Tradition should be simple. We start not 
from the sometimes complex relationship between service boards and groups, but instead with 
"NA, as such," the Fellowship of recovering addicts who help each other stay clean. When we 
St.trt from here, the rest f,tlls into place. lhe relationships between this t radition and our First, 
o~ir Fifth, an<I certainly our Twelfth all become evident. Unity and anonymity allow us to cany 
out mes~ge without getting distracted by petsonalities. When our service is sfmple <md 

uncluttered, we can stay focused on our primary purpose. It is easy to see the connections 
betweei, OU!' WOl'k and the St1ffe1ing addict. 
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For Members 
As Individual members, our relationship to Tradition Nine develops in two ways: In what it 

has to teach us about our personal lives, and in the guidance it offers for how we serve. Our 

willingness to take responsibility for ovr Fellowship is not separate from our practice of taking 
responsibility for our own lives. 

Pr-actidng the Tr.1ditions teaches us balance. fr.tdition Seven encourages us to be self, 

supporting; Tradition Eight reminds us that total sel f•reliance can be a defect and encourages us 
to seek assi.sta1'Ke when we need it. Traditio,, Nine?' cautions that while we may need assistMce, 
we don't get to walk away after we ask for i t. 

we bdlancc betwc-c,, asking for help aod ensul'ing that the work is done accofding to plan. 

We balance between maintaining our responsibility and allowing service boards and committees 
to carry out the tasks assigoed to them. we give our vusted sel'Va,,ts room to <Ml) out thei, 
tasks, and we also keep ou,selves ioformed enough to e ,,su,e that the work stays on course and 

there are enough members involved to get it done. 

Allowing others to have inJ)llt can improve our won( many times over. It takes patience and 
open-mindedness to be able to listen to feedback, but the process is almost always worth the 

time. Even if it results in no change to our practice, we gain a deeper understanding of the 
principles involved. Almost always, however, opening a p,-ocess to input changes the result for 

the better. 

Some of us come into recovery with no sense of personal responsibility, as if it was someone 

else's job to take care of us-Others of us ex~rience self-obsession as a belief that we are 
rc-spo,,sible for everything arouod us. The reality is usually SOl'ttCwhere in between. we fiod 

peace of mind when we are able to trust others to carry out responsibilities without constantly 
lookiog ovet their shoulders, and they show the same couftesy to us. 

Service can be joyful and exciting. It feels good to do good. We learn and grow in service, 
and our lives are enriched by the relationships we build the,e. Yet we are a lways responsible to 
those we serve. It may be that we serve our home group, or the area, or another service body. It 

is up to us to understand who we serve and to whom we are a«oontable. Whatever task we are 

doing, we can ask, what body am I servin~ And then, what body does that body serve? And so 
on, until ultimately the answer takes us back to the group-and from there, to the addict who 
still suffers and our I ligher Power. In between, we should be .able lo see., clear line of 
accountability. ·mo1l helps us lo und~rstand our role in the process. 

Loving service i$ the work of a Power greater than ourselve$. The privilege to particip-.tte in 
the miracle does not make us miia<le wor·kers. Tl'ddition Nine helps us to fetain Ou!' anonymity 

even as we help to accomplish great things, because it reminds us that we are a lways servants. 
Whatever our service efforts., we are guided by our se,,se of fesponsibility to the addict who stm 

suffers, and by the direction of those who care enough to stay inforrned and involved. 

Without other people to discuss our plans with, it's much easier to run off course. We may 
ell(ounter trouble when service responsibilities are one-member operations. Whe-n we act 
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alone, we make decisions alone, and it's hard not to feel an ego investment in those decisions. 
NA service 1\ever happens in a va<uum; even when we seem to be by ourselves, there are no 
solo efforts in Narcotics Anonymous. Our direct responsibility to those we serve keeps us from 
falling victim to our own egos. It can be very difficult not to hear feedback as personal critkism. 

When we communicate openly, we invite discussion, and as we discuss, we often find better 
ways to do things than any one of us had illlagined, In order for a discussion to get us lo a new 
place, we need to let go of our attachment to one particular answer. Being able to track lines of 
a«ountabilhy helps us to se~ the comwction betwe,cn responsibility and surrendc1·. lhat, ir~ 
turn, helps to free 1,1s from the tr-,ps of isolation, resentment, and suspicion thi'lt can divide us 
f101n one another. Open and clear communication helps us to achieve and maintain 
accountability in service. 

£afly in the p<0<.ess we l>egin to leam the difference betwee-o freedom frorn and freedom to. 
freedom from active addiction begins with not using today. That, in tum, gives us freedom to 
experience a new way of life, which may take us places we had never dreamed of or restore 
dreams we had lost long ago. In much the same way, we find that responsibility for something is 
different from responsibility to. We are responsible for the task assigned to us; we are 
responsible to the body we report lo. In our services, these two are equally important. All the 
service we do involves accountability to and for NA, and accountability doesn't just keep us 
honest; it keeps vs connected to the group <onscience and ovr Higher Power. It can be easy to 
mistake self.will for a driving need. Surrender to group conscience doesn't dis<tmpowcr us; it 
reminds vs to keep service separate from our ego, and frees us from any illusions that service 
experience or outcomes somehow affect our value i'IS members. Serving in a spirit of 
selflessness and hurnility can be challenging, but it's good for us and good for the ser'vice we do. 
That process of surrender will drive us to the Steps-probably more than once. 

Questions for Members 
The questions below offer a way to begin- or cootinue--the process of wtiting, teflection, 

and discussio,, of this Tradition with your sponsor or other NA members. 

Jn NA 

,. When do I most feel like a part of NA as such? What actions help me to experience that 
feeling? 

1. How do I practice responsibility as a member and., servant? To whom .im I responsible in 
any service positions I currently hold? To whom am I responsible when I perform service 
without a title? 

J. How do I balance accountability, responsibility, and authority in my NA service positions? 
I low do I detc,mine w1,en it's best to Se.!k guidMce f,on, tho~ I sc.-v~ and whe,, it's 
appt""opriate to exercise the trust placed in me as a trusted servane 

4. How do I know when to serve and when to step away? Wllat happeos when I t,y to ru1l 
things in NA? When have I struggled to step out of a service position gracefully? 

5. How do I determine what needs to be communicated to my group or betwee<i levels of 
service? Where do I turn for reliable information? 
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6. What are some examples of effective communication in service? How can I make my 
communication more interesting aod understandable? What ha.s NA service taught me 
about listening? 

7. How does this Tradition help me understand anonymity? How does anonymity help me 
understand this Tradition? How do I practke anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

8. Describe any bridges between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Steps. What 
do these bridges teach me abool my recovery? 

9. What more c.,1n I do to put the principles of this Tradition into action? How would 
applyh\g this Traditio,, chMge my auitud<-s Md actions? 

In All Our Affairs 

,o. How have I applied this Tradition outside NA? How else might the principles of this 
Tradition guide my thioking or my ac.tions? 

11. How do I take responsibility for my actions while practicing surrender about outcomes? 

12. How easy is it for me to as.k for and accept feedbac.k? What is my response to 
constructive criticism? 

13. When someone asks me for an opinion, how do I respond? Am I kind? Do I feel like I have 
to find something to correct? Oo I point out something positive when I otter criticism? 

14. Ate lhere dreds of my life that would benefit from more planning? Do I do better with 
more or IE!$S structure in my life? Oo I rE!'$ist routine or embrace it? 

15. How do I create structure and predictability in my life without being rigid or controlling! 
Can I plan fo, the futu1e if I'm liviog jusl to, today? 

16. How would I desaibe the spi,it of service! What would it meao fot me to cmbface thal 
spifit in all my affaks? 

t]. Oo I find it easier to handle tasks on my own wheo it might be benefK.ial to include 
others? Are there things I'm taking care of myself that should be done with other 
members of my household, community, or wori( environment? 
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For Groups 
There are at least two ways Tr<ldltioll Nine offers guidance to our groups, both In llow the 

group operates and in the relation.ship between the group and the boards and committees 

responsible to it. 

NA, as such, ought never be organized. However, our groups have formats; we elect trusted 
servants; we h,we business rne-etings to handle matters that keep the group functioning and 

connected to NA a.s a whole. These are ways of being organii.ed---our groups are organized. Our 
sctvic~s 1'1<'ed lo be structured, and our bills paid; much of what we do in NA 1equircs 

organizi;ltion. However, the organizing we do to keep things fonc.tioning smoothly and 
predictably is nol organiting "NA., as such." Groups don'l tell people what to say to carry ll\C 

message, o.- what i.s the only way to recover. Our groups create space for an unstructured, 
uodefk,ed thing to happeo: One addict helps aoother by freely shafiog experie,xe. strength, ar,d 

hope. We apply our Steps and Traditions in countless ways, and there are as many styles of 
re<ove,y in NA as there are members. There are oo professional NA members. We are all equal In 

NA, and all equally able to carry a message from our first day clean. In our recovery meetings, we 
make room for each other and for the magic that ~ppens wtien we share recovery. Outside of 
meetings, we reach out to one another in ways that aren't structured. Our groups create an 

atmosphere of recovery; what happens inside th at atmosphere is bigger than us. We don't get 
to control it. 

In orde.- for the group to pr.1etice its prim.try purpose, it needs to be focused on the meswge 

of recovery. Crea ling an altnosphere of recovery is a big job. To st.sy fo<.used on that job, groups 

turn over most other tasks to service boards and committees-to ensure that the work gets 
done without diverting NA groups f,orn their' p,'imary puiJ>O~. 

Group responsibility does not end at creating boards and committees. Tradition Nine tells us 
that boards and committees afe directly responsfble to those they se<ve. Groups have a 

respon.sibifity to be attentive to our service bodies. We can only be responsible if we are 
involved. If our boards a ,'ld committees are responsible to us as groups, then we are re-sponsfble 
to pay attention to what they are doing. It's up to us to see that they know what is expected, 
and to ensure that there are NA members there to serve on that committee. We choose trusted 

servants to help communicate between each group and the rest of NA Those members are 
responsible for bringing us accurate, timely infonnation including reports, emails, Ayers, local 

newsletters and websites, and so on. As a group, we are responsible for helping our trusted 
serv.-nts lean, to do their jobs effectively. 

When trusted servants are excited about service, we can feel it. When those we serve are 
grateful, we warH to do mo,·e. Direct respo,,sibility doesn't mea,, we look for reasoos to cfitkize. 

We share respon.sibilitywhen we participate, when we help each other to serve effectively, and 
wh~n we ac.knowledge each other's effofts. Accountability is important, but so is celebration. 

rn places where only a few NA members have much deantime, it cao be easy to mjstake 

experience for authority. In the same way, when a few groups actively participate, we can 
mistake them for "the groups that run thil,gs arouOO here/' No single member is more 
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important than any other, nor does any single group have a greater say than others. This can be 
hard to remembe< when 0 1\e or a few members are much mofe involved and informed tha,, 
others. We can confuse the need for accountability with a belief that our group a lone dictates to 
service committees what they should do. We are responsible to those we serve, not to those 
who serve most or speak loudest. 

Every NA group partkipates in ilS own way. NA groups are autonomous, and our se.vice 
bodies answer to the groups, not the other way .)round. Some members will do more service 
than othe,, s; some groups will be rnor4!' ir1volv4!'d than others; sorn4!' communities will be more 
active than others. When we are present at the creation of service boards or committees, our 
sense of responsibility may be different from wh en we join a fully operational setvke body. Each 
of us has a part in our services, and all of us together create the conscience of our groups and 
our fellowship. 

While some of our service entities have been created by the groups, others have been 
created within service bodies themselves. Groups support ari<I maintain local services. We create 
an area service committee, and that, in turn, creates subcommittees. Or the groups create a 
local service conference, and that creates worl(groups to get things done. In e ither case, the 
tasks that emerge over time may grow far beyond what the groups originally envisioned. We 

need methods to communicate, challenge, consent to, and change our plans. TI-lose systems 
may look very different from place to place, but the question we ask in our groups is whether it's 
working. If we r-ernain flexible in our o1pproach to canying oul our services, our services can 
continue to meet our needs and circumstances. 

Communication is key to this Tradition. Any b reakdown in the process ought to lead us to 
look at how we dft- <Oll'lmunkating. /\Sin any ii,ventOl"y, we look for Ou!° i>,aft. Sometimes, our 
groups have lost interest o r felt disenfranchised by service matters. Other times, groups find it 
difficult to adequately p,aftkipate due to dlsta.n<e or la<k of time a ,-.d other .-esources. 
Communication needs to be clear and interesting to make it attractive. Asking if a new member 
will understand what we are saying when we make an announcement will help us to <Ollsider 
how to get people excited about service. When service is exciting to us, it is naturally attractive 
to others. 

The first three Concepts speak to the nature of NA services in the same way Tradition Nine 
does. Our groups join together to create services, and the final responsibility and authority rests 
with the NA groups. That we have so many reminders leading back to this same point indicates 
two things: one, thdt our groups are the hea,1 of NA, and two, that we forget that a lot. We 
wouldn't need to repeat it so much if this were easy for us. for the groups to retain their focus 
oo th~ pl'imal'y purpose and to be able to exerdse the authority vested io them, group frlt!ll'lbe1'S 
must be willing to devote time, energy, and thought to learning about NA and participating in 
de<.isio,, makiog, howevN thal occufs in our commu,,ity. Being involved with local se.vke i.s a 
choice for some groups and a challenge for others. Stnl, we look for ways to participate, support 
the sel'Vkes that further our message, and hold our se<vke bodies accountable. Tradition Ni1le 
ensures that the groups atways have a voice in our services. 
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Group Inventory Questions 
The questions below offer ways to begin-or continue-group inventory or discussion 

focused on this Tradition. 

1. How do we vnderstimd the phrase .. NA, as such .. ? How docs our group ·s understanding 
of "NA, as s.uch" affect our actions oc- decisions as a group? 

l- As a group, which aspects of our work together are organi.ied, and which happen 
organiully? Do we cng.tge in any pl.tnning? Are our planning practices adequ.tte for our 
grovp · s needs? 

3. How do we uoderstand the ,oles of our trusted ser'vants? Oo we have positions for' most 
tasks, or are they completed in a more infonnal manner? 

4. Which of our uustcd scfv<mts help us to stay coo,,ccted to the lafge< N/\ commu,,ity? 
How does this connection help to provide communication and accountability? 

s. Why have we created boards or committees? How do we practice responsibility for the 
boards or committees we create? 

6. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

7. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition and other Traditions. Whal do these bridges 
teach vs abovt ovr grovp? 

8. Wh.tt more c.m we do to bring the principles of this Tradition into our group efforts? 
What could we do differently to bcller fulfill our p1ima1y purposeJ 

In Service 
Tradition Nine speaks directly about our service bodies, and this Tradition is vital to 

under-standing how we sc.-vc in NafCotics Anonymous. Traditions Seven, Eight, and Nine 
together remind us who we are and what we are: a Fellowship of addicts seeking recovery. We 
are not a sc.hool, a bush-..ess, a treatment center, or a governmental agency. NA is 
nonprofessiona1, as indicated by Tradilion Eight, and ought never be organized-but that 
doesn't mean we're thooghtless and disorgani-ze<f. We create service bodies that do bvsiness on 
our behalf, but tlley are always a part of Narcotics Anonymous. They are responsible lo those 
they serve, and that responsibility ought always determine what we do and how we do it. 

Being directly respons.ible may sometimes seem inefftc.ient or inconvenient, but some thing~ 
are more important than efficiency. As addicts, most of us are familiar with living in a perpetual 
state of emergency, and it un be too easy to operate this w.iy in service, The sense of desperate 
urgency-we have to do it right now, we have to fix it right now, or we need to raise funds right 
now-is a sign that we are running on fear rather than hope. Our perception of our 
circumstances doesn't just detefmioe how we fe-el; it changes how we n~spoo<l to the world 
around us. When we are compelled by fear and desperation, we are not likely to make our best 
decisions. 
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The relationship between our groups and NA services is much more than a two-way street; 
it's an elaborate web. Autonomous groups have relationships with ea,h other, service boards 
and committees have relationships with the groups, and boards and committees are in 
relationship and communication with each other. The web is made up of many strands and 
connections, and making sure those threads remain strong begins when we ensure that U-iere is 
a free flow of information, supJ)()rt, and goodwill. 

When we are deep in a service project, we may develop a close working relationship with 
oth<trs on th<- proj<tct. H&.1 c<m sometimes feel like its owr1 t,ibe, for ex.trriple, or a corwt'otio ,, 
committee may come together lilce a family. When we get through all the difficulty of 
developing .a working: committ~, when consensus develops and the way forwa,d S<'ems clear
it can feel inconvenient or even wrong to have to consult those outside the little group. Service 
bodies can fee-I separate from those they sel've. Out responsibility doesn't work without 
communication, and sometimes we have to explain our decisions and accept input; we may even 
be redirected io ways that are hard for the committee to accept. Direct respoosibility to those 
we serve means that those we serve have a voice in what we do, wherever or however we 
serve. Constructive criticism sometimes feels like just plain criticism, but if we set aside our 
feelings and listen dosely, the input may improve our servke efforts. 

Finding the balance between ensuring that our service boards are responsible and allowing a 
minority of onlookers to micromanage or bully our tOJsted servants can be harder than it 
sounds. A sniall number of people or groups may hdve very strong feeling~ about an issue that 
has already been settled. Resolving these differences without bitterness is c:hallenging, and 
requires that we listen carefully to each other. Small changes can often re$Olve big isst)es if we 
(M listen for th.c pfindples behind a problem. Oi, cct responsibility thrives on mutual , espe<t and 
unity. Even when we have very different ideas of how to get there, we are wonting together 
toward the same pfin,ary pu,pose. Our commitment to unity and goodwill keeps us involved 
even when we don't agree. 

SeNke effofts are enriched by active involvement. When it's not just the same few people 
doing most of tile woc1c., when there's rotation of trusted servants and ne\Y people are getting 
involved, servke is dynamic and exciting. Otherwise, service bodies can start to feel closed. New 
people feel like they're interrupting, or unwelcome. We resist new ideas or new ways of doing 
things. Complacenc:y can kill an NA community in much the same way it can kill an addict: The 
spark goes out of our r<.!<overy, and gradually we forget it was ever there. 

While ''those we sc,vC"' in this Tradition ultimately refers to the NA groups, we mayw.tnt to 
c:onsider some o ther layers of responsibility we experience in NA service, ;md be mindful of what 
it l'neans to be dif("(tly respo,,sible to, and through, ou, levels of se,vke. A hospitality cornmittee 
may be responsible to the convention committee, for example; the convention committee 
aoswers dil'ectly to the hosting service body; RCMs ,eport back to the areas, Md so our groups 
are infonned and able to be responsible. Because there are so many layers, we need to think 
carefully about what must l>e communicated and how to get that iMom,ation to and from our 
points of responsibility. Each has a part to play in the work at hand, and yet the work must go 
forward in a way that is timely-and, yes, organized. 
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We recognize that some issues really need to go back to the groups, but sometimes the 
groups will attend to an issue that a committee hadn' t see,, as lfnpommt, or had been decided 
long ago. Allowing everyone into the process means that we need to be able to explain how and 
why dec.isions were made without becoming impatient or intolerant of those who are asking . 
Even so, when an issue ha.s been raised and decided many times already, it may not be prudent 
to revisit decisions if the <ircumstances and information haven't changed much. 

Concept Five gives us tools to more effectively practice Tradition Nine: Clear lines of 
a<countabilhy and de•dsion making d1aw dNr lines of communication between our bo.:trds and 
committees and tho$e we serve. Our groups always hold the reins on our service bodies~ot 
the other way around. No single group is ,es.1xmsible fo, ou1 se,vice bOdrds; our se,vke boards 
do not manage or oversee our groups. Groups, not service bodies, are autonomous. 

Direct ,·espo,,sibility is difficult. It's a practical pfiodple that ,equires spiritual effort. The 
relationship between our groups and our service bodies changes ov~ time and differs from one 
place to another. Our widespread growth a ,'KI development is a testament to the value of our 
flexibility and reliance on the simple guidance offered by our Traditions. Our commitments to 
avoid professionalization, organization, attmatioo, and outside support keep us free to do what 
we do best regardless of changes in fashion or politics. Tradition Nine helps u.s practice 
anonymity by keeping us from creating structures that would make us unequal. We praclice 
mentorship and train our trusted servants in a spirit of rotation and <ontinuity. Whatever our 
lives or circum~t<mces ,m? like, in Narcotics Anonymous we all have a voke in lhe process .:md .in 
opportunity to $erve. Our service helps others every day, and each of us who $erves finds our 
own recovery enriched by the work. It drives us to learn, to grow, to J)'ac;tice principles, and to 
reach out in new directions. T1adition Nine ,emi11ds us that we are oever doing this alo r.e. Our 
service efforts are always guided and supported by our groups and by that greater conscience 
that guides us all. 

Workshop Quesrlons 
The questions below otter a way to begin- or cootioue-a service discusslo1\ or workshop 

focused on this Tradition. 

1. What functions does this service body a<complish on behalf of the groups? How do we 
get input from groups as we plan? How can we maintain effective communication 
between groups and their boards or committees? 

2. Wli.tt role do collaboration and communication pl<ly in helping us to cre.-te NA unity? 

3-. What is the meaning of the term-directly .. as it relates to Tradition Nine? How <loes the 
"dire<t" Hnk help us to rn.iintain 14!-s.ponsibility? I low does this body ,ernain di,ectly 
responsible to those we serve? 

'). How do our needs change in times of rapid growth? Are we growing now, or have we hit 
a plateau? How can our service efforts help us grow in ways that are sustainable for us? 

5. Have we noticed occasions when our services need to be more organized than they 
were, or when our efforts have become too structured? 
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6. How do we balance our needs for both rotation and continuity? What are our practices 
regarding trainhlg, support, and mentorship? Are we willi1lg to leave a service position 
open rather than electing a member who is not well suited to the role? 

7. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

8. OiKuss any bridges between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Concepts. 
W11c1t do these blidges teach us <1bout our s<!lvi<.e efforts? 

9. What more c.an we do to bring the pril')(ip les of this Tradition into our service efforts? 
What <.ould we do differently to better <.an-y out our services? 
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Direct responsibility is a critical concept in our lives and in 
service. It's not just that we are accountable for the work we do; 
we stay aware of what we are doing. why we are doing it, and who 
will benefit from our efforts. This clarity keeps us from being 
diverted or distracted by our egos, or by argumcnt.'i over territory 
or control. Narcotics Anonymous belongs to all of us. and it is too 
easy to mistake our desires and opinions for those of the 
Fellowship as a whole. Being directly responsible keeps us on 
track and in proportion. 

Tradition Nine reminds us where our service bodies fit within NA 
as a whole. Our service boards and committees are always 
ultimately responsible to those they serve. In our efforts to 
practice this Tradition, each ofus can learn to communicate more 
effectively and to practice principles including honesty, patience, 
and accountability. Trddition Nine helps us to keep our primary 
purpose constantly in mind as we serve. 
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Tradition Ten 
Narcotics Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; 

hence the NA name ought never be drawn into public controversy. 

As our thinking becomes clearer, our ability to be honest 
increases. Honesty begins with not lying, bul that's not where it 
ends. We start to rccogni1.c the diffe rence between what's true 
for us and what sounds good-or what we wish was true. We 
don't have to argue about practices or politics. Recovery is no 
longer based in tl1eory; It's our own experience. The better we 
get at telling the tnlth, the dearer our message becomes. 

We know that anything that affects our recovery is material for 
sharing. but finding the message in the raw material of our lives 
can be challenging. When we share in meetings, it helps if we look 
for a connection to the topic, to a Step, a Tradition, or another 
recovery principle. Sharing can help us look for solutions, which 
is part of how sharing helps us. Finding the message in our 
experience helps us to understand its exact nature. 

We experience unity when we hear our story from a member 
who seems so different from us. Our shared experience as 
recovering addicts is stronger than any of the forces that could 
divide us. That connection is the heartbeat of NA, and evidence 
ofa Higher Power working in our meetings. 

Our experience, strength, and hope carry a clearer message 
than our opinions ever could. Sharing from the heart connects us 

to our common experience and common purpose. 
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Tradition Ten 
Clarity and simplldty are keys to our message. Tradition Ten ls dear and simple, as well. 

Narcotics Anonymous, all by itself, is eoough. We promise freedom from active addiction. We 
don't take positions on outside issues, and we don't allow the NA name to be drawn into 
controversy. 

NA is .t program of complete abstinence, .md it works in the lives of countless addicts dround 
the wor1d. Recovery is possible for any addict who chooses to follow our way. Still, our way is 
not the only wdy, a,,d we don't even have a,, opinion 01, whether it is thf!' OOst way. rhe NA way 
is the only approach on which we have an opinion. We know it works for those who want what 
we have and arc willing to make the effo,·t to get it. 

Some of the principles that are central to our program are not universally shared outside NA 
Our belief in total abstinence i.s vit-wed by some as extreme. Some disagree with our 
commitment to personal a,'lOnymity. nese principles are not negotiable-and we do not have 
to debate them. We may want to defend our name or explain our position, but we don't need 
to. We don't need to argue that NA is the best or the only way to recover; what matters is that it 
works for us. 

The language of this Tradition points to two ways we can find ourselves in the storm of 
public opinion: by taking d position ourselves, or by being drawn into public controversy by 
someone else. There are issues closely related to our primary purpose that may feel urgent-it 
nlight seem like we should take a position on public policy or trends in addiction treatment, but 
ir, fact these things have nothi1\g to do with Na,cotks A1,o,1y,nous. The AA liondbook offc,s 
guidance on how we practice Tradition Ten in a presentation or H&I meeting: "The only way we 
CM be drawn into public conuove,sy is if we offer a,\ opinio,, on an issue outside the scope of 
our own program." When we get tangled up in argument, we risk being drawn into positions 
that will comp,omise us in some othe< way. Rather than taki1)g positions on issues that a,e none 
of our business, we talk about NA and then stop. Our message speaks for itself; our success is 
defense enough. Many of us are drawn to an interesting or heated debate, but Tradition Ten 
requires that we let it go by. We are responsible for keeping our focus. 

Engaging in debate with those whose approach differs from ours, or with those who criticize 
our program, would distract us from ovr primary purpose and risk aliel\i)ting the newcomer. We 
don't need to invest energy o.- interest in the conversations thdt swirl around us. We know our 
message and our purpose. We do what we do. Focusing on our primary purpose frees us from 
the need to be distr.lcted o.- diverted into debates W1th those whose interests and motives 
differ. No one outside NA is under any obligation to respect our Traditions. Our commitments to 
ur,ity, ano,,ymity, and our pl'ima1y purpose are ours alo,,e. 

Drawn directly from the expe,icnces of those who went before us, Tradition Ten serves as a 
guidepost and a warning. One earty addktion recovery movement grew to thousands of 
members, until some of its leadefs began speakillg for the organization on a number of political 
issues. As the group started taking public positions on issues other than recovery, membership 
fell away, and they were soon forgotten. Throughout the history of NA, a number of fledgling 
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NA communities have faced difficulties or collapse because of promotion, publicity, and 
controversy. Our commitment never to draw the NA name into public controversy is a matter of 
survival for the Fellowship we love, and for all of us addicts wllo need Narcotics Anonymous. 

The lines between NA and the outside world are often clearer than the lines between our 
personal lives and our membership in NA. It can be difficult to see where our relationship with 
NA ends and our outside interests begin, If we have a religious or spiritual practice outside NA 

that matters deeply to us, we may feel very little distance between our experience on that path 
Md "P"acticiog these prindpl~s in all our affair's.n 0., if we wOtk in treatment, we may be 
addressing suffering addicts all day long before we come to r1 meeting. Still, what we do in NA is 
diffe1cnt. Recognizing dnd hoooring thdt difference is <ritical to our integrity as d Fellowship and 
to our personal re<overy. 

we doo't live outside of histofy. Our recovery and our Fellowship exist against a backdrop of 

real event.sand issues that sometimes affect us profoundly. Outside issues that appear to 
inter~ct with our purpose or message almost invite us to take a position. Our ability to rise 

above in these moments protects us from debates that would tear us apart. 
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WORD BYWORD 
Define, expand on, or datify the words or phrases from this Tradition, one at a time or 
in refation to each other, for writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA 
members. 

Example: controversy 

In general, a '•controversy'' is a disagreement in which there .ire strong opposing views. 
Some say a dispute needs to be public, prolonged, and polari-z:ing in order to be considered a 
conlr'ovc,sy. we irnmcdlat(>ly see the danger, as well as the att1action. Co,,troversy is 
interesting, and we like a contest. The pro$pect of winning or losing can become more 
impo,unt to us tha,, the idea over whkh we arc fighting. we often see this pattern in OOf 
personal relationships as well as in service. Keeping our Fellowship out of public controversy 
protects us from oufselves: we cannot afford to risk our reputatio,, or th,e well+beiog of ouf 
members over an issue not directly related to our primary purpose. The root words of 
controversy mean ''to turn agah,st:• so it's easy to see the challeoge controversy presents us ill 
NA. What can we tum against without affecting our unity! 

SPIRITUAL P'RINClPLF.S 

Each Tradition embodies a variety of spiritual pr(ndples. The 11.st of prlndples and 
values below may be useful as we consider applications of this Tradition. Explore them 
in writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. If other prindples or 
values not listed below seem relevant for you, include those as well. 

humility unity responsibility prudence anonymity 
integrity discernment fidelity simplicity freedom 

Gaution patience tolerance acceptance 

Example: fidelity and integrity 
When we practice fidelity we are also practicing integrity. We are consistent, true to our 

message. and faithful to our purpose. Integrity suggests that we are acting in accordance with 
our l>clief~ and values- we are not just sharing clean, we are living cle;,n. F'idelity suggests th.tt 
we are true and faithful to our message, that it is consistent on all occasions. When we practice 
thc-se p,ioc::iples together, it is virtually impossible- for us to engage in controversy. When we arc 
stuck in an argument we can't seem to resolve, it may be useful to consider how fidelity and 
integrity cao help us to get back oo course. 
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For Members 
Narcotk.s Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues. As members we do, af\d each of us 

has a right to our opinions, although a recovery meeting is us.ually not the best place to discuss 

them. In recovery, we get to think for ourselves. As we work the Steps, we come to an 
understanding of our own morals and values, and develop our own beliefs about how to live and 

how we recover. Those beliefs may change over time, sometimes surprisingly. Re<overy is a 
dynamic:: process of evdlu.ation and reevdluation of our a<.tions, perceptions, and vdlues, 
lraditior1 reo asks us to be vigilant i,, <!11.suring that our personal beliefs aret1't mist.a ken for 

principles of Narcotics Anonymous. We carefully c:onsider the effect our words and actions may 
have on the Fcllowship we love and the l'ncssagc we <.u ry. We lea, n to speak wisely and lo 

understand the power of silence. 

Though we exp<ess it in many ways, NA ha.s only or.e message: "an addict., any addict, can 

stop using drugs, lose the desire to use, and find a new way to live." When we hear another 
message outside NA that resonates strongly with us, it may seem that we could do a service by 

bringing it to our fellow members. That is not our purpose in an NA meeting. We ate here to help 
and be helped through the program of Narcotics Anonymous. 

We don' t all know how to share a recovery message when we get here. If we have 
experience with some kinds of counseling or therapy, we may be inclined to offef" advice to 

other members, but in NA we share experience, oot advice. The ways we sh.are with one another 
are different frorn the ways many of us comrnunicated before coming to NA. We learn to share 

through each other's example crnd guidance, not by being bullied or hurnilial<-d. /\s we conti,,u<

to share, we get more comfortable with the proc,ess of sorting out what feels appropriate to us. 

Ex.plo,'ing our ,ootives for sha1 ing and asking ourselves what it is that we briog to the 

meeting can help guide us away from diversion or controversy. We may need to share about 
what's going on, but we Uy to stay focused. Many of us suuggle to share without genh-.g 

tangled up in details, especially when our feelings are strong. "A guy shared that his political 
work was tearing him up," one member recounted, "but he never roentione-d which party he 
was from." Another suggested, "When I'm having a hard t ime keeping what I share to the topk 
of recovery, it's usually a sign that I need to get back into my Step work." 

We don' t always share an elegant, tidy message, and we don't rate or police ea<h other's 
sharing. Many membef'S connect with raw, emotional expression, while others may relate to.

quiet, thooghtful share. Sharing in a meeting is both personal and courageous, no matter what 
we shdre. There is no SU<h thing as sharing perfe<Uy. EcK.h of us struggles sometimes to get to 

the heart of the matter or to find a message of hope in our experience, and that stmggle is p.1rt 
of the pr0<ess for us. Pl.adog unity fkst and ano1'lymity at our fou,,datioo allows the message to 

shine through, even in the most awkward moments of a meeting. 

Clarity, focus, and discretion a re all assets that make our message attractive and effective. 
Eveo members who have beeo around a while can find it challenging to separate opinions from 

experience, but we try to be aware of that task. Sharing about a Higher Power without 
mentioning a name, sharing about oor experience withoot identifying other people, lnstltutl◊ns, 
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or beliefs: These are skills we develop over time, and with some help. The ability to share clearly 
eve-o when we are passionate about s0<nethi.-,g is a message in itself. 

NA has no opinion on human nature, but It seems that addicts are not the only people 
vulnerable to ego inflation. Winning an argument, being recognized as special, making a name 
for ourselves in the world, feeling loved an-d approved of-all these are positive experiences 
that almost anyone might be tempted to seek. But they carry a special risk for us. As we recover, 
many of us go forth into the world with renewed confidence in ourselves and our beliefs. That is 
beautiful, but it's es~ntial that we leave NA out of it. rr~ditions ren and Eleven ,emind us not to 
try to leverage membership into fame or fortune, power, or public approv;1l. Anonymity is no 
s,0011 thing; it is the foundation of oo, Traditions, es.sential to ouf new way of life. 

On the internet, and especially on social media, different aspects of our lives and beliefs can 
be visible in su,pfising ways. Our challenge is keeping the NA ,nessage separate ffom the other 
messages we may carry. If we are not v;gilant in our privacy practices, we may discover that we 
are engaging in controversy-or bcing drawn in-as members of NA in ways that doll't serve us 
or the Fellowship. The seivice pamphlet Sociof Media and Our Guiding Principtes offers guidance 
on practicing the Traditions in our actions and behaviors online. 

In so many ways, Tradition Ten is about wisdom. We learn when to speak the truth, an,d 
when sflence is the wisl"f" choice. When we feel we need to defend or explain, it's often because 
we are still not quite sore. "The wisdom to know the difference" that comes from practi<ing this 
lr-.tdhion in NA helps us in our wo,k lives and our' personal lives as well, We pr;,ctice honesty and 
discretion, fo<us on the purpose at hand, and ar'e rK>t diverted by side topi<.s or invitations to 
argument. We learn what is true for us and stand firm in that truth. The most ettec:tive approach 
,nay be to let go Md let a challenge go by unaddressed. we can rnove mouotains in recover'y, 
but we don't have to move every mountain. Tradition Ten frees us to mind our own business. 
Being able to distinguish between necessa.-y col'1flict a,,d oeedles.s cootfovefsy frees us to direct 
our efforts where they can do the most good. 

We share about our lives in ways that highlight our experiences rather than our opinions. 
When we interact with the public on behalf of NA, we refrain from speaking on any issue that 
doesn't relate to who we are and what we do as a Fellowship. We let go of our investment in 
other people's opinions. One member commented, "I practice this Tradition by remembering 
that your thoughts and opinions .tre outside issues to me," Prdctidng this personally helps us 
choose our battles, focus oor efforts. and walk away from challenges with dignity. 
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Questions for Members 
The questions below offer a way to begin-or continue-the process of writing, reflection, 

and discussion of lhis Tradition with your sponsor or other NA members. 

In NA 

,. What issues does NA have an opinion on? What do I understand NA' s opinion to be? 
What is the difference between sharing my opinion and sharing my experience? 

1. Wildt dre some w<lys my opinions on outside issues affect my pal'ti<ipation in NA~ Do 
those beliefs affect the ways I sponsor, or participate in events? How do I balance strong 
opinions with the need to catry a dear ,nessage? 

J. What would constitute an ··outside issue .. for NA? When fm affected by such an issue, 
how can I share about it in a way that honors T.-adition Te,,? Have outside issues eve< 
created conflict or disunity for me inside the rooms? 

'1· Have I had di.sagreement.s with other NA members about i.ssue.s that seem to be 
affecting NA? What is the difference between public controversy and internal debate? 
How do I keep my opinions from reflecting on NA as whole? 

5. When does controversy within the Fellowship start to feel like pub1k controversy? What 
do I do when disagreements within NA feel intense or unsolvable? How do I avoid 
judgment and isolation? 

6. Do I use my NA membership to gain credibility or authority in debates on out.side issues? 
How can I avoid entangling the NA name in controversy, especially in my l•se o f so<ial 
media~ 

7. How does this To1dition help me understand anonymity? How doc:-s anonymity help me 
understand this lradition? Mow do I practk<': anonymity in ter'ms of this Tradition? 

8 . Describe any bridges between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Steps. What 
do theS<.' bl'idges teach nle about my ,ecove,y? 

9 . What more can I do to put the principles of this Tradition into action? How would 
applying this rradition change my a ttitudes and actions? 

In All Our Affairs 

10. How have I applied this Tradition outside NA? How else might the principles of this 
Tradition guide my thinking or my a<tions? 

n. What constitutes inside issues in other areas of my life? How do I determine which issues 
are and are not relevant in various areas of my life? 

12. Wh.tt value is there for me in setting aside controversi.tl matte rs in rny workpl<K.e, family, 
or e lsewhere? 

13. When have I taken a position on a subject I meant to stay neutral on?Wh.at drew me into 
controversy ir't that situatio 1't? A, e there pa,·ticular kinds of situations in which it· s hard fo, 
me to remain neutral? 

14. When have issues that see,,..,ed ur,in,poflMt spifated ioto conflict? Whal do those 
situations, in and out of NA, have in common? 
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For Groups 
Tradition Ten reminds u:s that our groups do best when we allow NA-the simple way that 

has been proving itself in the lives of many addicts-to shine. Diversion, distraction, and 
controversy doud our message and make it difficult to carry out our purpose. Integrity, clarity, 
and simplicity free us. 

lhe group is the front line for our prinwry purpose. It is also a place where we can be easily 
distracted or disrupted. Creating an atmosphere of recovery is no easy task-bot once that 
atmosphere ex.is.ls, the job of prote<ting it is not that difficult, In much the ~(n(> way Lhat it's 
easier to keep a dean hous.e tidy than to make a dirty house clean, when we maintain an 
atmosphere of l'ecovery in a spirit of uoity and goodwill, we corn readily come back to the 
message after a momentary disruption. 

we protect the atmosphere of recovery, but that does.o't meao we oeed to p<otect 
ourselves from everything shared by every member. There is a ditfe<ence betweeo a group 
expressing an opinion and a member sharing experience. The group can carry a dear message 
even when someone shares about an outside issue or attempts to create controversy. Our 
automatic response may be lo want to debate o r correct, but it is so much more powerlul when 
we simply bring the sharing back around to what is important in NA, and keep it there. 

Groups that continually slruggle with outside issues being brought in may benefit from 
adding a statement to the meeting format, having literatore study as part of the format, 
discussing rather lh,m simply redding lhe lrdditions, or offering meetings or workshops on our 
prin,ary pu,pos~. Met"nl>c,s do1\'l automatically know how to c:any a clear message; we ,-.eed 
guidanc;e more than scolding, which might do more harm to the atmosphere of recovery than 
the initial sha,·c. 

In our group business meetings, we make dedsioos about how the meetil,g will run, aod 
other internal matters. Ensuring that those choices support our primary purpose rather than 
feeding disunity is a matter for group conscien<e. When outside issues creep in or cause 
problems, our first impulse may be to try to exert control by trying to ban a topic, enforce 
language nom,.s, or set and announce a position in the group format. When we back. away from 
the impulse to control, we can seek a solution based in principle that enhances unity, rather than 
enforcing uniformity. Practical decisions of the group are also spiritual, and often reflect back on 
NA as a whole. 

Some groups hold workshops or newcomer meetings. Other groups have language in their 
meeting format that can help members consider how to respect the Twelve Traditions when 
they share. As a group, it's oUJ-job to l>e tolcranl, listen well, hea, the message through the 
mess, and encourage newer members to grow. The heart we put into sharing is often much 
more hnportMt than the words. Membership is n0t conditiooal on propet form, aod oo ooe 
member speaks for Narcotics Anonymous. 

Addicts tend to t>e pretty s.keptical. Trust doesn't come easily to us. We look for the thing 
that isn't true, or the thing that makes it impossible for us to recover. One by one, the Traditions 
address our reservations: We don't have to be a partkular kind of person; we don't have to be a 
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certain type of member to be equal as a member; we don't have authorities; we're not 
dependent oo or affiliated with other 0<gcrnizati01\S. Above all, NA is a program of attractio1\. 
Honoring our Traditions makes us attractive as a fellowship. Tradition Ten keeps us focused and 
deaD-<.larity and simplicity, and our willingness to de<line invitations to controversy, speak 
volumes for our integrity. We know what we stand f<X. 

We want the NA name to be free of controversy, .aAd our Traditions help us to stay true to 
ourselves. We don't promote our program; we don' t defend our way of life; we don't use NA to 
make a point ir'I son'le other argurn~nt. Expressing an opinior1 on an outsid~ issue puts NA's 
name at risk and may alienate those who hold different views on those iss1.1es. Putting a 
membe1 's ideotity alongside the NA name could have the S41me effect. 

The relationship between Traditions Six and Ten is so close that we can hardly talk about one 
without the other. Tradition Six retninds us not to e<1dofse or affiliate with others outside of NA, 
and Tradition Ten takes us to the next level, keeping our opinions on issues as well as 
organizations to ourselves. Traditions Sb: and Ten, along with Tradition Eleven, together ask us 
to seek stillness. When we decline to take a position on an issue, we practice anonymity and 
humility. Our only opinion is that NA works, and that is the message we carry in our groups
nothing more, nothing less. 

Group Inventory Questions 
The questions below offer ways to begin- or continue-group inventory or discussion 

focused on this Tradition. 

,. Mow does our group uoderStand the diffo1e11ce betweeo a,, "outside .. issue and an 
.. inside" issue Does our understanding show up in how our meetings function? 

2. Mow do we stay focused on our prima,y pufpose when non•NA issues af-rect our 
members and membership? 

3. When our group seems pressed to foon an opinion on ao outside issue, how do we stay 
focused on our primary purpose? 

4. If a member brings in an outside issue, what are some ways we can respond that avoid 
escalating controver-sy or alienating group members? 

S, When we recognize that the group has been drawn into outside controversy, 1-K>w do we 
regain our focus? What un we do to restore our atmosphere of re-covery? 

6. I low does this tradition help us undeTStand .monymity? How docs .monymity help us 
understand this Trr1dition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

7. OiK.uss any b1idges between this Tradition and other 'fraditions. What do these bridges 
teach us about our group? 

8. What m0<e can we do to btiog the p,ioc.iples of this Tradition into ou1' group efforts? 
What could we do differently to better fulfill our primary purpose? 
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In Service 
Tradition Ten keeps us focused on our primary purpose and away from those issues th.at 

might divert or di.stracl us. We believe in recovery through total abstinence from mood- and 
mind-alte ring drugs, and our program is founded on the principle of one addict helping another. 
When we op~ate in unity and keep our focus where it belongs, this seem.s natural and obvious. 
When we get involved in issues beyond our primary purpose, our attention is almost 
immedt:,tely dlvetted dWdY from the newcomer. 

Tradition fen simplifies a whole range of issues for us. Learning the basic.s about wo1king 
with the public before we try to do PR or H&I work is important. It gives us a foundation in 
prio<iplc aod a set of answe,-s to difHcult questions that keep us from being drawo into 
controversy. We read, discuss, practice, and don't go alone. When we are able to explain dearly 
aod simply what NA can aod caooot provide, it is caster to stay out of controversy. 

The easiest way to honor Tradition Ten is to keep it simple. There is so much that isn't any of 
our business.. We can spend valuable time speculating about what NA's positions on particular 
outside issues would be, if we had them. We do m uch better when we focus on inside issues: 
What is our message, and how best do we carry it~ If we take a position on anything other than 
our own message, we risk a lienating those who need our help, Outside issues divert us; when 
we lose our focus, disunity and discord rush in. Insulating ourselves from public controversy and 
inviting a loving Power into our dOOsions foster an atmosphere of unity, goodwill, and re-c.overy. 

We consider our audience. When we share in a recov<.'fy meeting, we nlcly be d~king for help as 
much as carrying a message. When we share in an institutional setting, we focus more on the 
mes~ge ;md less on ourselves: We share how NA works for us. In a PR setting, our goal is not to 
,nake the sa,ne kind of cmpathetk connection we do in a regulctr l'nceting 0< io tl&I; we share what 
NA is and is not, and its role in the community. Contesting the opinions of others« arguing the 
relative merits of differ<.'nt approaches draws us into controve,sy. With practke, we sidestep th~ 
questions and redirect the discussion to something we c.an talk about: Narcotics Anonymous. 

We don't want to be so extreme that we act as if any engage-ment with another organizatio1l 
is affiliation, or that any invotvement with the outside world is drawing us into controversy. We 
cooperate with other organizations so that addicts have a chance to hear our message, and we 
participate in the world because we are a part of it. We participate with a dear understanding of 
our purpose and the limits of what we can say or do. There are times when we are seen to 
represent the Fellows.hip even when we do not interwJ to. Trcldilions Ten dnd £!even work 
together to help us draw and maintain that line. We pay attention to the ditteren(e between our 
own positiotlS and th0S<' of Narcotks AnO1\yrnou.s. NA can feel like so 1'1'1u<.h a part of us that we 
forget where we begin and NA ends. Indeed, some of us will say that NA is a part of every aspect 
of our lives; still, thcu.• arc tin,es wh<.'n we speak for the Fellowship and tfrnes whc,1 we do not. 

One of the most insidious ways we get distracted is that servants become more impo,Urll 
than the service. Our diversions-allowing ourselves to be distracted or drawn into 
controversy- often begin with a sense of self-fmportance. We may get dl'verted in this way 
when we don't feel heard or respected, Sometimes the most powerful way we carry our 
message is to listen-to our Higher Power and to each other. A loving Higher Power works most 
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powerlully th.rough us \Vhen we can let go of the need to hear our own voice and strive to hear 
the conscience of the group instead. When anonymity guides our service efforts, we «m let go 
of the need to be right, to be recognized, or to accumulate power. 

Sometimes outside issues begin to feel like inside issues, and we can be drawn into 
controversy and disunity because conflicts from the outside world creep into meetings, or 
because policies and practices of other organi-zations have an impact on NA. Time, thought, 
prayer, .md patience help us find principled responses. We c.sn h.we a hard time leaving a 
question open. If we give too much .ittenttOn or energy to a question, it begins to fecl like a 
crisis. Distinguishing between anxiety and emergency takes practice ;md objectivity. When 
outside issues see,n to affect the atmosphere of re<ove.-y or the quality of our ,,neeti,,gs, we are 
often more successful when we look for ways to strengthen the atmosphere from within, rather 
than t,ying to control thiogs outside of NA. ~rvi<e meetings and work.shops c.an be vital places 
for discussion, brainstorming, sharing experience, and offering support to groups struggling 
with issues that affect our ability to carry the message. Just as io our pers~I re<ove,y , we 
don't have to do it a lone. We don' t have many new problems in service; many of our struggles 
have been addressed in some form or another before, somewhere in NA. Most of our problems 
have more than one potential solution, as well. When we ask for experience, strength, and hope, 
and listen with an open mind, we discover solutions we hadn't imagined. 

Workshop Questions 
The questions below offer a way to begin-or continue-a servi<e discussion or work.shop 

focus<-d on this rradition, 

1. When asked for NA's opirlior) on outside issues, how do we res!)Ond? How might we u~ 
such an inquiry as an opportunity to build positive public relations? 

2. What afe some specific ways our service t>ody has been drawo into controversy? (an any 
of those situations be turned into PR opportunities? 

3. When do we seem most vulnerable to being drawn ioto cootroversy? W1lat tools do we 
have to prepare for these situations before they arise? 

4. What role does this seMC.e body have in helping groups face challenges related to outside 
issues? What can we do to support groups that are facing such challenges? 

5,. Are there any outside issues currently affe<.ting NA in any of oor communit~s? What are 
those issues, and how can we address them without taking a stance or forming an 
opinion on anything other than our message? 

6. I low might an awareness of current or local outside issues help us in our effo,-ts to carry 
the message? How c.an we seek to underst;.ind and respond to outside issues that aHect 
how we carry the message, without being drawo into co1)t1oversy? 

7. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? t-low do we practice anooymity io terms of this Tradition? 

8. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Concepts. 
W1lat do these bridges teach us about our service efforts? 

9. What more can we do to bring the princip les of this Tradition into our service efforts? 
What could we do differently to better carry out our services? 
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NA has a single purpose, a single promise, and a simple message. 
Just as trees gain stn,ngth from deep, steady roots. our Fellowship 
draws strength from the simple message of recovery at the root 
of all we do. By remaining true to our message. we are able to 
weather any storm. Our spiritual foundation support.'i us, and our 
Highe r Power sustains us. 

When we work tlle Steps, recovery is evident even if we don't 
speak a word. We turn away from public opinion and focus on our 
work. We are clear enough on our motives and purpose that we 
can resist being drawn into public controversy. Over and over, we 
see members from rival nations or neighborhoods, from different 
faiths or families, come to love and trust each other in the rooms 
of NA. We recover together in a spirit of unity. We protect that 
unity by refusing even the most tempting, noble, obvious, or awful 
invitdtions to engage in controversy, Because NA has no opinion 
on outside Issues. each of us is free to think for ourselves as we 
recover. 
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Tradition Eleven 
Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion. We 

need always maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, and films. 

It's difficult to describe recovery, and for many of us. the pain of 
active addiction can be just as hard to put imo words. It's not just 
that we come in with secrets. We don't have language for our 
experience. Chapter Eight in our Basic Text describes "the 
wordless language of empathy" that connects us to each other 
and brings us hope. 

When we find the message in our experience, what we have been 
through becomes useful. Our message is powerful because it Is 
true. We listen to each other like our lives depend on it. When we 
hear another addict get to the exact nature of their experience, 
honestly and clearly, it changes us. ·11,e details don't matter. We 
connect with another addict's message because the truth is not 
just something we hear; it's something we feel. And when 
another addict helps us make sense of our experience by sharing 
their own, we begin to recover. 

In our relations with the ,>ublic, as in our recovery meetings, we 
simply tell the tn1tJ1 about the NA program and how it works for 
us. Personal anonymity frees us fro1n ourselves: we can hear the 
message, and carry the message, free from the need to protect or 
prove anything. 

Practicing personal anonymity is essential in a program of 
attraction. Anonymity takes us beyond what we believe about 

ourselves or each other. Empathy brings us to the truth, and we 
share it in language beyond words. 
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Tradition Eleven 
Tradition Eleven tells us about our publk relatk>ns policy. We engage with the world outside 

our meetings so that addicts can find us. We use tile term "public relations" because we build 
and maintain ongoing relationships with people and organizations outside NA in order to reach 
addicts seeking recovery. Our goal in public relations work is always the same: We want addicts 
to come to a meeting and experience Narcotics Anonymous. Nothing we can say in a 
prctsentation, on a bus poster-, or even in our liter.sture can ~ubstitute for the identification we 
ctxperience i:n the atmosphere of recovc1y found in an NA meeting. Hearing addicts share thei1· 
experience, seeing recovery in action, feeling the love in the room~IJ this is as much a part of 
the process as the work we do on the Steps. 

There are no promises we could make, no comparisons or endorsements, no claims or 
opinions that could be as powerlul as ex.pefie,,ce, strength, and hope. Shafing from the heart is 
the most attractive thing we have to offer. Helping addicts find us, explaining NA to those 
around us, ensuring that it's safe for addicts to attend meetings- these are goals of our public 
relations policy. Our message-that any addict can stop using drugs, lose the desire to use, and 
find a new way to live-is all we have to give, and it is sufficient to change the lives of addicts all 
over the world. 

Ultimately, Tr.tdition Eleven is about the prac.tice of goodwill inside and outside Narcotics 
Anonymovs. Like so many things in nxovery, how we do the work is as important as the work 
we do. A public relations policy based on atlrdCtion requires us to practice self-c:ontrol: We 
c:annot let enthusiasm rm\ away with us, either by making promises o, promotional claims about 
the program or by presenting ourselves a$ representatives of our anonymous Fellowship. It's 
not appropf.ate fo, membc,s to be associated with the N/\ name in any to, l'n of media ll"3t is 
available to the general public. The PR Handbook and PR Basics booklet include discussion of our 
prindples along with p..-actical suggestions to help us wo<k with th<- publk. The guidao<<- offered 
in those resources and the wisdom of our experienced trusted servants can help us practice PR 
more effectively. To carry out our polky of ''attraction, rather than promotion," we present 
ourselves and our pr-ogram with humility, honesty, and simplicity, and we allow the miracle of 
nxovery to speak for itself. 

For us, attraction means simply sharing how NA works, and that it wortcs. The p()wer of our 
message is in our honesty. Promotion would be to m.ake guarantees or promises, set an 
individual member up as a "model recovering addict," or suggest that NA is the best or only way 
to recover. If we dre not careful, our passion for N/\ could lead us to compromise the a1.c>nymity 
of ourselves or others, dismpt loc.al services, and mislead others about NA. When we trust NA to 
be att,ac:tive to those seeking ,ecove<y, we can avoid the ifr1pulse to promott- ou, program of 
recovery, and the challenges that would result from doing so. 

Basing our policy on attraction mt-ans we must pay attentioo to what is attractive-the N/\ 
message. We work to create a space where addicts feel safe and comfortable and the message 
is dear. Unity, hospitality, and empathy serve to create an atmosphere io w·hkh addicts can 
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recover. When there are members in the room with days and with decades; when there i.s 
diversity of ex.perien<<- and <ulturei when we are open to new people ar~ welcoming to one 
another, we are attractive. Each of u.s is responsible for making a meeting attractive. 

Our recovery is real, and so is our concern for the addict who still suffers. Our numbers are 
impressive, but our lives are even more so: the reality of Narcotics Anonymous speaks more 
powerfully than statistics or slogans. Around the world, addkts are recovering in Narcotics 
Anonymous. Each time an addict gets to experience the message in a way she or he can 
understand, we .-II grow, When a local translations Con'lrnittee complNt>d translation of the 
Basic Text, one of the members smiled and said, "Now no one has the exc1,1se that we don't 
have lite,aturc in our language!" Ou, principles are universal. lhey wo, k for addicts ir, all walks 
of life, in scores of languages, with a ll kinds of religious and cultural beliefs. The growth of NA is 
proof of the power of our message. Still, even if we have millioos of members, if we don't 
welcome the addict who walks through the door today, we are not attractive. 

The personal anonymity this Tradition demands also offers protection. It p<otects us from 
the notoriety that might threaten our own recovery, it protects the program from our personal 
shortcomings, and it sets the NA message free to do its work beyond the limits our personalities 
present. The spirit of recovery that comes through our meetings is greater than the sum of its 
parts; each of us matters, and each of us serves best when we bring our experience, strength, 
and hope in a spirit of anonymity, allowing it to be<ome part of the greater whole. 
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WORD BYWORD 
Define, e,cpand on, or darify the words or phrases from this Tradition, one at a time or 
in refation to each other, for writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA 
members. 

Example: lever 

The word ''level,'' in Trctdilion Eleven, refers to a position relative to other things. Tradition 

Eleven prompts us to set things in relation to each other, to find equivalenc:es. Sometimes this is 
easy a ,,d obvious; at other' tfrnes the challenge this pr'esents is sta,11ir,g. rradition Eleven was 

written before the internet existed and before even television was in wide distribution. We 
communkate much diffcr'ently today, Md the media by whkh we communicate continue to 

evolve. So w'hen we see the phrase "at the level of press, radio, and films," we are obliged to 
ask: What is equivalent today? What is "at the level'' that pr'ess, radio, and films we,e when our 

program began? We need to think about the spirit of the Tradition-the principle at its core-as 
we coosider how to apply it now. What does it mean to maintain our personal anonymity in a 

much less private world! We are called to practice this Tradition with more vigilance than ever. 

SPIRITUAL P'RINClPLF.S 

Ea(h Tradition embodies a variety of spiritual prlndples. The 11.st of prlndples and 
values below may be useful as we consider applications of this Tradition. Explore them 
in writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. If other prindples or 
values not listed below seem relevant for you, include those as well. 

faith service anonymity integrity fidelity 
prudence discernment accountability humility 

respect goodwill gratitude unity wisdom 

Example: respect 

Respect is a particularly c.hallenging principle for many of u.s. Pr-acticing this principle doesn't 

ne<essarily mean that others respect us; it means we otter others the respect we wish for 
ourselves, :,nd that we respect ourselves enough to w.tlk in dignity .md quiet strength. We don't 

fight for respect; we demonstrate it. We earn the respec:t of others by being respecthil and 
respectable ourselves, by standing on the ,nerits of ou, prograrn, and by ,esisting the impulse to 

boast or brag, to defend or argue. We (an explain who and what we are with clarity, simplicity, 
and ~,er,ity. we no looge, need to saCr'ifice our ~If-respect few approval. Our .K.tions and 

demeanor show our respect for ourselves and our program. Anonymity is a key principle in our 
practice of respect: we ea<h set aside our desife for recognition or approval- or our desire to 

hide-and stand together in dignity. 
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For Members 
Tradition Eleven asks us to consider our personal anonymity and NA's relations with the public 

at the same time. Tradition Eleven asks us to practice restraint We do not call attention to 

ourselves personally, even when we are sharing about the miracle of recovery in our lives. The 
practice of personal anonymity allows our recovery to speak for itself and allows us to live free of 

the risk that would come with being a spokesperson for NA. Tradition Eleven tells us that not only 
is the truth e rlOt.tgl·.-,,iny attempt at p,-Ofnotion thins out the lr'ulh, l.tkes .tWd)' from its power. 

l raditior\ Eleven spe.tks dbout persor,al ano1\ymity, keepi,,g our mernb.:-rship in NA 

confidential, where Tradition Twelve discus5es anonymity as the principle at the foundation of 
all ou, Traditions, Respec.tiog our own .1nonymity and that of our' follom is a gn~at responsibnity, 

In early recovery, we may not be concerned about whether people outside NA know we are 
addicts. Once our ano,~ymity is coo,p,·omised, we CM't get it back. Once our families°' 

employers know, they know. For some of us, personal anonymity is vital. A casual mention could 
put our occupations or family status at risk. If we make that choke for someone else, we rob 
them of the opportunity to decide for themselves. 

When people know we are in NA, we re-present NA whether we mean to or not. Tradition 

Eleven tells us that the choice to reveal our membership comes with an obligation to protect NA's 
public reputation. Even if we insist that we don't intend to represent NA, to the public we often 

do. A member explained, "Every t ime I take a meeting into the county jail, I represent NA to both 
tile imnatcs and their jailors.. Every time I we.tr an NA l •shil1, I nee?-d to be aware that my .tctions

good or ~ . in pel'SOfl or onli,,e-reflect on our program in action to anyone watching, I need to 

act right when my actions c;an att('Ct someone's opinion about NA." Using social media puts us "in 
public" more than we tend to thiok about. The old saying is true: we may be the only Bask Text 

someone ever reads. Each of us is engaging in public relations rNery time we are in public. Our 
behavio,in a ,estaufa,n afte, a meeting caffies a fnessage to everyone the.-e. When we wear NAT

shirts or jewelry, talk loudly about our recovery or our addiction--people notice. The knowfedge 
that "we are PR" is one mo,e reason we try to practice prindptes in atl oor affairs. 

People are attracted to NA when they see the program work in our lives. We don't pretend 

that recovery gives us a perfect or conflict-free life; often, the fact that we struggle and get 
through it clean is what makes ,ecovery attractive . "My sister dragged me to meetings and that 
never worke?-d," one member recalle?-d. "But over the years, I saw her life c.hange and I knew NA 

was working. When I was ready, her ex.ample was powerful." If an addict doesn't want to get 
de.in, we c.tn't help. When we refrain from pushing our way on others, they <11c more likely to 

come to us when they do want help. We don't make false promises or guarantees, but we do 
make ourselves available so that when M addict is ready, they cao find us. 

When we try to practice anonymity with an inflated ego, it hurts. That pain shows that we 
have room ro, g.-owth. Anonymity ,·equil'es ego deflation. Practking namelessness leads us to 

deeper understandings of selflessness. We experiment with anonymity: doing good deeds that 
no one knows about; doing service that no 0 1\e sees; keeping the confidences of others. We 

start to experience the gift of giving freely. We begin to feel integrity, to know who we are 
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without depending on others to tell us. Much of what has been written in NA about anonymity 
frames it as a sacrifice. 10 reality. it's a gift. It's freedom. 

When we don•t respect our own ar1onymity, the spiritual damage can make us sick. We have 
a hard time being vulnerable, asking for help, or trusting others with confidences we haven't 
kept ourselves. When we set ourselves up as an authority about NA or in NA, we set ourselves 
apart- which ultimately means we end up alone. We give ourselves permission to be human, 
and we free oursetves from the need to be right all the time. No one of us speaks for NA. 

lcdu1ology, cornrnunk.ttion, and the wo,ld at la1gc- have changed dr.a1r.atic.tlly si1'K(' the 
Eleventh Tr,1dition first took sh.)pe. Our relationship to technology is much more intimate tlli.,n it 
once was. It can be hard to tell the difference between our public and private lives./\ great deal 
of our online activity is public, and we don't always have control over the flow of information. As 
membefs of NI\, applying Tradition Eleven ,neaos we have a responsibility to think al>out how 
we maintain our anonymity online. As a Fellowship, we must consider the challenges presented 
to anonymity, and as members, we must find practices of anony1nity that hooor the needs of 
NA. Understanding spiritual principles allows us to make wise decisions. We don't all agree on 
which types of online interactions req;uire anonymity and which don't, but it merits serious 
consideration from each of us. 

Our service pamphlet Social MedkJ and Our Gujding Principles is a resource for practicing 
Tradition Eleven. We see from a new perspective when we consider the effects of ot.ir actions. 
for some of us, p.irticip..1ting in social media is an important part of our lives; others don't lllake 
use ot these sites al all. Our ability to control our social medic, presence is limited in part by lht
actions and ,1wareness-or lack of awareness-of those around us. Our anonymity is more often 
compromised through thoughtlessness thao malice. Addressing these mishaps can be M 

opportunity to build understanding, or it can leave us feeling alone and attacked. Raising our 
concefos, and responding to the concems of others io a spirit of k>ve aod ur,ity, allows us to 
come to an understanding we can live with. Over and over, Tradition Ek!ven teaches us about 
the practical application of humility and goodwill. 

The most important things we do in Narcotics Anonymous come from a spirit of selflessness. 
Setting our needs aside in service to a greater good is an antidote for the self-obsess.ion that 
plagues u.s. When we accept ourselves as we are, owning our assets and liabilities, we are more 
attractive th.an when we pretend to be something we're not. Similarly, the NA public relations 
policy depends on us staying true to exactly who we are and what we do, rather than making 
outrageous claims. rradition Eleven speaks to the value of attraction, rather than promotion, As 

humi'ln beings, ,1nd i'IS a Fellowship, we are enough. 

Questions for Members 
The questions below offer a way to begin-or continue-the process of writing, reflection, 

and discussion of this Tradition with your spoosor o, other NI\ members. 

In NA 

l. What role did attraction or promotion play In how I found NA? How does this shape my 
actions or attitudes as a member~ 
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2. Under what circumstances might the publk view me as a representative of NA? Does my 
anonymity need protection in relationships with the public that do not involve press, 
radio, or Wms? 

3. How do I recognize when it's important or necessary to maintain my anonymity? How do 
I maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, film, and other public media? 

4. Under what circumst<mces do I protect my anonymity? Under-what circumstances am I 
open about my membership in NA? How do I decide what·s right for me and for- NA? 

S. Do I eve, w,mt to sh;u·e about addiction or re<.overy in public? Mave there been times 
when I have t,ied to promote NA on a public level? t-low can I talk about addiction 01 
recovery while maintaining my personal anonymity? 

6. Wheo have I compromised someooe else's anooymity? When has my ano,,ymity been 
compromised, and what were the consequences? What could we have done differently? 
t-low cao I respond in situations where that's a possibflity? 

7. How does our relation.ship to anonymity change after- death? Do our departed members 
still merit personal anonymity? How do we honor them without compromising that 
principle for them or for NA? 

8. How does this Tradition help me understand anonymity? How does anonymity help me 
understand this Tradition? How do I practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

9. Descr'ibe .my bridges betwec:m this tradition .md one or m~e of the twelve Steps. Wh3l 
do these bridges teach me about my recovery? 

I 0. What more can I do to put the principles of this Tradition into action! How would 
applying this lr"aditi011 change my attitudes a11d actions~ 

In All Our Affairs 

I I. How have I applied this Traditio,, outside NA? t-low elS<' might the p,fodples of this 
Tradition guide my thinking or my actions? 

12. In my day·to·day life, how can I serve as an attractive example of NA re<overy? In what 
ways might my actions be unattractive? 

13. Under what circumstances would I reveal my NA membership!What are some 
differences in the way I practice anonymity with family, friends, coworkers, at school, 
.md elsewhere? 

14. Are there any friends or family members to whom I've wanted or tried to promote NA? 
What wc,e the results~ What is the difference between .attraction and promotion in 
those sitt,1ations? 

15. What does the phrase "responsible, produ<tive membel' of s«.iety" mea,1 to me? liow do 
I view my person.al reputation! 

16. Are there other areas of my life in which anonymity might be important? How do I 
maintain my a1l0nymity h, those situations? 
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17. Oo I r,eed to practice attraction or promotion w ith any other clubs or orgaoizalions I'm 
involved with! Does the practice of Tradition Eleven in NA teach me anything that could 
be useful In understanding membership in other groups? 

18. Does maintaining my personal anonymity ever make it feel like I'm living a double life? 
Am I sometimes overly J)tlblic about my membership in NA? How do I maintain personal 
anonymity and personal integrity at the same time? 
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For Groups 
Groups are the face of NA as much as they are Its heart. For the most part, groups are not 

engaged in the kind of public relations work that service bodies undertake, but interacting with 
an NA group is often the first or only experience members of the publk have with NA. Our 
group's relationships- with the fad1ity in which we meet, the neigllbors around tile meeting, 
and the businesses we frequent-all reflect on NA as a whole. Any trme wc: interact with the 
worfd beyond our meetings, we are PR. 

Simple things- being clecU' on our group's col',scic,~ce, knowing how to contac.t the facility 

and having designated gro1..1p members who interact w ith them, being <.onsistent and on t ime 
with ou, payment, aod leaving the space l>ctler' than we found it- build r'clationships that last. 
When we are responsible and consistent, we build tnist. The trust we build in the community 
makes people more comfortable with NA, makes il easier for us to find meeting space, and helps 
us gain access to addicts in hospitals and institutions. Our practice of goodwill helps the 
Fellowship to grow. 

When we are approached with questions, It's good to be prepared. If we are dear as a group 
and as members about what NA is, what we do and what we don't do, our explanation can be 
simple and clear. When we are well versed in our Traditions, we make it easier for others to 
respect our Trddilions, and to respect us. When our group meets tile curiosity of its neighbors 
with a friendly curiosity about the world around us, our communications can be more than one-
w<1y infomlation delivery. Wed.re <1lways seeking ways to reach the addicts around us, and .-s we 
inform othetS about whal NA is we also f'ind out more about how we can re<K.h out. Most of all, 
when we foster goodwill with those around us, we make NA attractive ,:md sec;ure as a part of 
the community. 

In our groups, Tradition Eleven has more to do with how we carry the mess.age than about 
our relationship to other organizations or "at the level of press, radio and films." In our group 
we cr-eate an atmosphere of attraction; we remind one another to practi<:e personal anonymity 
as we-II as keeping confidences; and we strive to welcome and inform anyone who is new or 
observing what NA is about. 

We don't tell people I.ow to share, but we create an atmosphere of recovery, a group 
format, and a group conS<ience that makes room for all to feel welcome, share honestly, and 
find hope in Narcotics Anonymous. A s.tfe, secure atmosphere of recovery is attractive. We all 
are responsible to ensure that addicts feel wel<ome and have the opportunity to experience 
N<1rcotics Anonymous. 8efor(' we got clean, rnany of us were a«ustomed to seeing others as a 
means to get something. It can take some of us a while to regard each other with respect and 
care; io our groups we coolie to understand Oft<' a1\0the1 's humar,ity. Wheo a group c,,sures that 
a newcomer is approached by members who are trustworthy and concerned, we protect the 
addict aod the Fellowship. 

Carrying the ,nessage is an act of faith and courage. There is a balance betweco oot 
promoting NA (or ourselves) and canying a message of hope. We allow our experience to speak 
for Itself, and trust that others will hear what they lleed. We don' t sell recovery like a used car. 
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Our job in carrying the mes.sage is not to present a sales pitch, but to share experience, strength, 
and hope. we make NA available to an addicts. We cannot force recovery on anyone, no maner 
how badly we want recovery for them, and we don't need to make false promises or guarantees 
to be attractive-our message of hope is strong and true. We don't need to promote NA in 
order to share a powerful message. We share our experience and trust others to find what they 
need. 

Group Inventory Questions 
The questions below offer ways to begin-or continue-group inventory or discussion 

focused oo this rraditio1'l. 

1. What can our group do to help make our meetings attractive, safe, and wekoming? 

l. Does our group have a strong home grou p identity? Do we celehf-ate group 
annive<safie-s. have home group T-shifts, or have other gfoup-spedfic events or customs? 
How do we enjoy these in a way that is based on attraction, not promotion? 

3. What in our meeting could be seen as promotii,g NA or a pafticular group, r-ather than 
seeking to make NA attractive? 

4. How does our group work to make sure we are viewed in a positive light by the facility 
where we meet~ In the neighborhood where our meetings a..-e held~ 

5. Does our group use any form of social media for communication between members? If 
so, how ci,n we preserve members· anor1ymity when we do~ How c.m we t~kc care not 
to ex dude members who don' t uie socia l media? 

6. How should our group respond if we are asked by the local medii'I to answer- questions 
about drug addictioo, about recovery, o, other topksr 

7. Mow does this Traditioo help us uodcfstaod anonymity? How docs anooymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 

8. Discuss any bridges betweeo this Tradition aod other Traditions. What do these bridges 
teach us about our group~ 

9. What more c.an we do to bring the prillCiples of this Tr.adition into our group efforts? 
What could we do differently to better fu lfill our primary purpose~ 
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In Service 
We let people know wtio we are, what we do, and where to find us. Tradition Eleven 

provides our service bodies with essential guidance. First, we don't make bold claims about our 
program of recovery, and don't att~mpt to push it on anyone: and second, we must be careful in 
how we present ours.elves as members of NA when we interact with members of the public. 

Public relaHons and fcllowship development go hand in hand. Fellowship development helps 

support the growth and stability of NA communities, and PR helps to build ongoing relationships 
with the people and i,,stilutions that help NI\ to~ rtcognized a1'KI welcorned by the 
communities, institutions, and governments that may support or prevent our growth. We build 
rclationships over time in which these c ,,tities can leam about NA- and in whk.h we can leam 
how we can better communicate what we do. 

Although the Eleventh Tradition is simple and straightforward, we have needed a wide range 
of seNke matef'.al over the course of our history to guide our trusted servants on interactions 
with the public. "Recovery and Relapse" in our Basic Text reminds us, "Relationships can be a 
terribly painful area for us/' and oor difficulties in relating to others do not end with our 
personal relationships. In NA service, relationships with the public affect our ability to carry the 
message. Taking Tradition Eleven to heart as we serve is how we ensure that those relationships 
have positive re:sullS. 

Developing a public relations policy is more than just reaching out based on our whims. 
Oisc::ussk>n, planning, and being strategic about how we c.my out .md sustain that policy is 
irnportant. l\Mdom 01 inconsistent outrc-ach can do rnorc hann to ou1 rcputatio1\ than 1')()t 
reaching out at aH; PR is one of the areas ot sen,ice in which we must be most c;autious. It can 
also be some of the l'nost vital, and rewarding, work we do io Narcotics Anonyrnous. Wlwn our 
public relations efforts are successful we see it not only in the numbers of newcomers finding 
their way to NA but in the goodwill we efKOunter in the community. It gets easier to find 
meeting space; institutions welcome oor presence; professionals are more willing to refer 
addicts to NA a11d to listen to us at events and conferences. Ultimately our goal is always the 
~me: to allow more addicts to stop using drugs alld find a new way to live. We don' t have to 
promise or compromise to build those relationships: we do have to pay attention to the 
communities in which we meet alld the concerns of those we reach out to. 

Continuity can be so important in these relationships. We don't have to send the same 
people every time we reach out, but others should know how to reach us, and that if they 
contact us they WIii receive a prompt <Ind constructive reply, Just as we want to be available 
when the addict is ready, we want to ensure that when others want to learn about Narcotics 
Anonymous, we are ready to fise to the oppo..-tunity. In some ,egio1ls, outfeac.h efforts ill parks, 
at health fairs, or even at festivals have become routine; in others, relationships with 
correctional facilities a..-e so st.ro,,g that NA mcmbefs behind the walls are able to pa,1icipate in 
NA events on the outside-either virtually or in person. 

We cany the NA message alld work to ensure that addicts seeking recovery will know where 
to find us. That life-saving message may be all an addict needs to have a chance. Our service 
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efforts include a wider audience than our Twelfth Step or our meetings. Helping the different 
types of peopte we interact with to see the attractiveness of our message a,ld our program 
requites tllought and creativity. Our Public Relations Handbook offers some of our collective 
experience with how our service efforts can be most effective in helping addicts seeking 
recovery to find NA. 

Some communities have experienced publk relations efforts that were so successful that 
they overwhelmed the local groups. "We S<heduled some presentations with IQCal government 
offid.ds, inc.luding sorne drug court counsclors/' on~ i>A d1air sh.trcd. '''They loved us so much 
thilt our meetings were suddenly full. The people chairing meetings had a hard time keeping the 
rne-ctiogs , unoing srnoothly, and one gs oup even received a noise complaint." In o,der to be 
successful, service efforts need not only attract more people to our meetings, but also 
coo,di,-.ate with g,oups to <'0Sufe that the g<oups c.rn suppo,t aod sustain the g,owth. 

We create events and activities to build unity, celebrate together, have fun, and sometimes 
to raise funds. While the main focus of this type of service isn't to engage in public relations, the 
events we hold are still very much a part of NA's public image. Our events and activities often 
bring trusted servants-an-cl other members---into contact with the public. Whether it's the 
busine.ss where we print our T •shirts or the hotel lobby where our members proudly wear those 
T-shirts, when we interact with the public a.s NA members, we must be mindful of our behavior. 
One member shared, "At our big convention every year, I'm always thinking of how the hotel 
worket'S and convention ce11ter staff sec us. If we. ::tre examples of NA recovery, IT\aybe a worker 
will think of NA when they have a friend Of family member who needs help with a drug 
problem." No matter what the circumstances, when we're in situations where the p~1blic sees us 
as NA membffl, our actions can makc a diffctencc in an .-.ddkt's life. 

Our trusted servants have a responsibility to treat everyone with dignity and respe<.t. 
Simila,ly, we all 1-.ave ao obligatioo to vcat our t,usted servaots well. we a,e sometimes p<on-e 
to an "us and them" mentality, and one place in NA where we see this often is at events when 
there is a feeling of division between the tfusted servants and the members attending. In the 
Second Tradition essay, It Worics: How and Why reminds us that "leadership in NA is a service, 
not a class of membership." We treat each other as fellows, whether we're the chair of a 
convention committee feeling a great sense of responsibility for the event, o.- a member 
attending a c.ampout with lots of ideas about how the committee could do a better job. When 
we treat each other well regardless of our role or position, both our re-covery program and our 
service efforts benefit. 

We have a commitment to personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, and film. Though 
this Traditio,, was wtitten in a tfrne before television was col'rwnon or the iinemet existed, the 
guidance applies just as well to those forms of public media as any other. The Narcotics 
A,-.onymous name should ,-.ot b<' associated with <my iodividual memb<'f', as a memb<'r. ii\ aoy 
form of media that is available to the general public. Whether a journalist calls to interview an 
addict, o, a committee decides to use the hltemet as a place to hold se,vke discussions, we take 
care not to put any of our members on public view as members of NA. This may mean setting 
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careful terms for how a conversation c.an happen, or devoting time and effort to ensure that the 
onl/ne tools we u-se to communkate about NA service are,,'t visible to the ge,,eral public. 

Trusted servants are not obligated to maintain personal anonymity in every interaction with 
those outside NA. As an ex.ample, trusted servants often must disclose their names alld other 
personal information in order to rent spa<e for a meeting or an event. When the press or media 
are involved, howeveJ", prote-clion of the NA narne means thal members do nol have the ability 
to break their own anonymity as members of NA. Some NA members do choose to identify as 
re<ovei-ing .tddkls in the ,nedi.a; as long as the NA 1,ame is not m('ntioned Or' implied, discussiog 
addiction can be a personal choi<e. We may choose to admit to l>eing an addict, but Tradition 
Eleven instructs us to keep our NA membership out of publi< 11,edia. 

Tradition Eleven mentions a public relations policy. In NA service, we have plenty of 
,·esources- handbooks, guidelioes, and more. These tools all help us to serve well, but 
ultimately the spirit of the Eleventh Tradition is our best guide. We serve most effectively when 
our service helps NA to be aura<tive to all who may need it. 

Workshop Questions 
The questions below otter a way to begin-or <ontinue-a servke discussion or workshop 

focused on this Tradition. 

1. What is the difference between attraction and promotion? How does this difference 
influence the services we <-c1rry out? 

2. How does the behavior of our members around our meetings or in ovr ser'vice efforts 
,eflect on NA as d whol~? Are we ser'ving as examples of 1e<ove1y in our <ommunity, 01 
do our relations with our neighbors reflect poorly on NA? 

3. What is the role of public relations sefvi<e in the gr'owth of NA io our' <ommur)ity? 

'1· What tools do we have to assess the PR needs in our community? Are there professionals 
in our commuoity •,vho may not know about NA? What do we do to make sure that 
professionals are able to find NA in order to send addicts to us? 

5. Are our PA efforts planr.ed and considered, or do they happen intenniuently when 
someone gets interested? How consistently do we follow through? 

6. What holds us bac.k from doing PR? Are our reservations based in planning or fear? How 
can we support eac.h other in our PR efforts? How can we help our groups lo carry the 
message when our PR efforts are successful? 

/. How does ol.lr policy of -,ura<tion rather than promotion 3ffect the service we do beyond 
PR? How else mig1H this guide our' effotts? Is there a,,ything out scrvkc body is doing 
now that might be improved Or' changed by <onsidc,'ing this polky? 

8. Wlly shouldn't any siogle member be a spokesperson for NA? What can we do to avoid 
situations where a member might be seen as a spokesperson for us? 

9. What afe some challenges or opportuoities soc.ial media preseots to ouf public relations 
efforts? How do we ensure that t.he guidance of this Tradition is applied to our use of 
<ommunlcatlon tools? How do we protect personal anonymity and NA ·s repvtatlon on 
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the internet or in social media? What can we do to restore NA's reputation once it·s been 
compromised? 

10. How does this Tradition help us understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms o f this Tradition? 

11. Discuss any bridges belween this Tradition and one or more of the Twelve Concepts. 
What do these bridges teach us about oor servi<e efforts? 

1:i. What more c.an we do to bring the princip les of this Tradition into our service efforts? 
What c0t1ld we do differently to better carry out our services? 
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Our Traditions help us to see how NA fits in the world. Traditions 
Six and Seven clarify that we do not a lign witJ1 or indebt ourselves 
to anyone outside of NA. Traditions Ten and Eleven provide us 
with a specific vision for what NA says to tl1e public: We express 
no opinion on issues other than NA. and when we speak about our 
program of recovery, we simply describe how it has worked for 
us. Our Thkd Tradition reminds us that recovery works best 
when members are free to come and go as they please, and our 
Eleventh Tradition frees us from the need to push our program on 
others. Navigating the relationship between NA and the outside 
world is challenging. Our service materials, recovery literature, 
and experienced members help to guide us. 

Each of us discovers our own motivations, on our own time, to 
humbly reach out for help from those who have found relief from 
addiction. As we listen to experience and suggestions and work 
the Steps, our lives improve. In turn, others will see the change in 
us and, as they are ready, seek out our experience, strength, and 
hope. The NA message does not need to be promoted. The fact that 
our program continues to prove itself in the lives of many addicts 
Is attractive in itself. 
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Tradition Twelve 
Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, 
ever remindin9 us to place principles before personalities. 

When we share from the heart, we connect at the hear t. Whether 
it's the first time or the thousandth, hearing an addict tell the 
trutJ1 has the power to crack us wide open-if we set aside our 
judgment long enough to listen. Many of us have shared or heard 
someone share about the beauty of attending a meeting out of 
town: .. The message was so dear, because I didn't know 
everyone's story." 

Anonymity allows us to experience equality. We have spent so 
much of our lives measuling our own value against our beliefs 
about the value of others. Equality, acceptance, and welcome are 
a tremendous relief. Sim1>ly belonging can be refreshing. 

We find a wellspring of hope in the lives of addicts recovering 
around us. When we let go of our own opinions. histories, and 
judgments of ourselves and each other, we can feel the presence 
of a Power in our meetings, and we can hear wisdom from any 
addict. if we are wi1ling to listen for it. One member suggested 
that aro- is short for a,10,iymous. 

Anonymity opens us to grace. It frees us from obsession with self 
and society, and it allows us to recognize our Higher Power in the 
eyes of another human being. Anonymity allows us to rise above 
who we think we are. 

We all have the ability to find knowledge of our Higher 
Power's will for us and the power to carry that out. Anonymity 

allows us to see it in ourselves and in another addict-<2ny addict. 
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Tradition Twelve 
Tradition Twelve guides us to let go of all that keeps us from unity. we set aside all the things 

that separate us and come together a.s 'jwe." That we stands before everything we do. There is a 
vital link between Tradition Twetve and Tradition One; they frame oor Traditions and establish 
the spirit in whkh our work will be done. When we embrace our anonymity, we recognize thal 
our common welfare is also our personal welfare. We can see ourselves as part of the greater 
whole, and underst.tnd wh.ere we fit. Coming from the a lie1ldtion of addktion into membership, 
into Monyl'nity, frees us from the masks and prctc,~ses that once got us through life. 11, 
anonymity we are finally allowed to be oorsetves. 

Our princ.iplc-s have a purpose, as we have a purpose. we don't rccovet by sitting around 
pondering mysteries; applying these principles creates a way of life, and a way to carry the 
message. This is a program of aclion, aod our pfi,-.ciples only wofk when we a re using them. 
They gain meaning as we apply them. Tradition Twelve is not mysterious, but it grows in 
meaning and rkhness as we practke all our Traditioos, pray and meditate, and discover the gifts 
within it. Until we incorporate a spiritual principle into our lives, it's a word on a page. We can 
only understand so much from reading a book-we must live it to understand. 

For most of us, anonymity begins as letting go. We set aside our prejudices and beliefs about 
each olher to place principles before eac.h other's personalities, in order to hear the message. 
Soon we leam that it's not just other people's pel'$onalities we set aside; it's our own. We 
cannot fully pr<1ctice the Traditions without working the Steps, and rr.t<Jition l'welvc drives us to 
the work. Setting p1-iociple,s bcfo,e personalilies means, first, thal we must u,,derstand 
princ:iples, and second, that we must be able to recogni~e and set aside the chatter in our heads 
about w1,o we are, and who others are, that keeps us from hCdl'ing. When we learn to listen, we 
open ourselves to the possibility of empathy. 

What anonymity gives us is far greater than what it asks from us, although we may struggle 
sometimes with the su1Tender. Anonymity allows us to be human, and humane. When we are 
not defined by our success or failure we can let ourselves, and each other, ott the hook. The 
anonymity Traditio1\ Twelve describes supports and explains our personal anonymity, but it's 
bigger than that. Our spiritual foundation i.s not a question of whether we know eac.h other's la.st 
names; it 's that we accept each other regardless of who we are and what we have done. 
Anonymity is the beginning of equality; we allow each other to be members, to recover- in 
dignity, and to carry the message to the best of our ability. The Twelve Traditions describe a 
Fellowship thdt t.ikes its collective guid.ince from spiritudl principles rather th<1n from individu<1I 
personalities. That selflessness is what the Twelfth Tradition means by the word "anonymity," 
a,~d it is the spifitual fouodat.ioo on which NA is bunt. 
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WORD BYWORD 
Define, expand on, or darify the words or phrases from this Tradition, one at a time or 
in refation to each other, for writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA 
members. 

Example: foundation 

A •'foundalion" is .t b.tse on which something is built. The foundation stands under a 
structure, securing it and providing a steady footing. Our spiritual foundation grounds us and 
keeps us stcure, It goes deep, and provides stability for' evc,ything we do. AU of our cffo,ts 

begin with unity and stand on a found.:,tion of a no nymity. When we work toward the greater 
good, allowing a loving Higher Power to be in charge, the,c is no limit to what we can build. 

When the word .,foundation" is used regarding a principle , it means that this idea is at the 

hea,t of eve<ything that follows from it. Tradition Twelve says that anonymity is our' spiritual 
fou,,datk>n, which means that every other principle is b uilt upon and supported by ou, 
application of anonymity. 

SPIRrl1JAI, PRIN(:IP l,ES 

Each Tradition embodies a variety of spiritual prlncJples. The 11st of prlnclples and 
values below may be useful as we consider applications of this Tradition. E.xptore them 
In writing or discussion with your sponsor or other NA members. If other prlndples or 
values not listed below seem relevant for you, Include tbose os well. 

faith service anonymity integrity fidelity prudence 
discernment accounwbility humility respect 

goodwill gratitude unity wisdom 

Example: anonymity 

JtJSt as white light contains every other color within it, the principle of anonymity contains 
every other spiritual prirKiple. The core of our disease is self-centeredness; its opposite is 

freedom from self. Anonymity is so much more than not being identified by name, or having no 
name; it means we let go o f the lhings with which we have identified ourselves, and the ways in 
which we expect recognition. Only when we let go of our pre<onceived ideas of who we should 
be, or how we think we are perceived, do we get to find out who we afe. 

Anonyi't,ity rnca,,s that we suffende, to being pa, t of something greater than oufselves. we 

are responsible to do the work to embrace o ur membership; w hen we allow ourselves that 
privilege. we never have to do it alone again. Anonymity fr~s us to be bette, than we have ever 

been. We don't have to worry about who we a re and where we fit; we can be one of many, 
doing our Higher Powe,,s will to the best of our abillty, in a spifit of u1l ity and goodwill. 
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For Members 
Allowing ourselves to experience cmonymlty Is a great gift. We learn to trust and be 

trustworthy. We learn to give with no expectations- not even acknowledgment. The exercise of 
simple, anonymous servke, like setting up <hairs or sweeping the floor after a meeting, helps us 
to feel like a part of the group. Some of us take this further, trying to do something good daily 
that no one knows about, or being of anonymous service in our communities. 

When we first come to NA, we might think anonymity is just not knowing each other's last 
oames or what we do outside N/\- orwe just see it <IS the rnost difficult word to pronou,~ce in 
our readings. Outside NA, most of u.s experience a world where some people are in positions of 
autho,"ity Of privilege depeodlng on their job, their education, OI' their role in sodety. we may 
even be one of those who enjoy such pl'ivileges, but there is no room for this kind of status in 
NA. Each of us is simply caoying and rece-ivi1)g the message. This is ooe way we pl'actke 
anonymity, and it guides us to place our principles before our personalities. 

We are equals here, regardless of our deantime, service position, sponsorship, or any role 
we play in our lives outside. This doesn't mean we leave our personalities at the door; all 
personalities are welcome in NA. By taking the focus off our personal differences, anonymity 
allows addicts of all backgrounds and personality types to recover together in unity. And yet, 
this Tradition does not insist that we e liminate or ignore our differences. The Tradition Twelve 
essay in It Works: How and Why tells U$, "We enjoy the color, the compassion, the initiative, the 
rough-and-tumble liveliness that arises from the divc.'f'Se personaliti.cs of our memberS. In fact, 
our diversity is our strcngU,." Anonymity allows us to come together i ,~ all our diverSity to 
support fellow members and fulfil! our primary purpose. "I was rais('d with a certain set of 
beliefs about ~ople, and my experience seemed to co,~fim, those beti~fs. In recovcl'y, I got to 
see people for who they are, not what they are," said a member. 

Placing prioc.iples before personalities protects us from our own defects of chal'actel'. While 
it may take time for u.s to work through and trust the process, as we grow in our recovery we 
le.am that we do1, ' t have to make our persona II ties smaller; it's through our differeoces and 
dittkulties with each other that we learn how to practke principles. When we hear a message 
from a member we !lave conflict with, or see recovery working in the life of someone we had no 
hope for, we start to understand that open•minde<lness doesn' t just help us tolerate others. It 
broadens our ability to hope. When we. see that the limits of our vision are oot the limits of 
possibility, our faith blossoms. Learning to hear each other, in meetings and in service, takes 
prc'lctice, We test eddl other's limits all the time, and e.tch of u.s has particular <hdllenges with 
members or behaviors we cannot seem to tolerate. We don't have to like everyone in NA, but if 
we tu,o oul' attention to oul' reaction rathc, than the pers<m o, thing we',e ,cacting to, we may 
find relief muc:h sooner. 

Anonymity provides us with safety, both io NA a,'ld in oul' spi1it. Wheo we let go of the need 
to judge and be judged, we can take risks, try new things Of ideas, and continue to grow, secure 
in the love of the Fellowship. When we find oul'selves outside that safety net, it's mostly because 
we choose not to be a part of. Wilen we engage in selfish or destructive behaviors, we are 
separating ourselves-often long before we actually experience consequences. Whe1\ we grasp 
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or demand, we are not open to the selfless exchange that is happening around us. Pride can 
take us outside thal circle. W1,en arrogance and denial come together, we are in grave da,,ger. 
We desperately want to be somebody important, but we are terrified tllat we are worthless. We 
forget about anonymity and go back into competition. The consequence is that again we feel 
isolated, alone, and separate. Coming back into the cirde can take a great deal of courage, but 
once we make the leap it's not that hard. The love and acceptance we once found in the rooms 
is there wditing for us, if we dH! willing to accept it. 

Anonymity is a two-way street. We need the safety anot1yrnity gives us to grow a,,d change, 
to take risks, and to keep coming back. But we also need to tmst in the spirit of anonymity that 
the help we need will be available-even though it might not look like what, 01 w1,o, we 
expected. There are some things we only learn through pain, and there are times in recovery 
when ea<.h of us will hurt. Humility helps us to practke aoooymity; we can let go of our demands 
and expectations of others. Faith in the Fellowsh ip of NA is not the same as relying on 
individuals. None of us is perfect, and nooe of us is pe,iectly patient or available. Being willing to 
accept the help we need regardless of where it comes from can be extraordinarily challenging. 
When we let go of our expectations, we can give where it's needed, re<eive where it's offered, 
and feel the presence of our Higher Power in the exchange. 

Tradition Twelve brings calm to our lives. We can let go of drama and lhe need fOf" attention, 
and see what is real. In our lives outside NA as well, letting go of the focus on personality
including our own-can allow us to see wtwt is ho1ppening, what we n-eed, <llld what we can do. 
Not every area of our lives is anonymous, but our practice of anonymity in Narcotics 
Anonymous, and our understanding of anonymity as a spiritual principle, grants ~I$ 5-)fety and 
security at our personal foundatio,,. Living the prindplcs of ou, Traditions tea<hes us that we 
have value, that our lives have meaning, and that we are worthy of love and acceptance. 

Questions for Members 
The questions below offer a way to begin- or cootinue--the process of writing, reflection, 

and discussio,, of this Tradition with your sponsor or other NA members. 

Jn NA 

I. What are some differences between the personal anonymity in Tradition Eleven and the 
principle of anonymity as it's expressed in Tradition Twelve! 

2. What are some ways that I put principles ~fore personalities when I'm in a rr.ecting! 
When I talk to my sponsot! When I sponsor othel' m<'mbers? When I t.ilk to newcomei'S? 
When I talk to othe, n1embers? 

3. How do I practice principles before personalities when I have strong feelings about 
someooe, good or bad? 

4. Does my desire to honor those who came before me sometimes affect how I practice the 
principle of anonymity? Do members who serve, or who have served, ever seem more 
important than others? Do I view NA members as fitting into any sort of hierarchy! 

5. When do I struggle with the principle of anonymity? Are there times when equality is a 
struggle for me, or when that idea makes me uncomfortable? Do I ever want to .. pull 
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rank .. or establish authority? Am I intimidated by some members, or are there times I just 
assume that they· re right? 

6. Do I respect the confidentiality of meetings? Is sharing what is heard in a meeting always 
wrong? How do I determine the difference between gossiping and el(pressing concern? 

7. When do I struggle to serve selflessly? Oo I want perS-Onal credit for sue<esses, or feel 
that members should take personal blame fOf' mistak~? 

8. How can serving with humility give me the opportunity to know freedom from the bonds 
of self? When have I f!l(pcrN?nced this for myself? 

9. Oo members give up their anonymity when it comes to mista.kes or failures in service, 
including theft o, othei- types of ir-.appl'opfiate act.ions? How do we balance the need to 
hold one another accountable w ith the need to keep principl~ before personalities? 

10. How can I express my gratitude or appreciat ion for another member, present or past, in 
the spifit of equality we value in NA? How do I honor the contributions of members in a 
way that r~ pects the guidance of Tradition Twelve? 

11 . How does my practice of anonymity help to foster NA unity? How does NA unity help me 
place principles before personalities? 

12. How do these Traditions help me understand anonymity? How does anonymity help me 
understand these l raditions? How do I pr<K.tice anonymity in tenns of the Tr.tditions? 

13. Ocscribc .tny bridges bc.-tween this Tradition .md one or m01·e of the lwc.-lve Steps. What 
do theS<.' bridges teach me about my recovery? 

14. What more can I do to put the principles of this Tradition into action? How would 
applying this T,aditioo change my attitudes and actions? 

In All Our Affairs 

15. How have I applied this Traditio,, outside NA? How else might the principles of this 
Tradition guide my thinking or my actions? 

16. What would it mean for anonymity to be my spiritual foundation? What does this 
principle bring to my life, or change about my thinking? 

17. How does practicing principles before personalities help me to experience unity outside 
NA? Can I apply the principle of anonymity in my work, in my family, or in my community 
in ways that would foster unity? 

18. What i$ at risk when I place personalities before principles in my personal relationships, 
at work, in school, o, in community or'gcmizations? liow and when do I ,,ee<t to pi.tee 
pfinciples before personalities in these areas? 

19. Do I st,uggle to accept cre<lit f0< my acco,nplishnwnts outside NA? liow do I balance 
these principles in places wflere receiving credit or recognition is appropriate? 

20. How can I apply prindples of this Tradition ill areas of my lire outside of NA where 
everyone is not regarded as equal? 
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2). /Ve there times hl my life outside NA when I want to "call someo,-.c out" h, a way that 
wo uld be hurtful or destructive? How can Tradition Twelve help me to navigate conflict 
or anger? 

22. What other a reas of my life would benefit from the application of selflessness? What 
would change in my relationships if I approached them from a spirit of anonymity! 

23. How do humility, dnonyrnity, and unity work together and Separately in my life? Whdl dre 
some ways I practice these principles? When I come from a place of unity and anonymity, 
how does my expcriet1ce of the world <.hdnge? 
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For Groups 
Tradition Twelve m.akt-s dear that the principle of anonymity is at the core of all we do. 

Aoonymity i.s so important to what we do, in fact, that i t makes up half our name, Narcotics 
Anonymous. For many of us, our understanding of anonymity begins w ith recognition that 
recovery is easiec- when we can seek help for our problem with some measure of p.-ivac.y. 
Anonymity indudes keeping the identities of our fellow members confidenti.al, but i t is much 
more than that. Anonymity estc'lblishes our right to equal membership in NA <md makes our 
groups a place wht1e .-ddict.s of 1nany backgrounds and unique personalities come togellu~r to 

share recovery. The result is an atmosphere of recovery c-,pable of giving addicts enough hope 
to stay cleao. 

We come together as one, but in recovery we are neither nameless nor faceless. Our distinct 
personalities., our diversity, and our ex.pe,iel'Ke are what make up Narcotics Anonymous. Nooe 
of us is better or worse, more or less important, more or less worthy or likely to make it another 
day. Anonymity gives us all a break aod gives us each a chance. 

Recovery is not a measurable commodity. When we live the NA program to the best of our 
ability, we bring !lope to tile meeting. At some point in our recovery, each of us goes through 
S-Orne darkness. Facing challenges and struggling to live our prin,ciples doesn't take away the 
reality of our recovery. Our struggles are part of the process. Anonymity means thdl each of us 
brings what we have to the group, and from that materia l a message develops. Each of us is a 
p:111 of that; none of us is the whole thing and noll(' of us " 1 uins it,'' even when the best thing 
we're doing is not pi<.king up. 

Our practice of anonymity makes it possible for us to experience unity, ;,ind our contributions 
to tht> cornl'non welfare of NA improve our perS-Onal recovery. we af<~ a fellowship of talentt>d, 
creative, dynamic, and resourceful people, but when we direct our energies only toward helping 
ourselves, ,nany of us end up feeling fso!ated, alienated, and a lone. When we turn our atte1ltion 
and our efforts toward helping each other, we may feel more like ourselves than we ever have. 
Recovery gives us the freedom not Just to be ourselves but to see, perhaps for the first t ime, 
how valuable we tfuly are. 

The anonymity we speak of in Tradition Twelve is much more than the ideas of namelessness 
or confidentiality many of us associate with the word "anonymous.'' However, the practice of 
anonymity does involve being mindful of these concerns. Tradition Twelve in Jl Works: How ond 

Why notes that many of ovr meeting formats include the statement that "w~t•s said in this 
meeting stays in this 11'1eeting.'' We all benefit frorn the freedom that comes with being .tble to 
share from our hearts without being worried about public disclosure of what we said. It can also 
be helpful to keep in mir,d that no on..- p,actices all of our guidir,g prir"iples perfectly at an 
times. We practice these principles to the best of our ability, just for today. 

We value privacy and confidentiality in NA, but we also learn to practice discretion in w'hat 
and how we share. The confidentiality we hope for in a meeting is not the same as the deep 
sanctity of the sponsorship relationship. We expect our sponsors to keep oor confidences, and 
we build trust In others o"'er time. Not everyone In a meeting will hooor that same degree of 
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confidentia lity, even though we may wish they would. Strong groups foster an atmosphere 
where members c.an shafe freely, but anonymity is still not a guarantee of privacy. we each play 
a part in helping all our members feel safe and secure in sharing. 

Anonymity is important at the group level for another reason: Our groups have their own 
identities. Our Fourth Tradition provides groups with the autonomy to <onduct their meetings as 
they set? fit, as long as they a-dhere lo the guidance in the rest of the Traditions. The fifth 
Tr-adition sets the job of <arrying our message ahead of anything e-ls.e a group does. The 
personality the group develops in its autonomy should atways be in service to th<- task of 
c.;;urying the message as best we c.;an. This is one way in which groups place our principle-s first. 

/\nothel' way can be four\d i,, the scle-ctioo of trusted sefvants. The mernbetS who ,n.ake up a 
home group typically lend their personalities to the identity of the group. Practicing the spirit of 
,·otaticm whe,, choosing our group trusted servants ea,, go a long way ill helph-ig the gl'oup to 
develop an identity based on practices and principles rather than particular personalities. 

The NA group, as The Group Bookfet tells us, is "the foundation of the NA service structure." 
With anonymity as the spiritual foundation of all our Traditions, the NA groups can establish the 
spiritual tone for all of our NA service. Our groups are the place where our membef'S first 
experience and learn what anonymity means in the context of our Fellowship. The better our 
groups embody the lovingguidaACe found in all our Traditions, the better our members will be 
equipped to grow in recovery, serve selflessly, and contribute in the spirit of goodwill to our 
prim<1ry purpose. 

Group Inventory Questions 
The questions below offer ways to begin-or continue-group inventory or discussion 

focused oo this Tr-aditi01\. 

t. What are some of the ways our group practices anonymity? How do these relate to how 
we treat ea<.h other aod how we fulfill our pl'imary purpose? 110w else is the spirit of 
anonymity practiced at our group? 

2. How do we acknowledge the value of members' service contributions? How can we 
encourage selfless service while maintaining a focus on anonymity? Do we sometimes 
base our service on motives other than selflessness? 

J. What can we do to help keep prindples before personalities in our recovery meetings? In 
our group conscience/business meetings? 

4. How do members' person.alities contribute to our group's identity? Are there partic.;ular 
pcf'Sonalities that dominate or dtfin4!' us as a group or io our meetings? How do we keep 
principles first when our personalities are strong? 

5. What pr0<.csses do we go through to select ou, tl'usted serva,,ts? I low does observing 
the principle of rotation help keep our- group healthy? 

6. Do we tl'eat everyooe who atteods our meeting as equal? Ne there some ways or times 
we fall short, and if so, how? What can we do to ensure that all members are shown 
respect? 
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7. What kinds of things are appropriate to take with us from the meeting, and what should 
we leave behind? What is the difference between anonymity and confidentiality? What 
responsibility do we have to help protect tile confidentia lity of those who share? 

8. Are we more willing lo tolerate bad behavior from some members than we are from 
others? Do we have different standards for u.se of time or other behavior within our 
meeting, depending on who's involved? 

9. Might long.standing friendships or Shdrc.!d ~ponsorship within our group seem exdusive? 
How can our practice of unity extend to include everyone at the meeting? What draws 
our attention to the ways people might f«I lcrt out?What do we do when we notice? 

10. How does this Tradition help u.s understand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 
u1,de,stMd this Traditioo? 1-IOw do we practice ano,,ymity io terms of this Traditioo? 

11. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition and other Traditions. What do these bridges 
teach us about our group? 

u. What more can we do to bring the priociples of this Tradition into ou, group effofts? 
What could we do differently to better fulfill our primary purpose? 
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In Service 
Being of service takes us out of ourselves and focuses us 01, the greater good. Service can be 

a tremendous relief-we get a reprieve from the self•cenleredness at the core of our disease. It 
is a gift to be able to set aside the burden of self-obsession and focus on principles. 

We have many reasons for getting involved in service, and sometimes those reasons are far 
from selfless. Most o f us who !lave stuck around for years or decades have at some time or 
another found ourselves driven by mixed motives-to boost our egos or get recognition, or just 
to get our way. When we experience success or achieve big ac<omplishrnents h, ser'vice, we rn.ty 
stn)ggle to find comfort with selflessneS$ once more. Even when we know better-we may not 
want our r-.ame ove, the doo,, of the meetiog hall, but we want the respect and aedit that seem 
to be our due. No matter how justified we may feel, self-centered service can be destructive. If 
our work is oot grounded in spiritual principles, at some level it may not be service. When we 
serve NA from a genuine desire to give back and to carry the message, our spirit and our 
Fellowship both benefit. 

We are the ones who make NA happen. Our service <enters may employ special workers, but 
there are no professional recovering addicts. A member shared, " I get asked to take leadership 
positions a lot, because I have more deantime than most people in the room. I have to think 
carefully about that-whether it's wis.e, whetht...- I should step as.ide and let someone else have a 
chance, or whether my experience is really needed. I can only get to the right answer if I keep 
my ego in c.heck." 

We must take ca1e l'tOt to tre.tt a,,y one 1'nembe1 as if they we,e more or l~s il'nportant than 
another. This can he even more of a challenge than the struggles we have with those of whom 
we arc natu,ally suspicious. When we allow our ,nore cha,ism.ttk ,nem~rs to get away with 
something, we harm them as much as ourselves. We set oursetves up for conflict and disunity. 
Acting in ways that lack integrity can be<.ome habitual: W1H!n we get away with it for a while, we 
start to forget that what we are doing is wrong. When it starts feeling "nonnal"" for some 
members to have prestige or ro, the rules to apply only sometimes, we are not respe<.ting the 
spirit of anonymity. The idea that we place principles before personalities means that NA servke 
must never be a popularity contest. 

Our relationships in service reflect the relationships in our lives. We can come to these 
relationships in a spirit of hannony <md love, or from a place of suspicion and fe.tr. trusting each 
other doesn't mean that we reject a«ountability; we put routines in place to protect ourselves, 
and our trus.ted servants, ftoin the types of mistdkes we, .tS addict~ are liable to make, A<.tive 
trust involves helping each other bring our best to the process. When we serve together in a 
s.pil'it of love, we ,emember why we a,e all here. 

Differences of opinioo that th,eateo to tea, us apart begin to shl'ink to prope, proportioo 
when we focus on our primary purpose. Our task in Step Tw-etve is to help each other in a spirit 
of a,-.onymity. Regardless of our persooal differences, we help save each other's lives. This can 
be particularly challenging when we have personal history that has given us good reasons to 
dlsHke or distrust each other. The trust this Tradition asks us to practice is not blind. Especially 
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after we have been here a while, we know what kinds of defects addicts tend to act out on, and 
we koow the people we serve with. Pla<i,,g prll'Kiples befofe pefsonalities is easier said than 
done. In seivice, we persist in tolerance, forgiveness, and hope. We find the courage to address 
sensitive matters-whkh may bring an emotional reaction from other members-and the 
wisdom to exercise compassion when doing so. We allow eac.h other to recover in dignity and lo 
serve with selflessness, because we know a Power greater than ourselves is present in the 
process. 'rhis exercise in .monymity will continue to ch.illenge us throughout our recovery. 

Per'sonalities thernselves don't connkt with p1 indples, but sornetirnes our dctions do. We 
m;iy have to chec;k oursetves: Is this person achlil lly out ot line, or are we just fn.istrated by who 
they a , c? Is this member really the best one for the r'Olc, or ar'e we voting fo,-them because th-cy 
are our friend, or because we want them to like us? Are we responding to their actions or their 
pefso,,alities? Afe we asking soo,e memt>e,s to adhefe more closely to guidelioes than oth-crs? If 
an action is wrong, it's wrong no matter who is doing it. If an action i.s right, it de.seives our 
support no matter who is doh-.g it. walking that walk is what it means to have integrity. 

Serving in a spirit of anonymity c.an be amaz.ing1y freeing. We are able to foe.us on what is 
being said, not who is speaking. Listening is an essential part of service, and many of us learn 
these skills for the first time when we serve as secretary or chairperson. We c.an help a member 
with whom we disagree find the words to make their point. Our willingness to hea, each other 
and help each other in service in this way reaffimis our understanding that we aren't out to gain 
anything from dnother'.s recove1y except gr-.ttitudc in seeing ea<.h other recover. We get to feel 
that "quiet satisfaction in being useful," as one of our Basic Text storie-s says. 

We learn to trust the process. Of c;ourse, tmst doesn't always c;ome easily. A member shared, 
" I have to let go aod t.Just that, while they rnay 001 be doiog the task the way I would do it, it's 
getting done and it will be a ll right. Their way might be good too. Their way might even be 
bette,:" If we stick around lo,,g enough, we sometimes get to see the ideas we opposed actually 
wont out for the best-bec.ause they were right, or because we learned through the experience. 
A,ld we see our ideas and contributions make a difference in shaping NA. It may take a long view 
to see the fruits of our labor. We don't give up, whether it's rive minutes or ten years before the 
miracle happens. 

We come together in unity not in spite of our differences, but with great pleasure in them. 
We have ~uch a wide variety of experienc.e and perspective lo share with each other and to help 
us carry our message. Seivice in NA is anonymity in action. We act in a spirit of equality and 
goodwill, setting none of us dbove others, We celcbr.ite each other's successes, even when we 
h;ive disagreed profoundly. We serve not for recognition or approv,11 but to help carry our 
message to the addict who sufte,s. Wheo we ser'vc i,, a spil'it of Monyl'nity we ,efocmbet that 
our unity must come first, and that the powerful relationship between the First Tradition and the 
Twelfth holds us together, even when we feel like we will surely co,ne apart. 

The power of Tfadition Twelve in our service allows us to bea, witoess to great,,css., to find 
joy and comfort in work, and to participate in making Narcotics Anonymous. A just for today 
program Is a lways beginning anew. EMh of us is founding NA. today, right where we are. Each of 
us is building hope for ourselves and for the addict yet to come. We know that the work we do 
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in service has effects far past our ability to see or imagine. Allowing ourselves to be part of this 
won<. is a gift to ourselves even more than to those we serve. 

Workshop Questions 
The questions below otter a way to begin-or continue-a service discussion or workshop 

focused on this Tradition. 

1. Why is anonymity so important in service? How does practicing this principle change how 
we .ipproach our service efforts? 

2. Does our approach to service change when we allow those we serve to h;we anonymity? 
When we allow it f0t tho~ with whom we se,ve?Whcn we apply it to ourselves? Mow do 

our SE:rvice efforts together change when each of us practices this Tradition? 
3. Discuss the connection betwe<'n u,,ity and an01,ymity. Mow does our p<actke of 

anonyrnity suppoft unity? Can we experience unity without a,,onymity?Wh<'n we 

practice anonymity and unity together, what about our service efforts changes? 
4. What paft do<-s aoo,lymity play in ouf selection of trusted servants? How ca,, we 

consider quatifKations, requirements, and skills witllout making it personal? 
5. Do we hold some members to a higher standard than others? Do we excuse behavior in 

some that we do oot tolerate from others? 
6. What can we do to be more inclusive in our service efforts? How can we attract and 

retain members in service? How do we balance our need for continuity with the practice 
of rotation? 

7. Do we treat mos-e exptric:nccd trU5ted servants dS if they have greater duthorily or 
frnpo,1aoce thM tho~ who are ntwt"r to the: work? Do our effotts at co,~se,,sus offer 

equal respect and importance to everyone's input? 
8. Mow does this Tradition help us u,)dc,stand anonymity? How does anonymity help us 

understand this Tradition? How do we practice anonymity in terms of this Tradition? 
9. Discuss any bridges between this Tradition afKI on<- or more or the Twelve Coocept.s. 

What do these bridges teach us about our service efforts? 
10. What more can we do to bring the principles of this Tradition into our service efforts? 

What could we do differently to better carry out our services? 
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Our Traditions as a whole are about learning to love. We learn to 
live in peace and dignity with others. to take care of ourselves as 
we reach out to help, to offer a hand without overstepping or 
demanding anything in return. Our concern for others is no longer 
based in what they can do for us. or even whether or how much 
we like them. We care because we share a common problem and 
a common solution, and in that we nnd common ground and 
co1nmon purpose. 

Anonymity offers us spiritual safety, an ability to see the work of 
a Power greater than ourselves all around us. We begin to trust 
that force as a presence for goodness in our own lives. We learn 
to take risks, trust, share, and care. Anonymity is not the natural 
state of an addict, a lthough many addicts die nameless and alone. 
Anonymity opens our heart to the addict who is suffering whether 
that person is known or unknown to us, whether we have reason 
to trust or mistn,st whether we are afraid or alone or busy or we 
are ready to reach out. right now, today. When we reach out a 
loving hand in a s1>irit of anonymity and fa ith. a Power greater 
tJ1an ourselves is at work. In anonymity, we a re free to be 
ourselves and to carry and receive a message of hope with the 
addict who suffers, regardless of whenever, wherever. or 
whoever they might be. 
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All Will Be We ll 
"They are tru/y the ties that bind us together. 

It is only through understanding and application that they work. · 

There are many ways to approac:h our Traditions.. We study and practice them differently arovnd 
the ,vo.-ld and aro1J1d lhe neighborhood. It seems like a paradox to s.sy at once lhat they are not 
negotiable and that we practice them differently-but it's that simple. Our principles are the same. 
They arc univerSal bc<ause they a ,c true, aod H~y work. W11ether we write aboul these P,'ll,dplcs, 

discuss them with other members, or simply practice them i.n our groups, each of us comes to an 
understandir~ fOf' ourselves. The principles do not change, but as we grow and mature in .-ecovery, 
as the base of our personal experience widens., our understandings of the Traditions deepen. When 
we co,ne together in unity and goodwill, we weave our varied expefi-ence and unde<staoding into a 
single, dear voice. A group finds its conscience not through uniformity, but by coming to a shared 
understanding and putting that into action. 

None of our Traditions stands alone. We cannot practice some and not others. We do best 
when we don't try to "enforce" one Tradition or aoother, at the expense of unity or at the 
expense of another addict's right to membership. Instead, we share perspe<tives and lesson-s 
and trust our fellows to follow their conscience as we follow ours. Carrying our message can be 
a life-and-death proposition for u.s, and a loving Higher Power t$ our ultimate authority. Each of 
us has the choice to be a member of Narcotic.s Anonymous, and <111 members are equal, When we 
practice the rwelve r,aditioos, wt- a,·t (1tating a fellowship that takes its guidaoce from 
spiritual principles rather than individual personalities. 

In our NA groups, the Traditions guide us to create an atmosphere of recovery in which we 
can find the identification and empathy we so des~rately need. In sel'vicc, the Traditions keep 
us on course. They guide us to work together in a spirit of unity and interact with those around 
us in ways that are appropriate and productive. The Traditions teach us as individuals what it 
means to be members of a Fellowship, and how to live within our NA communities. We also 
learn more al>out who we are in relation to family, community, work, and intimacy. The 
principles we learn in the Traditions become part of what we practice in all our affairs. They 
bring peace in our hearts and unity in our lives. 

lhe spirit of service is a blend of passion and compassion. Addicts are remarkdb1e, 
resovrceful, and creative. When we get excited about something, there's no telling how far we 
can go with it. lhe 1welvc Traditions guide us to moderate our enthusiasm with clarity aboul 
what mattc<s to us and the 'Nlsdom of experienct-. When we know out pUI pose, ou.i w01k can be 
focused. When we can see the pitfalls awaiting us, we can take action to avoid them before we 
stumble. Our T.-aditions show us our pufJ>OS<', our path, and the obstades in our way. we go 
forward with optimism and caution, with joy and hope. We learn from our own experience and 
from the experience of those who have gone before us. Willingness fuels our action; open· 
mindedness allows us to learn from experience and to bring imagination and creativity to our 
service without losing sight of our principles. 
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Recovery didn't begin for us when we wished for it; it began when we heard a message and 
started taking actio,l to save our lives. We can't take creative action if we are afraid to take a 
risk. In service, in our lives, in our relationships, we apply the principles of recovery to the best of 
our ability. Even when we try our best, we will sometimes make mistakes. In these moments, it 
can help to remember that we are in the care of a loving Higher Power. We learn in our person.al 
struggles that recovery is strong enough to withstand the storms of life. We learn through 
service that the NA program is strong enough to hold us all, <md our principles .ire rnorc 
powerlt.il than ot.ir worst ideas. We work together to face the ch;illenges that arise in service and 
also to solve the problems that we c.rNtc. When we take on the task in a spirit of love, uoity, and 
compassion, we tum painful learning moments into opportt.inities for forgiveness, growth, and 
transfo,•fnatioo. 

Creative action keeps us l'OOving forward. Anonymity in actio,, keeps us out of our own way, 
ensuring that our princ.iples always come before our personalities. Our principles are primary, 
just as our pu,pose is prima,y. Anonymity ill action describes h-0w we act. What we do is up to 
us, as long as we are moving in the right direction-toward our primary purpose, focused on the 
addicts who still suffer. 

The Traditions serve to define the first word of the First Step: "'We." Suffering addicts, 
hopeless and desperate, have come together and built a fellowship that is saving lives around 
the world. NA wasn' t created by a bunch of well•meaning observers, and in each new pla<e 
where NA grows, dddicts in th.it community get deM, find a new wdy o f li(e, and carry the 
message to still suffering addicts. The process is the same from 8ratil to Brussels, from Kentvcky 
to Kenya, from Sydney to Seovt. Our Traditions tell the story ;,md offer the tools to help us do 
that same thing over aod over: stop using d,ugs, lose the desire to use, find a new way to live. 
And go help another addict. 

Each of us, evefy day, is creating Narcotic.s Af1onymous. Each new day, we afe beginning. 
And the process of serving selflessly, c.arrying the message, building our Fellowship, "growing 
our we"- that process heals our hearts and lifts our spirits. Every addict in Narcotks 
Anonymous expands the possibility of freedom for every other addict in Narcotics Anonymous. 
Sometimes we know who saves our lives; often we have no idea what chain of events leads to 
us hearing what we need when we need it. Our collective wisdom grows every day. Our 
Traditions teach us how to take that wisdom-our shared experience, strength, and hope-and 
apply it to help ourselves and our fellow addicts, today and every day. 

Like a ligtithou.se on the rocky shore, guiding us away from danger, the Twelve Tr.tditions of 
Narcotics Anonymous help us navigate in accordance with our principles, our purpose, and our 
paths. This is not the fil"-11 word on our Traditions, but the begiirning of a journey with the 
principles as our guide. So long as we follow this way, all will be well. 
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